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ABSTRACT

There are a large number of variables to be considered in the

structural design of masonry buildings which complicate the traditional
design Process based on trial-and-error. Faced with this conplexity,

masonry designers tend to overestimate factors of safety, which resulËs

in uneconomic buildings. In this thesis, a pseudo-discrete model for
the optimum design of masonry shear walls is developed. The nodel is
applied to single and multistorey masonry shear walls. For the single

storey shear wall, structural constraints representing stress and load

limitations are derived from the Canadian Code CAN3-S304-M84, and/or

elasticity principles after being manipulated rnathematically to fit
what is terned the "acceptable discrete formn. Because of the complex-

ity involved in nanipulating the structural constraints for nultistorey

shear walls, simulated functions are developed to replace the original

functions. Conputer prograns are developed to prepare the mathematical

formulation of Èhe model. The input data of the computer programs are

selected by the user, the practicing engineer. Linear programming,

with its integer capabilities based on the Branch and Bound technique,

is used to solve 'the design optimizatlon problem. suggestions and

recommendations are provided to overcome the conputational difficulties
associated with the modeling and solution process of such large-size

optimization problems. A number of study cases are investigated to

demonstrate the practicality and efficiency of the models. The results

of these study cases suggest a great saving in both computation tine

and cost of naÈerials. A ntmber of recommendations for further re-

search work in the areas. of nasonry structural behaviour and Easonry

construction are provided.
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NOMENCLATT]RE

Because of Lhe large nr:mber of discrete variables introduced

throughout Chapters 3, 4 and 5, it is found helpful Èo define the

superscripts and subscripts associated with those variables in a

general term before introducing the list of notations. These sub-

and superscripts are defined as follov¡s:

e - L, 2, . r . , ET Nr¡rnber of spacing options for horizontal shear

reinforcement for single storey problem.

i : I, 2, . . . , IT Nunber of grouting conditions for both single

and multi-storey probletos.

j: L, 2, J Ntunber of stories for multi-storey problen.

k : L, 2, ..., KT Nr¡mber of outside (or end) steel options for

both single and multi-storey problens.

m : L, 2, ..., MT Nunber of inside sEeel options for multi-storey

problem.

p: L, 2, PT Number of inside steel options for single storey

problem.

g : L, 2, ... , QT Nunber of horizontal shear reinforcemenÈ options

for single storey problern.

Examples:

l. For sinele storev oroblem:
* .rh(D.V.); A discrete variable defining the i-" grouting

condition.

x11



(D.V.)k A discrete variable defining the kth outside

steel option.

(D.V. )l A discrete variable defining the kth outside

steel option for the iÈh groutlng condiÈion.

(D.v.)P A discrete variable defining the pth inside

steel option.

(D.v.)f A discrete varlable defining the Pth inside

steel option for the ith gtorrting condiLion.

10.v. lfP A discrete variable definlng the Pth inside

steel option for the kth outside steel opÈion

for the ith grorrting condition.

(D.V. )e A discrete variable defining the "th spacing

option for horizontal shear reinforcement.

(D.v.)q A discrete variable defining the qth hoti"ontal

shear reinforcement oPtion.

(D.V. ): A discrete variable defining the "th spacingt 
option for the ith grouting condition.

(D.V. ):q A discrete variable defining the qth hoti"ontal' '1

shear reinforcement for the eth spacing for the

ich grouting condítion.

2. For rsulti-storev problem:

(c.v.¡J** A continuous variabie for the Jth storey.
i .rh(D.V.)í A discrete variable defining the i'^' grouting

condition for 5th storey.

(D.v.)¿ A discrete variable defining the kth outside

x]-11



steel option for 3th storey.
i . .rhfn.V.)ít A discrete variable defining the k--' outside

steel option for the ith grorrting condition for
.rhJ sEorey.

i-rh(D.V.)j A discrete variable defining the m"'^ inside

steel option for ¡th storey.

* (D.V.) Discrete variable

** (C.V. ) Continuous variable

x1v



LIST OF NOTATIONS

AA A function of (C", fm, Am, !f and PU).

AB A function of (C", fm, Aso, D, M and L).

AC Cross-sectional area of one core.

ADD A function of (ING, Cs, fr, 4", f", 4"1, CI,I, h, IJW and L).

ADDL Additional applied dead load due to grouting more cores

(for nulti-storey problem) .

ADL Total applied (Dead + Live) load (for singel shear wall

problem).

ADRC Additional axial compressive resisting capaclty due to

adding compression steel and more grouÈed cores (for

sulti -storey problem) .

Ao Total gross cross-sectional area of a wall per Detre.
b

A_, Gross cross-sectional area of the inside part of a wall.gL

A_- Gross cross-sectional area of the outside part of a wall.go

Mortar bedded area.
m

AN Compressive stress surplus in case of compression

violation.

Ao Cross - sectional area of vertical steel (unifornly

distributed).

A_- End vertical steel cross-sectional area in case ofse

unreinforced wall.

A-, Inside vertical steel total cross-sectional area.s1

A- n Horizontal total shear reinforcement cross-sectlonal area.s.t

xv



A Outside vertical steel total cross-sectional area.
so

BA A function of (M and L).

BB A function of (j, D, and ECE).

BC A function of (j, D, and ECD).

CB A function of (ECD, ECE, h and L).

CC A function of (ECD, (ECE)', h and L).

C- Eccentricity coefficient.
e

CM Masonry compressive resisting capacity.

C Slenderness coefficient.
s

CS Conpressive steel resisting capacity.

CW Core width.

D Effective depth of a section under tension.

D' Distance from center of a steel combination to the nearest

end of the wall under tension.

Dl Dead load of one roof.

DL Total dead load.

DLI Applied (dead * live) load for the inside part of a wall.

DLIA Extra dead load (for single shear wall problem).

DLS Applied (dead + live) load for the outside part of a wall.

e:l,...8T Number of lateral reinforcement sPacing options.

E Eccentricity ratio.

EC A function of (PU and E).

ECC A function of (E, EC and PO).

ECD A function of (M and L)

ECE A function of (C", fr, Ar, L, M and EC).

E- Masonry rnodulus of elasticity.
n

xv1



E_ Steel modulus of elasticity.
s

f-- Contribution of dead load to compressive stress (in the
cs

shear stress calculation).

f_ Allowable axial conpressive sÈress for masonry.
m

f-^ Actual value of masonry cornpressive stress.tra

f_- Sinulated value of masonry compressive stress.
ms

f Allowable tensile steel stress.
S

f Actual value of tensile steel stress.sa

f'^ Allowable compressive steel stress.
s

f'^^ Actual value of compressive steel stress.
sa

f Simulated value of tensile steel stress.
SS

f'^^ Simulated value of compressive steel stress.
SS

f Allowable shear steel stress (f : f ).v'vs'
h Height of a single storey wa1l (roof to roof).

i-l, . . . IT Nu¡nber of grouting conditions.

ING Nunber of inside grouted cores.

k-1,...KT Nurqber of vertlcal steel standard sizes options.

K Zero-one variable associated with vertical side steel.

L Total length of a wall.

LI Inside length of a wall designed for tension or compres-

sion

LL Total live 1oad.

Lo Live load for one storey.
T,

æL,...MT Nurober of inside vertical steel options.

H In-plane bending novemenÈ.

n Modular ratio.
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N Zero-one variable associated with grouting conditions for

the nulti-storey problem (for DL + LL case).

NC Extra nu-mber of inside grouted cores (or number of inside

steel bars).

NS Zero-one variable associated with inside reinforcement for

Èhe üulti-storey problem (for DL + IJL case).

OAD Original applied load.

ONG Originat nu¡nber of grouted cores.

ORC Original axial compressive resisting capaclty.

p:1,...PT Nt¡mber of inside verÈlcal steel options (for single storey

problem).

P Unit weight of the wall described in sequential discreËe

f orrn.

P¿ Allowable axial dead load.

P- Flextural compressive resisting capacity of masonry.t
g-1,...QT Nunber of lateral (shear) reinforcenent optíons.

a Zero-one variable associated wiÈh outside steel options.

r (Grouted cotes/Jngrouted cores) ratio.

R Zero-one variable associated with the inside vertical

steel.

RCI Axial compressive resisting capacity of the inside part of

the v¡alI.

RCIA AddiÈional axial compressive resisting capacity of the

inside part of the wall

RCM Total axial compressive resisting capacity of the wall.

RCS Axial compresslve resisÈing capacity of Èhe ouÈside part
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of the wall.

S Zero-one variable asociated with shear discrete variables

S^ Zero-one variable associated with lateral (shear)
a

reinforcenent options .

Sb Zero-one variable associated wlth spacing options for

lateral (shear) reinforcemenL.

S.t Spacing of lateral (shear) reinforcenent.

SM Section nodulus.

SNG Nunber of side grouted cores.

S Standard size of end cores vertical steel.se

S Standard size of inside vertical sËeel-.
s1

S_n Standard size of lateral (shear) reinforcement.
s1.

S Standard size of outside verËical steel.so

t Thickness of a waIl.

T Tensile sÈeel resisting capaclty.

TNC Total number of cores in a wall.

TNG Total nurnber of grouted cores in a v¡all.

TSS ToËal outside steel area.

lll,i UniÈ weight of a wall.

V Maximun shear force.

v Actual shear stress.
a
, _.y^ Discrete value of the actual shear stress.

v^ Maximum allowable shear sÈress.I

v LimiÈed value for the allowable shear stress.
m

frl Zeto-one variable associated with grouting conditions for

EuIti-storey problen (subset-4-DL + WL).
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WL !trind load.

WS Zero-one variable associated with side steel options for

multi-storey problem (subset-4-Dl + WL).

X Zero-one variable associated with jth storey and/or ith

grouting condition.

)(A Axial load stress for Easonry r¡all.

XB A function of (L and P¿).

XC A function of (M, L, Cs, fl, and A"o).

XD A function of (L, C", f, and Ar).

XE A function of (ECC, L, M, EC, j, Dl, h and L).

XF A function of (A*,L, 4"o, h, L, M and EC).

)ß A function of (h, C", f, and Ar) .

XL A function of (M, h and L).

XM A function of (AA, BB and CC).

XÎ,I A function of (AB and CB).

XO A function of (BA, BC and CC).

XP A function of (M, L, i, DI and h).

XQ A function of (Cr, fr, Ar, L and h).

XS Zero-one variable associated with outside steel options

for multl-storey problem (subset-l-, DL + WL).

Y Zero-one variable associated with grouting conditions for

rulti-storey problem (subset-3-, (DL + I.fL).

YA In-plane bending monent stress for roasonry shear Y¡alls.

YC A function of M.

YS Zeto-one variable associated wlth outside steel options

for multi-storey problem (subset-3-, DL + I{L).



Z Zero-one variable associaÈed v¡ith jth storey and/or ith
grouting conditon for rnulti-storey problem (subset-2-, DL

+ t[L).

7Å, Allowable masonry compressive stress modified by slender-

ness coefficient.

ZS Zero-one variable associated y¡ith outside steel opËions

for ruLti-storey problem (subseË-2-, DL + WL).

o Reinforcenent distribution factor.

ó (Depth to the neutral axis/effective depth of a wall)

ratio.

ds Simulated value of d.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MASONRY

Masonry consists of different types of materials put together to

produce a conposite material. Modular units such as stones, bricks or

concreÈe blocks are the main components, while mortar ls a blnding

conponent. Grout and reinforcing steel, on the other hand, are essential

only in some cases, as shown in Figure 1-1.

Crout
llctrr[orcing-;

steel lroo
¿ _ $

Figure 1-1-. Reinforced masonry wall

Masonry is the oldest of significant buildíng materials. Its use

can be traced back thousands of years to the ancient Egyptians, Greeks

and Rornans, For centuries, Easonry structures predominated, being used
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in a v¡ide variety of structural forms. I,lith the turn of the century and

with the rapfd developnent of concrete and steel structures, the use of

Inasonry declined. Many factors contributed to the decline of the

masonry industry. Structural steel and reinforced concrete have feu¡er

conponent materials than nasonry and there is, consequently, a clearer

rrnderstanding of their structural analysis and design. This understand-

lttg is reflected in the corresponding codes. While steel and concrete

codes are comprehensive and clear in presentÍng the required information,

masonry codes have always been ambiguous and subject to lndividual

interpretation. Other factors such as problems associated r¡ith the

environment, resistance to flexure, manufacturing and building techn-

iques, and the economy are among the reasons that favoured the neqt

systens.

The above are, perhaps, the most iroportant factors that have drlven

nasonry from its once proninent position as a traditional building

material to, in many cases, a secondary position among other competitive

choices. During the last few decades, a movement has begun to strengthen

the position of masonry among these engineered systems. Researchers

have concentrated on areas related to the behaviour of this composite

material, development of new types of masonry units, design and analysis,

codes and standards. A few studies have considered the economic issue.

Most of these studies(g'l-0'32'33) h"rr" focussed on the areas of markeÈing

and on consumer and designer preferences. These studies are based on

measuring the perceptions of Èhose parties involved, nain-ly through

conducting conparisons between masonry and other building materials. To

face the conpeÈition of other systems, the nasonry structure must be at

its most econonical forn before conducting such comparisons.



In this thesis, a method for designing such "most economícal" or

"optimum" masonry structures is developed as a first step in the

comparison between masonry structures and other types of strLrctural

systems.

L.2 OPTIMIZATTON

The word noptimízation" has been defined by laany researchers,

engineers and nathematicians. A.B. Templer"r, (21) h"" defined optinizat-

ion in a practical way. He stated "By optimization is meant any logical

process by means of which measure of the efficiency of a design or plan

is improved". By analyzing such definitions, one realizes that the

optimization process is not a solving process but, rather, a solution

inproving process. However, as is the case in most optimization process-

€s, a solution nethod úust accompany the solution improvement process.

The general representation of optlmization problens is known as

models. A nodel can take any of several alternative forms, one of which

is a set of nathematical equations, whlch ls the most commonly known

form. In constructing a model, three steps can be identified; first, by

defining the unknown variables; second, by expressing system constraínts

as a set of matheroatical relationships; and, finally, by deflning the

criteria function that describes the objective of solving the problen.

Different problems require dlfferent types of modelling. It can be said

that both the nature of uhe problen and that of the constraints describ-

ing the sysÈem affect the tyPe of nodel.

Having constructed the model, an appropriate solving technique is

applied. Solving techniques are selected according to the nature of the

model. For example, linear program.ming, through enploying the Sinplex



Method, may be applied for those models expressed only by linear

relationships.

Mathenatical programming was first applied Ëo managenent problems.

It was íntended to help managers make better decisions by solving

problems more efficiently. Having succeeded ln Ëhis ateat it has been

adapÈed to other disciplines such as natural sciences, mathematics and

engineering. Attempts aË utilizing the optimization techniques in the

structural design area have appeared over the last two decades. However,

research related to this ner¡ field progressed slowly. Among the factors

affecting this slov¡ rate are: unfamiliarity of the practitioners with

this new mathematical prograrnming concepts, the cost of an optimization

process that nay exceed the cost of simple analysis and the impractl-

cality noticed in some optimization resul-ts. It appears that 1f

practicallty of a certain design and a lol¡er cost of optimization process

are achieved, then practicing engineers will become more fanilíar with

such process and be willing to use these methods to achieve their aim,

which is, mainly, a reliable, sensible and econonic design.

In this thesis, the optimization models developed emphasize the

practicality needed in the structural design by practicing engineers.

This practicality is reflected through the interaction betrueen the design

codes and the relationships developed. Also, allowing the designer to be

a major source of input data, through selectÍng the available materials

¡o¡ sxnmpler provides this practical interaction.

1.3 MASONRY OPTIMÏZATION

As mentioned above, in the last few decades, through the work of

engineers and researchers there ls an lmproved knowledge and understand-



ing of nasonry. This work has helped in setting nerr guidelines for

structural analysis and design and in more rational codes and standards.

However, since economic considerations require that a "most economict'

structure be selected from several cornpetitive construction materials

attention nust be directed ton¡ard fulfilling Ëhis objective for masonry.

This objective can be achieved by developing optimum nasonry design

models.

To develop such models successfully, three factors must be con-

sidered: First, the nature of the components of any Basonry structure,

secondly, the nature of the design relatlonships as introduced by the

appropriate code and, third, the type of optimization technique that

best suits the problem.

Any masonry structure, like any other structural systen, passes

through successive stages from the preliminary design stage to the final

construction. Although one attempt to accommodate such stages in a

single model has been made, as reported in the next chapter, the nain

models developed in this work consider onJ-y the sLructural design stage.

Three main component materials are subJect to optinization in the

structural deslgn stage. These are the concrete blocks, grout and

reinforcement. Concrete blocks and steel bars are available in standard

sizes. On the other hand, grout is always confined by the areas of the

cores in the blocks, which lneans that lt also has discrete velues.

Having discrete values for such conponent variables requires optlnization

techniques that differ from those applied to continuous variable problens

(e.g. optimum design of concrete beans).

These discrete optimlzation techniques assume prior knowledge of the

variable values beforehand, while the main optinlzation problen will,



then, be to select the nost economical conbination from anong several

choices. This selection process is performed Èhrough the application of

what is known as the nBranch-and-Bound"(11) meËhod (see Appendix B) with

the help of v¡hat can be referred at as nzero-one' variabl""(23). This

type of approach, besides its efficiency in solving the discrete proble-

ES, is also appropriate for the design relatl-onships used in Èhe model as

constraints. Most of these relationships, introduced by the codes(s) and

elasticity principles, are non-linearly expressed and then require the

type of programming known as 'non-linear". However, since the discrete

models are based on the fact that the discrete values of the different

variables are known beforehand, part of these non-linear relationships,

as will be discussed in later chapters, can be expressed in a "discrete

form". This "discrete form" could be expressed, after being associated

with the appropriate zero-one variables, in a linear form. For example,

if X and Y are two contlnuous linear variables, the term XY is, Èhen,

non-linear. On the other hand, if discrete values are assigned to both X

and Y, then their product, XY, ls recognized as a third discrete value.

This thlrd discrete value, say Z, can be assigned a zero-one variable,

say a, and the product of Za can be considered a linear tern.

Furthernore, when complexity ls involved in expressing the design

relationships in "discreÈe" form, simplified expressions are developed,

as will be discussed in Chapters III, IV and V, that represent, as

closely as possible, the original relationships. These "sLmulated"

functlons, after being tested, are then expressed in a linear "discreten

form.

In this thesis, the standard values of concrete blocks and reinforc-

ement are selected from sets of catalogues available to practiclng



engineers. The design relationships, on the other hand, are adapted from

the Canadían co¿".(4) Linear programming Èhrough its integer capabili-

ties is found to be the most efficient optimization technique in solving

such kinds of linear discrete models. Therefore, an established opti-

mization computer package, LïNDO,(24) is utilized.

L.4 Objectives

The nain objective of this study is to develop design optimization

nodel(s) that are able to repl-ace the traditional masonry structural

design approach which is based on a trial-and-error procedure. These

models, when solved, yield the optiffum or the most economical masonry

structural design. Although some of the applications are dlrected toward

different types of masonry structural members (e.g. bearing walls), the

main contrlbution in this work is tor¡ard shear walls, single and

multistorey. Other objectives are as follows:

1. Developing sirnplified, and yet identically representative, design

relationships that can be practically used in the optimum as well as

traditional rnasonry structural design.

2. Studying the possible expansion of this work to accommodate:

a) analysis of behaviour and physical characteristics of masonry

as a composite materlal;

b) a complete masonry structural systen that consists of all
possible structural elements.

3. Developing optitrization models, that generally:

a) are user-friendly and ninimize the computation tine;

b) are transferable to practitioners.
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CHAPTER II

LTTERATURE SURVEY

The purpose of this survey is:

To review previous research work relaÈed to structural optimization

in general;

To present and review all research work related to måsonry optiniza-

tion that has led Ëo the developnent of the maln models reported in

this thesis;

To present sÈudies conducted in attenpts to extend such tyPe of

research Lo broader areas such as construction nanagement and

behaviour of masonry raaterials.

2.L RESEARCH I,IORKS REIj,TED TO THE OPTTI'ÍUM DESIGN OF STEEL AND CONCRETE

STRUCTURAI, SYSTEMS

This survey presents the more significant work in the fÍeld of

optirnization for steel and concrete structures and focuses on the

progressive applications of optimization techniques to steel and concrete

strucÈures fron the early slnple cases to the latest forms of adaptation

of such techniques to structural systems. The survey is in two Parts:

the first presents the work done in the area of conÈlnuous varíable

optimization design problens. The second part presents the development

of discrete rnodels thaÈ are the most suitable to structural optimization

problems.

2.L.a. Continuous Varlables OntÍmization Problems:

F. ¡1o"""(30) has developed a process for obpaining the opÈinurn

(lightest) steel trusses and frames. The model consisÈs of an obJective
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function and a set of constraints Èhat describe equilibriurn and compatib-

ility of displacenents. As the relationships used are originally non-

lfnear a trial procedure is performed to deÈermine the initial values of

the different variables. Once this initial vector is deternined, a

linearízation process that replaces the non-linear equations by their

linear first-order Taylor serfes is performed. Linear prograrnning is

then applied Ëo solve the problen and the resulting optinun values of

different parameters, such as areas and stresses, are found as continuous

values. An optimizaÈion approach has been specially developedjr

optimizing the cost of steel frames, members and connections.(43) ïhe

design variables considered consist of cross-sectional areas, the plastic

monent capaeity of the members and the noment resistance at each

connection relative to the plastic monent capacity of Ëhe connected

member. The objective function is formulaÈed to express both the

naterial and the connection cost in terms of Èhese design variables. The

solutlon process is iterative and based on trial-and-error. The optintrn

soluËion yields continuous values of section dinenslons which are,

further, approximated to their closest standard sizes.

A non-linear programming method utilizing Lagrange multipliers has

been used to determine, a priori, which constraints ¡¡ill control the

miniutm weight design. (18) It has been concluded for the ninimun weight

design of a large class of structural systens subjected to single load

conditions that these structufes nust be fuJ-ly stressed. Again, the

unknown variables, namely, the cross-sectional areas of the members and

the stresses, are deternined as continuous variables.

The problem of ruultiple loading conditions ln the ninimun weight

design of plate girders has been considered and solved usfng the gradient



proiection nethod of non-linear progra'míng. (13) Piecewise linearization

of constraints has been achieved for use in Simplex Methods for optimum

design of a pin-jointed steel franework .(26) The oprinal design of a

uultistorey steel frames under gravity load has been developed using an

analyÈical approach and also by employing a nodified dynarnic progr¡mming

technique.(15) Elastic behaviour in the form of working stress linitati-
ons and ulti¡nate capacity have been consldered for the optirntrn design of

framed structures ln the forn of an lteratÍve set of linear prograrnning

problens .Q7) llith Ëhe help of plasÈic analysis, steel frames have been

designed for ninirmln weight employing linear programming, vrhere side-sway

is accounted for by restricting the moment carrying capacity of the

"o1,*.r. 
(2) The optirnal elastic design of reinforced concrete continuous

beems and frames has been obtained through linear progrâmming techniques

such thaË under åny possible load combination, a cerÈain specifled

minimu¡n load facÈor is guaranteed against collapse of the structure and

Ëhe first yield of its critical section. (7) Conparibiliry, limited

ductility, equilibriurn and serviceability criteria have been considered

to arrive at the minir¡um anount of reinforcemenÈ.(14'31'I9'20) The

Simplex algorithn has been used to solve the linear prograurning problen, -
(31-'19'20) and the examples have indicated a saving in sLeel between 6X

and L7lo.(3L) Adapting the flexibility method for analysis, reinforced

concrete frn-es have been optimized for nininun cost treating width,

depth and relnforcenent of each member as design variables and subjecE to

AcI Building Code regulatioo".(45) A study which focuses on obtaining

realistic trends and guidelines for the optlmization of building systems

has been aËtempted. 
(28) Characteristic parameters of the nathenatical

model of the strucËure afe unit weights for the floors, walls and
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spandrel beams and areas of steel, reinforced concrete colr-runs and main

girders. The optinization problem has been linearized using a Taylor

serles and solved using linear programrning techniques.

2.L.b Discrete Variable OBtim_ization Problerns

Since engineers are often confronted with limited sets of standard

sizes of nany structural materials, è.g., reinforcing bars, sÈeel beams

and bricks, a few researchers have worked on the problems of discrete

optimization. Optimun design using available sections has been worked

out, for sÈeel frames, usíng a search Èechnique that has been derived

from Gomary's algorithm.(46) It has been concluded that the nethod is

inefficient because of convergence difficulties, especially for probleros

vrith a Large number of variables. A rulti-level decision rnaking progr-

aruning problen has been formulated to minimize the overall structural

weight of rigid-plastic plane frames using discrete sections and has been

solved. using the DuaL Sirnplex Method. 
(17) A discrete formulation of

rninimurn cost design of framed structures has been developed to choose

raember sizes from a catalogue of commercially available """tior,t.(6)
Reinschrnidt(41) applied zero-one integer programming to optinize

steel frames and trusses. He used limited avallable sections for linear

structures where the nonlinear constraints were lineatízed using Taylor's

first-order series. Further, he enployed the inplicit enumeration method

to solve the problern. Faced wiÈh Ëhe problem of determining Èhe global

optirun solution, he suggested an initial solution or initial local

solution, to generate starÈing points. Cella and Log"h"r(5) h"rr"

developed a semi-autornated optinization algorlth¡n for discrete variable

problerns. þree phases are built into the algoriÈhn. Phase I requlres
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an initial lower and rather infeasible solution as input. In this phase

a feasible region is generated through sequential steps parallel to the

coordinate axis. In phase ff, a local optiroum is selected through a

filteríng process. In phase III a betÈer local optinun is selected

through a branch-and-bound process. The whole process is considered a

nultl-stage solution process where a "blockage", due to any cornputation

problem, can cause the terminatlon of the solution procedure. Although

the algorithn has been applied to rnulti-rnember strucÈures, such as space

trusses, simplified assumptions, such as considering only one load case

at a tine and eliminating some important constraints, have diverted

attention from the significance and capabilities of the algorithxo.

¡lo.ti"(29) has presented a linear programming solution to some

cotntron prestressed concrete design problems. A trial section is assumed

while the unknown variables are the adequacy of the concrete section, the

prestressing force and the permissible zone for the proposed force. The

nethod has suggested a format for further design to acconmodate discreÈe

components sizes, standardized geometric arrangements and other loading

conditions.

2.2 RESEARCH ITORKS RELATED TO MASONRY OPTIMUM STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The strucÈural optimization research survey has lndicated that Èhe

area of nasonry structural optirnization has received no attention prior

to 1-985 when the first work was presented at The Third North American

Masonry Conference.(39) Being the firsÈ attetrpÈ in this field, the ¡nodel

developed was simple in nature, where simplifying assutrptlons as well as

sinple application were being used. The nodel itself is e llnear

prograronlng model that consisÈs of a set of linear constraints derived
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frorn the Canadian co¿".(4) The unknor',rrs are the slzes of the blocks and

the steel areas while the objective function fs the mininization of the

total cost. The model r¡ras applied to Èhree masonry v¡alls subjected to

in- and out-of-plane bendlng ßonents as well as axial loads. The compa-

rison between the traditional- deslgn approach and the linear progranning

solution showed substantiel savings in both costs of material and

cornputation time.

Mixed-integer progranming models have been developed subsequently

for the optiuum design of masonry bearing walls .(40 '4L) The first has

beenapp1iedtobearingrga11swith1oweccentricities(eccentricity<

thickness of wa11/3). In Èhis first paper, analysis of different design

approaches for such walls vas performed and it was concluded that the

Coefficient Method of the Co¿"(4) gives more economical solutions than

the Unity Equatlon or the Load Deflection Hethod. Since the main exPres-

sions describing the relationships between the resisting capacity and the

applled l-oads are non-linear, piecewise linearlzation rt¡as applied to

linearize such expressions. The linearization was performed using the

end points of any particular curve representing a non-linear relationship

as grid points for the linearized relationship. This method of lineari-

zation was Justified in the paper. The model developed considered axi-

ally apptied vertical loads and out-of-plane bending moments due to sind

pressure. It also considered the multi-choice of available blocks,

namely 190, 240 and 290 uutr thick blocks, and the load cases (dead +

live), (dead + wind) and 0.75 (dead * live * ¡¡ind). In addition, the

cases of fully grouted, partially grouted and ungrouted walls with or

without reinforceuent \dere Included. the objective function is Èhe

ninirnization of the toËal cost of naterlals, while lhe constraint set
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consists of the linearized relationships describing linitations of

stresses and loads as well as code and integer requirements.

Two subsets of linear constraints have been developed, the first for
the unreinforced case and the second for the reinforced case. Although

the two subsets are included in the same rnodel, artiflcial variables are

incorporated in the first subset of constralnts to differentiate bet¡seen

the two cases. These artificial variables have a vèry high cost in the

objective function, a situation which prevents the binding of the

constraints associated r¡ith it whenever they are not supposed to. Zero-

one variables have been assigned to the discrete values of the different

variables (e.g. grouted cores, block sizes, reinforcement, etc.). The

model has been applied to an exanple problem and the optinun results,

again, proved the saving achieved in both cost of material and in
conputation time.

The second p"p"r(41) studied the problem of the opÈimum design of

bearingwal1swithhigheccentricities,(eccentricity>

waII/3). Transformed Section Analysis formed the basis for the struc-

tural design relationships developed. Since tension exl-sts in such

walls, reinforcement represents an integral part of the wall. Therefore

relationships between applied loads and mornent resisting capacities for
ranges of reinforcenents, block sizes as well as several groutíng

conditions ltere first developed. Then these relationships were

linearized using a separable Programning Èechnique. The problen was

finally sinpllfied to a línear progr¡mrnlng problen. Each set of block

size, reinforcement and a grouted condition represents a discrete

solution that corresponds to a partlcular set of applied load and bending

nonent. Zero-one variables were Ëhen íncorporated into the problem which
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ltas solved using the LINDO(64) optimization package.

Since nasonry shear walls ate, perhaps, the tnost important

structural element in a masonry building, their optimal design forms the

core of this thesis. However, prior to the development of the main, and

comprehenslve models presented in Chapters III and V, Ër¡o atLenpts ldere

made in this area. The first attenpt(38) presented a simplified rnodel

for the optinun design of slngle storey (floor-to-roof) ì""onty shear

walls. In developing the model, a few general- as well as speclfic

assumptions lrere made. It was assuned that no tension or shear viola-

tions exist ln the wall, and only two load cases were investigated. Two

submodels lrere developed, each corresponding to a governing load case.

The governing load case has Èo be determined prior to the development of

the corresponding forsulation.

In case one, the (dead + live) load case governs, and two opÈions

can be identified. The first is an unreinforced wall where it is assuned

that the wall resists any load lower than the maximum resisting capacity

of the fully-grouted sectLon. The model itself is a mfxed-integer

progranning model where the constraints express the relationship betl¡een

the grouted areas and the nasonry compressive stress and the applied

loads. These relaËionships, which are non-linear, lrere then linearized

using piecewise linearization. Since the values of the grouted areas and

cornpressive stresses yielded are continuous, a second set of constraints

raras developed to tie those conÈinuous val-ues to their corresponding

discrete values. the second option within this case is for a reinforced

wall ¡¡here reinforcement was assuned to be uniformly distributed. The

reinforcement deter¡nlned from this nodel is treated as a continuous

variable, and as such ls a deficiency in the rnodel. Whenever Èhe (dead +
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wind) load case governs, a second sub-model is applied. The relationsh-

ips ln this sub-nodel were derived from the Unity Equation and the rein-

forcement can be placed at each end of the wall to resist any compression

violation. Again, the steel is considered to be a continuous variable.

In the above !¡ork, the load cases have been separated, which sinplifies

handling both the formulation and the sol-ution of the problen.

The second atternpt ¡r¡as the development of an optinization model for

the multi-storey shear *"tt.(13) The ¡nodel, being the first attempt for

such problems, was sinple in nature. A few stnplifying assurptlons r¿ere

made, such as liniting Ëhe application to one load case and one standard

size of steel. The computation process lras divided into two main parts.

The first used a conputer program specially developed for this problem

which generated the required constrainÈs for the model. This part also

played a role in the optinization process by eliminating the unnecessary

and unrealistic constraints as well as linearizing the non-1lnear

relationships. In the second part, the model deveLoped from the first

step was solved using a linear programning technique. The constraint

set in the model r¡as divided into three subsets, the first r¡as related

to the case where tension did not exisÈ, the second for cases when

tension existed and the thírd consísts of relationships used in both

cases. Ihe relationships for the first parË lrere iniÈially developed

using the UniËy Equation, and then delivered to the rnodel storage space.

Once tension exists in the wall, analysis of Èhe section, provided that a

particular steel size is available, is perforned. As soon as the result-

ing masonry and steel stresses, from this analysis, are found to conform

to their allowable 1ímits, the program selects the most economical

combination and delivers it to the nodel storage space. The analysis
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Perforned in this part is based on Transforned Section Analysis. The

third part of the constraints consisÈs of those general defining con-

straints v¡hich are necessary to cornplete the model. The discrete foruu-

lation for this rnodel has proved its efficiency through an application to

a seven-storey shear wa1l. Due to the promising resulËs of Ëhe last two

aÈtempts, it was felt that ¡nore investigation must be done, which led to
the rnal-n models presented ln the following chapters.

2.3 OPTT}ÍU'I HASONRY RESEARCH I.IORK IN AREAS OTHER THAN STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Two attempts have been made in masonry optimization other than the

optimal design of masonry stnrctures. The first investigated the problem

of optimum masonry construction while the second has considered the prob-

lem of stress behaviour of concrete masonry blocks. A goal programming

approach to masonry construction was developed and applted to a hypothet-

lcal """".(1) The differences between such an approach and the conmon

structural design optimization techniques have been discussed. !trhile the

oPtiûum structural design problens are often concerned wiuh a single

objective function, such as minimizing the materials cost or minimizing

the weight of the structure, the optiüuro construction problems are

characterized by Eulti-objective nature. Such problems, although

complex , axe nore realistic and are applied Èo Eore practical cases. In

this particular approach, the jolnt consideration of a number of issues

such as structural design, code requirements, material transportation

cost, construction tine and labour force nanagement, was addressed.

Since these issues are not directly conparable in a slngle nathenatical

expression, Ít is necessary to enploy a technique which is capable of

recognizing and analyzing the fundamental differences arnong them. The
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GoaI Programming approach is found suitable for this type of analysis.

In this approach, a few objectives, as mentioned above, are mathemati-

cally expressed in linear relationships where a "tatget" or a "goal" has

been set for each obJective. A set of deviational variables is then

been assígned to each objective statenent to describe the over and under-

achlevement of such particular objective. The objective function, on the

other hand, is the minlnization of all these deviatlonal variables which

are themselves ranked according to their relative inporÈance and assigned

prlority weights. The model has been applied to a hypothetical but

reasonable problem, and the results have yielded a list of alternatives

from which the practitioner can select the "best" one according to the

corresponding practical situation. The approach, although efficient,

needs more modifications and refining so that it can be applied to ¡qore

realistic and complex problems.

Two investigations(36'37) have involved Èhe behaviour of raaterials

problens, o4ê of which has been directed to the nasonry concrete

blocks.(36) The problem is to determine the optimun proportioning of fly

ash concrete mixes for hollow-core concrete blocks. Since the behaviour

of materials is the main concern in this type of investigation, the

optimization problern is rather conplex. Its complexity arose from the

need to simulaÈe some of the data and relationships that had not been

developed but which were necessary to foruulate the nodel. Therefore,

the problem was forsulated as a "cyclingn process. It starts by gauher-

ing the available data and information through limited test results and

liËeraËure review. Then, sinulated data and relationships are developed

which complete the formulation of the nodel of the first cycle. The

model is then solved to get a set of "predictedr optinurn results. These
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results are checked and evaluated through conducting experinental tests

from t¡hich a second set of data and information are obtained. This

"fefined" set of information forrns the basis for the second cycle of the

Process by nodifying the simulated relationships from the first cycle.

The process ls then repeated till convergence between the experirnental

results and the siuulated data occurs. Due to the non-linearity of most

of the simulated relationships and for the purpose of atÈalning the

closesÈ possible resulLs, a non-linear progr¡mming model was developed.

The model is solved using the Reduced Gradient Method through a commerci-

ally available computer package .(25) The promising results suggesË an

extension of this process to other rnaterial problems.

2.4 CONCLUSION

The works reported in this survey cover the nain and most signifi-
cant developments in the optimun design of structures. Although a large

number of problems have been "solved" by researchers, most of then can be

classified under a linited number of categories. The survey has indlcat-

ed that mnsorirl had no share in the area of opËimization till 1985. It
has also revealed that although several opÈimization techniques are

available in the literature, discrete optinization appears to be the

most suitable and applicable approach to masonry optinization.
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CHAPTER III

PSEUDO-DISCRETE MODELING FOR THE OPTIMUM DESIGN OF

MASONRY SINGLE SHEAR I,IALLS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Although this problern had been investigated in an early *otk,(38)

it ¡¡as limited in scope because of a number of sinplifying assutrptions.

The intent of this chapter is to present a general basic paLtern to

solve the same problem after relaxing those simplifying assurpLions.

This patEern combines both the structural and Lhe mathematical

programming components into an efficiently solvable model. The

structural part, although mainly based on the Cod",(4) is approached

v¡ith lnore realistic understanding of the material perfornance under

various loading conditions, of force distribution and redistribution

and finally of each design relationship enployed in different cases.

The mathematical part is essentially based on a npseudo-discreEe' typ"

of modellinr,(15) that is, the discrete solution is embedded in the

conEinuous solution region. The continuous area represents the main

structural constraints in the form of inequalities, while the discrete

region is created by those equations describing the discrete variables.

The optinum solution is selected through the use of'zero-one'variab-

les which are associated v¡ith the different alternatives. In presenting

the general mathematical formulation for the pseudo-discrete optimiza-

tion models developed in this study, the nasonry discrete variables

must be identified first. Since blocks, grout, verÈical reinforcement

and horizontal reinforcement are, generally, the conponents of most

masonry structures, masonry discrete variables must be relaÈed to each
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and to every one of those components. Throughout the models developed

herein, the standard size of blocks is considered constant and taken as

190x190x390 mn for all cases. In designing mnsoîry structures grouting

is usually considered first, then the reinforcing steel is determined

according to the grouting level. Therefore, the grouted area and all
those varlables that are directly deÈernined ¿ls functions of the

grouting conditions are considered IndependenL Discrete Variables

(INDV). Vertical reinforcement,and all those variables that are

directly deternined as functions of the steel options are considered

Dependent Discrete Variables. Furthermore, in this study there are two

types of verEical reinforcement; that is, outer vertical reinforcement

used to resist tenslon or compression violation resultlng from (Dead

Load + I,Iind Load) application, A"o, and lnterior vertical steel used to

resist compression violation resulting from (Dead Load + Live Load)

application, Asi. In this study 4", is dependent on A"o which in turn

is dependent on the grouting conditions. Therefore A"o and all those

variables deternined as functions of A"o options are recognized as

Directly Dependent Discrete Variables (DDDV), while Ar. and all those

variables determined as functions of Asi options are idenLified as

Indirectly Dependent Discrete Variables (IDDV). On the other hand,

since lateral reinforcement (shear reinforcement) is rnainly determined

according to the grouting levels, it is considered a DDDV.

According Eo Èhis classification, the general nathenatical

formulation for the pseudo-discrete Easonry optimization rnodel can be

expressed as follows:
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OT
Minimize I C t. o 'oo:I

subject to

(3-1)

for 2 - L,2,...,S1-T (3-3)

fox .L - I,2,...,S2T (3-4)

(3-6)

for i:I,2,...,IT (3-7)

for i -L,2,...,IT (3-B)
and k : L,2,...,KT

BT I<ì

ol, ê"0* tt t : Ì 
o'o ror c : L'2" "'cr (3-2)

IT
þSLl + .I- Et-ooL-0.0

1-I

IT KT
þs2t * i- . I. rl, *oÏ - o.o

1:I K-I

IT KT PT

þs3t + .I. ,I. I" elf *"Tl - 0.0 ror L - L,2,...,s3r (3-s)
1:I K:T P:I

where

IT
f o. - 1.0Li:t 1

KT
t- of :o.

11k:1

PT.'kPk) a.'-û.u. l1
P-r

where

Sl-T - Nurnber of INDV

S2T - Nurnber of DDDV

S3T : Number of IDDV
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CT : Nurnber of continuous structural constraints represenËing load

and stress limitations

BT : Nunber of continuous variables (BT e (S1T + S2T + S3T))

OT : Nunber of discrete variables representing the conponents of

Easonry structure (OT € (SLT + S2T + S3T))

IT - Nunber of SlTÈh options (grouting conditions)

KT - Nunber of S2Tth options (outside reinforcements)

PT - Number of s3Tth options (inside reinforcernents)

?o * Discreüe variable representing the conponents of masonry

structures (e.g. A"o and A"r) - contained r¡ithin INDV, DDDV and

IDDV

Co - Cost coefficients associated with 'fo

Ê . : Coefficient of bth continuous variable fot "th conÈínuous
"cb

constrainÈ

úO : Otn contínuous variable - contained within INDV, DDDV, and IDDV

þSLl : lth independent discrete variable (INDV)

þs2l - ,th directly dependent discrete variable (DDDV)

þS3l: lth indirectly dependent discrete variable (IDDV)

gn * coefficienÈ of ¿th ltqov for the ith condition (grouÈing

condition)

f\, - coefficient of ¡th ooov for kth option (outside steel) and ith

condition

tTT - coefficient of ¿th toov fot pth option (fnside sÈeel¡ ,for kth

option and for the ith grouting condition

e, : (0-1) variable for the iËh condition
Þ

"l - (0-1) variable for the kth option and the ith condition

w
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"lo 
: (0-1) variable for the pth option, kth option "nd ith

condition

The model for the above general formulation is generated using a

computer program (Appendix C) , which is based on t\,ro types of input.

First, the conditional type of input that describes the applied loads

and the geometry of the structure and, second, the assumed input that

provides the discrete sets of the main parameters, e.g. steel and

grout. I,¡ith the help of che first type of input data, the governing

load case is determined; the program is then directed tor,¡ard a sys-

tematic process, during which the second type of input data provides

the essential information for that particular load case. FinalJ-y, vhen

the model is completed, interaction takes place between the data set

where the model is stored an¿ l,l¡ilO(23) where the optimization problem

is sol-ved. The method of solution is based on the Branch-and-Bound

t""hniqrr.(21) which has proven to be the most reliable unethod in

solving such types of problems. The continuous part of the constraints

directs the solution, in the beginning, to a continuous linear prog-

ramming solution which, in most cases, is feasible but unacceptable

because of the fractional values assigned to the discrete variables

(for example, a ltl-S [2OO mm2] steel bar could have. a cross-sectional

area of 183 mm2 in the LP Corrtinuous Solution). Then the branch-and-

bound process starts the search for the optinal integer programming

(IP) solutíon. The period of search depends mainly on how trtight'the

formulation is and on how close the integer solution ís to the

continuous solution. Because this process is not based on trial-and-

error procedure, êfl initial solution is not given as input to the
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problen, which eliminates the possibility of fast convergence of the

solution. Fortunately, this disadvantage can be ignored with ,a

"ski11fu1ly" formulated nodel. fhe nunber of consÈraints, the ntrnber

of integer variables, as well as the fornat of the final relationships,

play a very inportant role in uinirnizing the time of the entire process

of optimization, as will be discussed in later sections.

Ihe combinatorial design process developed in this chapter is

applied to the design of an individual shear wall (a floor-to-floor

wall). As nentioned before, shear walls al-e structural elements

subJected to in-plane bending monents, shear forces as well as, in most

cases, axial loads. In Èhis study, two load cases have been considered

for investigation, nanely, the Dead & I.Iind (DL + WL) and Dead & Live

(DL + LL) load cases. It should be noted that, as a matter of irnpor-

tance and for the purpose of organizing the design Process, the load

case (DL + WL) is investigated first while the (DL + LL) load case is

enbedded within the sequential process of the first load case investi-

gation. Therefore, assurance is always nade Ehat the optimuln design

for the first case is safely applicable to Lhe second case (while the

contrary is less convenient). fn addition, shear stresses are tested,

autonatically, for each situation and a revised desÍgn does or does not

take place according to whether or not a violation of shear stresses

occur.

A ferr different cases are tested using the developed nodel and the

resulËs are presented diagrarnrnatically as well as in a tabular form.

The following sections describe the developnent of the model.

Emphases are placed on the general assunptlons for each load case, the
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structural relationships employed, the incorporation of zero-one

variables and the differences in the cornputaÈion process resulting frorn

different Èypes of forrulations. The secËions are presenEed as

follol¡s:

Section 3.2 Adaptation of the Structural Desígn Relationships

Section 3.3 Developnent of the Pseudo-diserete Model

Section 3.4 Study Cases

Section 3.5 Sumnary and Conclusions

3.2 ADAPTATION OF THE STRUCTI]RAI DESIGN RELATIONSHIPS

In this section, the structural- design relationships used in the

nodel are developed. Analysis of the adequacy of different methods of

deslgn, whether ¡ssemmended by the Code or derived fron the elasticity

principles, is perforned. Then, the adaptation process for each

selected method is discussed and presented in its "discreLe form".

3.2.a (DL+ilL) and (DL+LLI Design Relationships

As nentioned before, the first load câse to be tested is the

(DL+I.IL) case, followed , at a particular stage by the case of (DL+LL) .

The Canadian Code CAN3-S304-M84, Clause 5-7-L, perrnits the use of

the Coefficient Method (C.M.) in designing shear walls. C.M. is

maLhernatically expressed as follows:

P,: C C f Ao es tr ul
for unreinforced walls (3-9)

0.8 få Asl for reinforced walls

vertical dead load (N/m)
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C
e

C
S

f
m

Eccentricity coefficient

51 enderness coeff icient

The al1owable axial compressive stress for

masonry (lt/sun2 )

Mortar bedded ^r"^ ç^r2 7^¡

The allor.¿able compressive srress for steel (fV,Zm2)

The cross-sectíonal area of vertical steel (^^2/^)

Mr : ¿r f tocheckcompression' sM -- "s -m ä.i;;;;"

Glanvill-e(12) t"" indicated that the use of C. is more applicable

to out-of-plane bending, where strain change Eakes place across the

thickness, t, of the wall, than to in-plane bending, where the change

of strain is along the considerably greater length, L, of the wall. On

that basis, he has recommended the use of the following relationship,

derived from the Unity Equation, (U.E.):
P.

ct

A
m

and

A
m

f ' :
S

As

P¿

A
m

(3-11)

h > o.o to check Lension violalion (3-l-2)

where M : In-plane bending moment (N-mm)

SM : Section modul,r, 1r*3¡

and other variables as defined before.

He has further strengthened his recommendation by applying the Ewo

approaches to the same example where the first yields a safe design

while the second approach shows a compression violation. fn con-

clusion, therefore, the second approach, (hereinafter referred to as

U.E.), appears more appropriate in the case'of shear wall design.

Three subcases are to be examined within this load case, namely,
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the case when neither compression nor tension violation exists, the

case when compression violation occurs and finally the case when

tension violation exists. These three subcases are represented

graphically in Figure 3-1.

In Equations 3-11 and 3-I2 and Figure 3-l:

PU : The applied dead load (N)

A- : Mortar bedded ar"" 1m2 ¡m

M : In-plane bending Ðonent (N-mn)

SM : Section modul.r" (m3)

In the process of checking the stress violations in the wal1,

subcase 3 is considered first. If it is found that no tension viola-

tion exists, then either subcase 2 or I can be checked. It is also

assu.med that whenever tension or compression violation occurs, the

resisting grout and/or steel is placed in both ends of the wall. This

arrangement assures that both ends of the wall are safe against changes

in direction of horizontal forces. on the other hand, having tested

subcase 3 first assures that no tension violation occurs when either of

subcases 2 or 3 are further considered.

Rewriting Relationships 3-11 and 3-I2, with respect to the ith

grouting condition:

(P¿)i
(A ).' m'l
(p¿)i
(A*)i

where

M

( sM)i

M

(sM)i

c (f ).s'm'1

0.0

(3-13)

(3-14)

,rT
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SUBTASE.l.

Figure 3.1

SUBCASE-2. SUBCASE-3-

of (DL + I.[)
single-storey

Stress distribution due
for the three subcases
shear wall (U.E.)

to the application
examined for a
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- Roof dead load: (h * L * (W)i) (N)

- Total height of the waIl (roof-to-roof) (m)

- Total length of the waIl (n)

- Unit weight ofrthe wall for ith grouting
condition (N,/n- )

- Mor[ar bedded area for ith grouting conditions. ¿.(non )

Sectiçn modulus for íth grouting condition (tt3)
G) IL¿/6 for a rectangular sectlon

Equlvalent waII thickr¡ess for ith grouting
condition (nn)

Total length of the v¡all (mn)

Slenderness Coeff icient
L.2 - ft fot concentrically loaded. walls

: The total height of the wall (mm)

: The allowable axial comÞressive stress
for masonry for 1th grouting condition (N/mn¿)

and other variables are as defined before.

Using discrete values for (PU)r,/(Ap)1, M/(SM)1 and C"(fr)i, Relation-

ships 3-13 and 3-14 can be rewritten in the following discreÈe forn:

(P¿)i

h

L

(uw)i

and fA ).' m'1

where h

and (f ).' m'1

(v,A) i
(xA) r

+ (YA)i

_ (yA) i

L

c
s

(3-ls)

(3-16)

Relationships 3-l-5 and 3-L6 describe the stress lirnitations for both

compression and tension, for a shear wall. However, any stress viola-

tion, due tso the applied loads, requires the consideration of oÈher

design methods or the adaptation of the above nethod, i.e., the U.E.

Therefore, for each of the three subcases shown in Figure 3-1, the

design process and sÈructural relationships adaptation is described as

f ol1oq¡s:
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A. rF (xA). - (YA)i < 0.0 (Subcase 3)

Once tension has been detected, i.e., (XA)i - (YA)i < 0.0, the

Transformed section Analysis (T.s.A.) method is applied co solve the

problem. The following are the assumptions on r.¡hich the process is

based:

1. Steel is used in equal amounts at each end of the wall.

2. For each grouting condition, i, there are KT different steel

combinations.

3. The effective depth, (D)k, for kth steel is taken from che

centerline of the steel combination, on the tension side, to

the end of the wall, on the compression side.

4. The number of grouted cores for the purpose of placing the

end sreel is always one core less, at each side, as the two

end cores are assumed to be always grouted.

Figure 3-2 illustrates graphically the stress distribution, the

applied loads and the resisting capacities for a sect.ion subjected to

tension. The general procedures of analysis and relationships

adaptation is as follows:

1. The following cubic equation, combining the two

relationships (l forces : 0 and ) Momenrs : 0), in

that is (d)1, the rario of rhe deprh ro rhe neurral

effective depth (D)k, is solved ro derermine (d)I

(At *" ø3lf * @z x627k + (A3 oøtl * (A4)T:0.0

equil ibriuru

one unknown,

axis to the

(3 -L7 )

where

k : 1,2,.. ,KT : Number of outside steel options

(Al)l: ((p¿ o ¡);_ o (o3)k),23 (3-rB)
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(Pd)i

I

L

r'ï"

Stress distribution,
capacity for a section

applied (DL
subJected to

+ WL) and resisting
tension (T.S.A. )

(0',)k

Figure 3.2
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(A2)T

(A3)l

(A4)l

where (D)k

(D')k

: (r)i * (D2)k * (¡r - I(p¿) i* L/2)ll
: 4M * (r)i * (D * Aso)k

: 2(n)i * (A"o)k * 1t't-L - ((P¿)i o

(D-D' )k) o (L/z - (D' )k) )

(3-1e)
(3-20)

(3-2L)

(n)i

(A"o)

and all

- Effective depth for kth steel combination (run)

: The distance betseen the centerline of kth

combination and the nearest side of the wall (mrn)

- Modular ratio for ith grouÈing condition

ïhe kth sËeel conbination's cross-sectional area
t

(!oa )

other variables as defíned before.

2. Once (/lf i" determined, an eirher/or sLtuation rises. First, (d)l

is greater than one, a situation that actually happens when

tension is very small, and which gives an indication that tension

is not a problem at all. In this case, the calculation is
Ëerminated at this point and lnvestigaÈion of the stress sitrratlon

at the other end of the wall takes place (subeases L or 2).

3. In the second situation Cø>l i" less than one. Therefore, tension
1

rnust be resisted by (A"o) The values of actual masonry stress

(fr")1, actual compressfve steel stress (t"")f and act,,al tensile

steel stress (f"")f are then calculated. ïhese values are Èo be

checked againsË their allowable values.

At this particular stage the (DL + LL) case is considered for

testing. The nethod used is the C.M., ¡¡here Equations 3-9 and 3-10,
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derived from the Canadian Code, with minor variations discussed below,

are applied.

The wall designed for tension, as described in the above sections,

for grouting condition i and side steel k, as well as the axial

resisting capacity distriburion is graphically presented in Figure 3-3.

As the (dead + live) load is, in most cases, applied with uniform

distribution, a force re-distribution most 1ike1y occurs due to Lhe

resisting capacity distribution. Accordingly, Equations 3-9 and 3-10

can be expressed in a general nathematical expression for the whole

wall as follows:

where

(Rcr)l + 2(RCSlf = tlrr rl * ,(DLS)| G-22)

(RCI)l : the axial compressive resisting capacity

of the inside portion of the wall for grouting

condition i and kth steel combination (N)

(RCS)l : the axial compressive resisting capacity

of the outside portion of the r.uall for grouting

condition i and kth steel conbination (N)

Þ(DLI)|: 
"ppfied 

(dead + live) load for the inside part

of the wall for grouting condition i and kth

steel combinaLion (N)
1z(DLS)| : 

"ppfied 
(dead + live) load for the outside

part of the wall for grouting condition i and

kth steel combination (N)

Expression 3-22 describes the relatíonship between the resisting

capacity and the applied loads for two segnents of the waÌl. There-

fore, the same relationship can be furËher simplified by applying it to
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Figure 3-3. Axial compressive resisLing capacity distribution for a

wall designed for tension
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each segment of the wall, separately, as follows:

(RCr)I > (DLi)l

(Rcs)l > (DLS)l

The resisting capacities (RCr)l and (RCSlf 
"r,a 

rhe applied loads (DLr)I

and (DLS)f 
""r, be marhemarically expressed as follows:

(RCr)l - c" * (f, * Ar)i o (Lr)k (3-2s)

(Rcs)f : c" o I((fm * Ar)rr * 2(o)k)

+ (0.8 f ' * (Aso)k)l (3-26)

. (ADL).
(DLi)l: 

-*(Lr)k 
e-22)

(3 -23)

(3-24>

and

where

(DLS)I- +.)II*2(D)k (3 -28)

(Lï)k -L-+(o')k(mm)
- The total inside length of the wall (as shown in

Figure 3-3)

(fr)ff : The allowable axial conpressive stress for fully
grouted wall (i.e. i - IT) (N,/mn)

(Ar)ff : The mortar bedded area for fu1ly grouted wall

(*2)

f: : The allowable compressive steel stress (U/rr2)

(ADL)f * The Èotal applied (Dead * Live) toad for ith
grouting condition (N)

(ADL)ff : The total applied (Dead + Live) load for fully
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grouted liall (N)

and other variables are as defined before.

It is evident that (RCS)I is always greater than (DLS)I, which leaves

only Relationship 3-23 to more further consideration. If a cornpression

violation occurs, i.Ê., (DLI)l exceeds (RCI)1, then the resisting
1Ìcapacity (RCI)i must be increased to cover the difference between

Lløl¡(DLI)i and (RCi)i. This increase in (RCI)i consists of a combination

of steel and more grouted cores where the steel bars are placed. At

the same time, the extra grouted cores add extra dead load on the

al-ready determined value (DLI)f. The mathematical expression that
]-

describes this relationship is as folloi¡s:

(RCr)l + (RCrA)lP > lnrrll * cottollp

where P : L, 2, PT : Inside steel bar options
b

(RCIA)Tp : Extra axial compressive resisting capacity (N)

cs[((fn)lr o (NC)IP * ec) + (0.8 f' *

1*.lfp * (Asi)p) l

(3-2e)

(3-30)

(3-31)

(3-32)

and

vhere

(llle)lP : Extra dead load (N)

: (NC)TP * cI,I * h "" (uW)rT

,*.lTn

(NC)Ïp

s [((fm)rr * AC) + (0.8 f
37

: The extra number of grouted cores, or number

of inside steel bars, p , for ith grorrtirrg

condition 
"rrd 

kth outside steel

(DLr)T - (RCi)T

; * (Asi)P)l



AC The cross-sectional

as 257" of the total

The cross-sectional
ô

(n¡u- )

The core width (urrr)

area of one core (taken

area of a block) (m2)

area of pth itside steel bars(ot, )n

CW

and

(UW)ff : The unit weight of a fully groured wall (N7run2)

and other variables are as defined before.

The differences between the C.M. in its original formulation as

presented in the Canadian co¿"(4) (Relationships 3-9 and 3-10) and the

mathematically manipulated nerr expression, represented by Relation-

ships 3-24 and 3-29, are as follows:

1. The new adapted relationships assure that whatever the tension

design results are or, more specifically, the end steel, these results

must form an initial solution to the (dead + live) load case.

Therefore the search for the governing load case, i.e. (DL + WL) or (DL

+ LL), is elirninated, which in turn saves calculation time.

2- The original form pf the C.M. assumes a uniformly distributed load

(forces) and, in turn, unifornly distributed vafues of mortar bedded

axea (A*) and vertical steel ârea. It also either ignores the effect

of the extra grouted cores for the purpose of adding compression steel

on the originally applied (DL + LL), or it assunes that the added bars

are placed in the already grouted cores. The first assumption leads to
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inexact resufts and, noreover, it overestirnates the resisting capacity.

The second asstrmption is correct buE not economical. The reason is,

while the grout offers higher resisting capacity in compression than

steel bars, its cost is less. Therefore, for a particular compression

deficiency, two options are available. The first, according to the

original relationships, offers a particular amount of steel placed in

the already grouted cores. The second, according to the modified

relationships, offers a lesser amount of steel and extra amounEs of

grout. Comparison shows that in almost in al1 cases the latter option

is more economical.

The above design process for (DL + LL) can be summarized as

f olIor,¡s:

1. For a sectíon designed for tension, (RCI)1,
a

1,(DLS)i are calculated.' '1
k L .th2. If (RCI)Ì ís greater than, or equal to, (DLI)i, then the i""

grouting condition is sufficient to resist the applied loads.
VL3. If (RCI)i is less than (DLI)i, then compression steel as well as

extra grouted cores for the purpose of placing the steel bars must

be considered. The increase in the resisting capacity, (nCfe)5P,

along with the original value of (RCI )f must exceed the original

value of (DLI)|, and the extra added toad (DLIO)ln.

B. IF ()(A), + (YA), > (ZA), (Subcase 2)

(RCS )I, (DLr )I and

If no tension exists

tension is negligible (i

in the wall (i.e.

". 
(d)l >r.o) , rhen

(XA)i - (YA)i ) 0,:0), or

the computation process

if

is
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directed toward checking the stress situation on the other side of the

waIl. One possibility is the existence of compression violation, i.e.,

(XA)i + (YA)i > (A)i. This situation is graphically illustrated in

Figure 3-4.

Once a compression violation exists, additional compressive

resisting capacity, represenLed by the additional stress (AN)f musr be

added .(I2) This surpJ-us is gained by adding compression sree1. It

should be noted that the compression steel is added to each end of the

waÌl. The amount of deficient compression is over a length (LX) . of

the wall and is represented by the shaded area in Figure 3-4. The

1^^ -^1 ^"1 -!^r "-:-- !L^ c^'1- (r2)value of (AN)i can be calculated using the following equation.\'

3.2(YA)i * få o (Aro)kl-
(AN):' 'l

where
l-

IAN):. ,1 : The value of the stress that makes the difference

betr,¡een (XA)i + (YA)i and (ZA)i for ith grouting

condition "rd kth steel combination (N/mm2 )

: The cross-sectional area of the kth steel combina-

tion (It should be noted that Aro options are the

same for compression as for tension) (*r2 )

and all other variables are as defined before.

Having determined (AN)l,the uain relationship representing this

subcase can be expressed mathematically as follows:

(xA)i + (YA)i < (zA)i + (AN)l (3-34)

After designing the wall for (DL + WL) using ReLationship 3-34, Èhe

computation process automatically considers (DL + LL) case. The

: ts^ L * (.), * [(h)i + (YA)i - (ZA)i] (3-33)

(A"o )
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- lYAl¡

Figure 3-4. Stress distribution for shear wall subjected
compression violation

to
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procedure is identical to that for the tension violation case

c. IF (XA)i + (YA). . (ZA)i (Subcase 1)

If neither tension nor compression violation exist in either end

of the wall, i.e. (XA)i + (YA)i

then the wall under consideration is safe to resist (DL + idl,). (Notice

that Relationship 3-33 can be used in this case, with the exception

that (AN)l: O.Or. Proceeding ro check the (DL + LL) case, minor modi-

fications are required in the calculation process. As there is r¡o

force re-distribution, both initial values of the applied (dead + live)

load, (ADL)i, and the resisting capacity, (RCM)., for the ith grouting

condition are considered for evaluation. If (RCM). is greater than or

equal to (ADL)., then the wall is safe under the axial compression.

However, in this particular case and as a standard engineering

practice, both end cores are grouted and reinforced with steel bars

1t'1-5. On the other hand, if (RCM). is less than (ADL)i,compression

steel is placed in extra grouted cores. The procedure is identical to

that described for subcase 3, except for determining (NC)f where:

(ADL). - (RCM).
(3-3s)(NC)P (.

" 
[({tr)lr o AC) + (o.B f; * (Asi ) )l

3.2.b Shear Stress Design Relationships

The shear relationships used herein are

principles(12), which in turn are based on the

Canadian co¿".(4) The relationships themselves

matically as follows:

based on elasticiÈy

requirements of the

are expressed mathe-
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(tr)i o (rt)i (3-36)

where (t")i_ : actual shear stress for grouting condition i
(N,/ruo)

where V

and (r¿)i

- t,o * 0.3 (fcs)i (3-38)

where v : a limited value for the allowable shear
m

stress (when no axial force is applied) (¡l,Zrt2)

and (.3(fcs)r) - the contribution of the compression stress

due to dead load for grouting condition i
(P-).

- 9.3*ì da (3-39)
' m'1

The value of r, is derived from the Canadian Code and it varies

according to nhether or not the wall is reinforced and whether or not

there is shear violation.

If no shear violation exists in the wa1l, then there is no need for

shear reinforcement or to grout more cores. In case of shear stress

violation, sheâr reinforcement ûust be added to the particulat ith

grouting condition. According to some researchet",(36'44'L6) ia hr"

been concluded that the horizontal steel is nore effective in

resisting shear as opposed to vertical web reinforcenent or vertical

end steel. Therefore, adding such horizonal steel reguires ernploying

Èhe following relationships.

1.5 V: 4 (fot rectangular section) (3-37)(t)t*r \

* The maximum shear force (N)

- The maximum allowable shear stress (ts/rr2)

{e"r)!e * e.,
(";)ïq (3-40)

(sr)i * (t)r
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where

e : I ,2, . . ET : Nurnber of horizonËal steel spacing

options

q : 1,2,.. ,QT - Nunber of horizontal steel options

t"lllq : The actual discrete value of shear stressa'l
^ .rh rh.for i-" grouting condition, q"" horizontal

spacing (rr2 )

f - The allowable steel shear stress (taken thev
same as the allowable tensile steel stress)

(n,zm2)

and (Sr)i : Èhe .th "p".ing for the ith grouting

condition (mrn)

It should be noted that, if a continuous solution is sought, then (v")

nuust equal to (.r;), but using the discrete values of the different

variables yields a value of (";);q that should be equal to or exceed

(r^)i. The main expressions used in describing these relationships are

as follows:

steel "t"" rrrd "th
(o"r)io : the qth hotirontal

area, for the ith

spacing (t¡,Zmn2 )

shear steel cross-sectional

grouting condiËlon and eth

( 3 -41)

(3-42)

(";)iq . ('t)i
(";)io' (va)i

IÈ should also be noted that as a general engineering practice, a

horizontal joint reinforcement (4.1 mn dian.) is often placed at one,

tlro, or three course spacings , according Èo the designer. In this

study, it is assu-med to be placed in every third course. The JoinÈ
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reinforcement at its specified spacing, is used to resist shear as well

as its main function of providing a continuous tie along the v¡all to

control shrinkage cracking and to provide a tie between two r,rythes.(12)

In case of shear stress violation, the first option is to reduce the

spacing of such lateral joinc reinforcement. If that option fails,

then other steel bar sizes r¿ith different spacings are tested.

The different arrangements of vertical steel do not affect the

shear stress test except for the fact that the l¡alI is being reinforced

or not. Therefore the process of checking shear stress is independent

of (DL + LfL) and (DL + LL) case tests, as will be seen in the discrete

formulation of the model.

3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE PSEI,DO-DISCRETE MODEL

In the previous section, structural relationships, whether derived

from the Canadian Code or from the elasticity principles, for different

Ioading conditíons have been adapted in a realistic fashion, in order

to act as constraints in the optimization mode1. The various variables

included in these constraints have also been evaluated on the basis of

their discrete values. In this section, the general mathematical

pseudo-discrete formulation of the model is described. The model

consists of an objective function and a set of constraints. Three

subsets of constraints are included v¡ithin Ehe consEraint set. These

subsets are: a continuous constraint subset, a discrete value con-

straint subset, and finally, the constraint subset describing the

interrelationship among zero-one variables incorporated in the second

type of constrainEs. The follorring sections describe the formulation
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of each subset as well as the development of the objective function.

3.3.1 Continuous (Structural ) Consrrainr.c

The constraints within this section describe the general limita-
tions of stress, resisting capacities and applied loads for different
load cases. Also, limitations of different steel areas and grouted

core areas are presented. These relationships are in the form of
inequalities, so that the continuous feasible regÍon of solution can be

created.

The first constraint represents the relationship between the

combined stresses for the applied (DL + hL) and their allowable value

which can be expressed mathematically as follows:

XA+YA<ZA+AN (3-43)

rt should be noted thar Relationship 3-43 is binding, but only in
subcases two and one described earlier. on the other hand, the

relationship between the actual masonry coropressive stress, steel
compressive stress and steel tensile stress, respectively, and their
allowable va1ue, for subcase three, tension violation, are as follows:

f <ZA
ma

f, < f 'u' Sa tU
f <fsas

trIhenever tension is absent, Relationships 3-44,

appear in the model, so thaE no conflict between

subcase 3 occurs.

(3 -44)

(3 _ 4s)

(3 - 46)

3-45 and 3-46 do

subcases I and 2not

and

The continuous constraints describing the relationships between the

axial resisting capacities and applied dead and live loads for t1/o
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segments of the wall are expressed mathematically as fo11or.vs:

For rhe inside part: RCI + RCIA > DLI + DLIA,

and for the outside part: RCS > DLS

(3-47)

( 3 -48 )

(3 -4e)

(3-s0)

Notice that r,,¡henever RCI exceeds DLI in subcases 2 ox 3, both of

RCIA and DLIA collapse to zero. A1so, in subcase 1, where neither

tension nor compression violation occurs, both of RCS and DLS disappear

from the model, r¡hile both of RCI and DLI take the original values of

the resisting capaeity, RCM and the applied (DL + LL), ADL. Values of

RCIA and DLIA then either disappear when RCM exceeds ADL or are used to

determine both the extra required resistance and the additional applied

dead load for the entire wa1l.

The limitations for shear stresses are as follows:

and

v < v^al
v')vaa

where Relationship 3-49 limits the value of the actual shear stress to

its corresponding allov¡able value. Constraint 3-50 appears only for

shear stress violation to asslrre that the discrete value of the actual

shear stress is equaL to or greater than its corresponding continuous

original value.

The following constraint controls the total number of grouted cores

in a v¡all. This number has an upper bound derived from the total mrm-

ber of cores. Therefore the constraint can be expressed as follows:

TNG < TNC (3-51)

where TNG : Total number of grouted cores

and TNC : Total number of cores in a waII

Finally, as required by the Canadian Code, Clause 5.8.1.1, the vertical
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steel must exceed a certain value specified as (0.002.4g.ø), where

Ag * Ihe gross cross-sectional area of the waII per Eetre

ø - reinforcement distribution factor, varies beÈween 0.33-

0.67 (taken in this study as 0.67)

Since vertical steel can be applied to tlro segnents of the wall, inside

and outside, the gross area corresponding to each is different and is

calculated:

for lnside sLeel:

,. qross area of a blockEne gfOSS srea ]-s:T

* ¡t,mþs¡ of inside grouted cores (3-52)

and the relationship describing the lnside steel area limitation is:

A_. > A_, * (0.002 * o) (3-53)s]. g1

where A_; - the gross area of the inside part of the wall.
8L

For the outside steel:

: - åross aJsÂ-9f.-ê-blockEne gfoss afea ]-s : 
z

* nurnber of outside grouted cores for kth side steel (3-54)

and Èhe relationship descríbing the outside steel area limitation:

A__ > A_- * (0.002*ø) (3-55)so go

where A_ : the gross area of the outside part of the l¡allgo

3.3.2 Discrete Variable Constraints

This subset of constraints serve the folloruing purposes:

a. Defining the various variables used in Èhe continuous relationships

presented in the previous section.
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b. Offering a variety of options for different masonry structural

components, e.9., Aso.

c. Connecting the continuous constraints to zero-one variable con-

straints.

The values of the discrete variables are either entirely assurned

as input or determined from assumed values using the structural rela-

tionships presented before. These discrete values are to be associated

wich zero-one variables so that the discrete region is creaEed within

the continuous region developed by the continuous structural con-

straints. These relationships a:re in the form of equalities and can.

be described r,¡ith reference to the continuous constraints, as follows:

!üith reference Lo Relationships 3-43:

IT
xA : .I- (x1{)i * (x)i

r:l

IT
AN : .I. (AN)i

1:I

where

KT
(AN)i : t- (AN)l "" (K)l

I t--1Â-r

where

IT
YA:.I- (YA)i * (x)i (3-57)

a:I

IT
zA:.1- (zA)i*(x)i (3-sB)

i:1

(3-s6)

(3-se)

(3-60)Vi

()ß)i : The discrete value of nasonry col¡pressive stress due
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(YA)i :

(zA)r -

(AN)i :

(AN)T :' '1

(x)i

and (K)l :

With reference to

where (r,,), : 
_ii 

(rr.)l * qx)f

IT
f, t (f,)-sa ' så'a1-I

where lf' ).' sa'1 (råa)l " (K)l

to dead load for grouting condition i
The discrete value of rnasonry compressive stress due

to in-plane bending moment for grouting condition i
The discrete value of the allowable nasonry conpres-

slve stress for grouting condition i
The discrete value of additional allowable compres-

sive stress for grouting condition i
The discrete value of addicional allot¡able conpres-

sive stress, as calculated in Equation 3-33, for ith
grouting condition ard kth vertical side steel

{0-1) variable associated n¡ith the ith grouting

condition

(0-1) variable associated with the ith grouËing

condiÈion and kth side steel

Relationships 3-44, 3-45 and 3-46:

r")i (3-61_)
ITr'" : 

,1, 
('

KT

T
k:1

I1
I(r

t-L

Vi

Vi

(3-62)

(3-63)

(3-64)

(3-6s)and f sa
"") 

i
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where (f." ) i (r"")l o cr)l Vi (3-66)

(fr")i, (få"). and (fr"). are the values of actual stresses for

Easonry, compressive steel and tensile steel, respectively, fot the ith

grouting condition. (fro.)1, (f;r)l and (f.")f "t" the discrete values

of the actual masorrry compressive stress, steel compressive stress and

steel tensile stress, respectively, as calculated fron the T.S.A., for

the case of tension violation, for the ich grorrting condition and the

kth vertical side steel

With reference to Relationship 3-t+7:

KT
\'L

k:1

IT
RCr : I (Rcr)-

Ia:I
(3-67 )

(3-68)

(3-69)

(3-70)

(3-71)

(3 -7 2)

(3-73)

(3 -7 4)

where

where

where

KT
(RCr)- : t^ (Rcr)l

r t--1Á-r

IT
DLr I (DLr),

i:l 
'1

KT
(DLr). : I- (DLr)l

' l-_1Ã-r

IT
RCrA : .I- (RCrA).

t:I

* (K)l

o rr)l

Vi

Vi

Vi

Vi

PT
where (RCIA)i : I- (RCIA)I

P:I

IT
DLrA : J_ (DLIA)i

i:1

PT
(DLrA). : I" (DLrA)l

P:I

* rNc)P. ,a

(NC )I
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and
KT

(xc)P : t- (Nc)IPo r*lfn' k:1
Vp (3-7s)

where

(RCr), and (DLr). are the values of nasonry axial compressive

resisting capacity and applied (DL + LL), respectively, for the inside

part of the v¡al1 for the ith grouting condition.

(RCrA). and (DLrA). are rhe values of the exrra resisting capaciry

and applied dead 1oad, respecËive1y, for the inside part of the wall
.rhtor the i--- grouting condition.

(RCi )f' '1

(DLr )f

The discrete value of the axial compressive

resisting capacity of the inside part of the wall,

as deternined from Equation 3-25, for the ith

grouting condition ar,d kth vertical side steel.

The discrete valne of the axiaL applied (DL + LL),

for the inside part of the r¡a1l, as deternined froro

Equation 3-27, for the ith grouting condition and

kth vertical side steel.

The discrete value of the extra axial compressive

resisting capacity due to inside reinforcement p and
.rhi--- grouting condition.

(RCrA) I

(DLrA)P rhe discrete value of the added dead load, in the

inside part of the wall, for pth inside vertical

steel "rrd ith grouting condition

rt should be noted that values of (RCrA)P and (DLrA)P are for one

core (as determined from Equations 3-30 and 3-31).
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and (NC)l

,r.,ln

and finally,

(R)TP

Number of grouted cores in the inside part of the

walI for grouting condition i and pth vertical

inside steel

The discrete number of grouted cores, in the inside

part of the waII, for pth irrtide vertical steel, kth

outside vertical steel and ith grouting condition

(as determined from Equation 3-32)

(0-1) variable associated with the ith grouting
. .rh thcondition, k"" side vertical steel and p"" inside

vertical stee1.

Constraints 3-67 through 3-75 appear exactly the same in subcases 2

or 3 (compression or tension violation due to in-p1ane bending moment),

whenever (DLI). exceeds (RCI).. If (DLI). is less Ehan (RCI)., the

values of (NC)Ï collapse to zero followed by values of (RCIA). , and

(DLrA). .

On the other hand, if subcase I exists (neither compression or

tension violation, due to in-plane bending moment, exists), the values

of (RCI). and (DLI). are to be taken the same as the initial total

values of (RCM). and (eDL)i. In this case, if compression violation

due to applied (DL + LL) occurs, ConstrainÈ 3-75 will be re-r¡ritten as

follows:

PT
(NC)i : I- (NC)p " (n)Ï

p:I
Vi (3-76)

number of the inside grouted cores for the

where

(NC)Ï : The
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purpose of adding pth steel for the ith grouting

condition (as determined from Relationship 3-35).

and

(R)f : {0-f} variable associated with the ith grouting- ,a

condition ".d pth inside vertical steel.

At Lhe same tiroe, Constraints 3-72 and 3-74 remain the same.

Otherv¡ise, in the situation where there is no axial compression viola-

tion in subcase 1, (NC)Ï fol1ov¡ed by (RCIA), and (DLIA), collapse to

2e10.

LJith reference to Relationship 3-48:

KT
RCS : t- (RCS)k * (Q)k G-7i)

l-_ 1Ã-r

KT
DLS : t- (DLS)k * (Q)k (3-78)

1._1A-I

where
1. : The discrete value of the outside axial compressive

(RCS )^'

resisting capacity for kth side steel
t-

(DLS)^ : The discrete value of the outside applied (DL + LL)

^ .rhfor k-.. verÈical side steel

(Q)k (O-1) variable associaLed with kth side steel (Note

that a is independent of the ith grouting condi -

tion) .

i.lith reference to Relationships 3-49 and 3-50:

IT
r" : .I- (r")i * (x)i

l_:I
(3-79)
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IT
u.t : ,f" (r.p.) '" (x)i (3-Bo)

1:l

IT
and v, I (tl), (3-81)a ;"r a'L

I_I

where

ET QT("å)i I. t. {vj)iq " ts)Tq v i (3-s2)
e:r q:r

where (r" )i : The initial actual value of shear stress for the ith

grouting condition as determined from Equation 3-37

(t¿)i The discrete value of the allor+able shear stress for
. .rhthe i--' grouting condition as determined from Equa-

tion 3-38

("å)i: The discrete shear srress for the ith grouring

condition

(lr1) !q : The discrete value of the actual shear stress , as' a'1
determined from Equation 3-40, for the ith gro,rting

condition, .th spacing "nd qth lateral steel.

and (S);q : {0-f) variable associared wirh ith grouring condi-

tion, 
"th ,p""ing and qth l"r"ral reinforcement

It should be noted that in the case of no shear stress violation,

(tå)i is taken the same as (v")r.

With reference to Relationship 3-51:

TNc : ONG + ING + SNc (3_83)

where

IT
oNG: I (oNG)ì*(X)i

i--1 r (3-84)
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KT

t^ (sNc)k * (Q)k
I-_1K-r

IT
I (NC).

La:l

PT

I (NC)?
P:I

where (NC) i

¡¿here :

loNG).. ,a

( sNG)k

(NC).' 'a

and (NC)f

Vi

Vi

lnc lfp Vi&p

SNG

ING

(3-8s)

(3-86)

(3-87)

(3-Be)

(3-e0)

(3-e1)

Tt must be

l.lith reference

Original number of grouted cores for the ith gtorlt.d

condition

Number of side grouted cores for the purpose of
.rhplacing k"' vertical outside steel combination

Number of inside grouted cores for ith grouting

condition

The discrete value of Èhe number of inside grouted

cores for the ith grouting condiEion "nd 
pth inside

vertical steel (as expressed in Relationship 3-75).

noted that the value of TNC is provided as inpuE.

to Relationship 3-53:

(ori) t (3-BB)As1

IT
I

i:1

where (A"i) i- :
PT

I- (A,i)ï
P:I

and (A . )P' s] 'a
KT: 

r.lr 
(A"i )l

A :A. * INGEL gO
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I¡rhere (A . ). : Inside vertical steel area f or the ith grouting- sl'1

condition

(A^" )f : The discrete value of the inside pth vertical steel and' sa'a
ith gror:ting condition.

gross area of a block
A.gb

ING : fnside number of grouted cores

and other variables are as defined before

I,Jith reference to Relationship 3-55:

*" 0.002 r" 0.67

KT
A--: I- (A--)k*Qkso -u^ ' so'lc: L

(3 -e2)

KT
A t [A_,'" (sNG)k] *-(Q)k (3-e3)go tlf gD

where
l¡(A.o) The discrete value of the cross-sectional area of

vertical kth sid. steel
1r

[ogU o (SNG)'"] : Gross cross-sectional area of masonry blocks for the
-rhk--- vertical- side steel .

In addition to the above defining discrete relationships, i. e.

Equations 3-56 through 3-93, there are others necessary to complete the \ '. 
.:

model, they are described and expressed mathenatically as follows:

The total vertical steel area can be expressed in Lhe following

equaEion:

TSA : A"i + A"o * 4." (3-94)
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where

and

where

The

spacing

IT
," : .I. (Ar")i * (x)i

t:L
(3-es)

1n

.rh
]-

end

¡^¡here (A ).: The end' se'1

. case of

grouting

cores )

steel (vertical ) cross-sectional area

unreinforced wall is selected, for the

condition (1 lf 15 is placed in the

On the other hand, the sÈandard sizes of the vertical reinforce-

rûent, wherever they located, can be expressed mathematically as

f o11or,¡s:

S:sl

so

PT

I (s^.)P * (R)P
-Þ!P:I

KTvk

ul, 
(tro)^ * (Q)

(3-e6)

(3 -e7 )

(3-98)

(3-ee)

(3-100)

IT
t." : .r- (Sr.)i'" (x)í

1:I

(Sri)P : The standard size for pth inside vertical steel

(Sro)k : The standard size for kth outside vertical steel

(Sr")i : The standard size of end cores reinforcement in case

of unreinforced wall, for ith grouting condition.

constraints defining the lateral steel for shear and the

required for such sEeel, are as folloq¡s:

IT
A_N: I (Asx i:1

ET
where (A- ") I. s.L. e:l

tor¿)iooCs)lq vi
,,e)i

QTI
q:1
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and

where

and

r^¡here

where

where

and

s.¿ : sr" +

ET
sg^: I

e:l

ETSr¡: I
e:1

Srl : S"r"

QTs^ tsla u-q:I

IT
s"^eu : .f-a:l

(Ar¡ )i :

s-.
)¿b

( s.¿" ) * 1so)e

(3-10r)

(3-r02)

(3-103)

(3-104)

(3-10s)

( s^¿¡) i * (x) i

* srrb

(S_ n^ )q o (s^ )q
5¿d d

(4s"0)19 :' '1

(srl¡) * (x)i (3-106)

shear) for the ithThe lateral steel area (for

grouting condition

The discrete value of the lateral cross-sectional

area (for shear) as determined from Relationship

3-40, for the ith grouting condition, ech spacing

and qth horizontal steel

The "th lateral steel spacing in case of shear

violation (If no shear violation, this value, SIa,

does not appear in the model)

The lateral joint reinforcement spacing for the

ith grouting condition in case of no shear viola-

tion (If shear violation exists, Slb does not

appear in the model)

The standard size of the qth horizontal steel in

case of shear violation (otherwise it does not

appear in the model)

The standard size of the lateral joinE reinforce-

(sta)e:

(s¿¡)i :

( s".¿" )e

(t"lb)i =
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and (sa)q :

(su)" :

IT
A.l : ,f" (Arl)i * (x)i

l-:l

IT
o,o :=r. (A*)i x (x)i

I:I

IT
., :,f. (fr)i * (x)i

a:I

ment (4.L mm diam.), for the ith grouting condi-

tion in the case of no shear violation (If no

shear violation, it does not appear in the model)

{0-f) variable associated with the qth standard

size of lateral reinforcement

(O-1) variable associated with the ech spacing of

lateral reinforcement

It should be noted that in case of no shear violation, Relationship 3-

99, representing the value of the cross-sectional area of lateral

reinforcement, will be re-written as follor^¡s:

where (Asl)i : Lateral joint reinforcenent cross-sectional area

for the ith grouting condition.

Finally, values of the mortar bedded area, A*, and the masonry

alrowable compressive stress, f* are expressed, for the discrete

modelling, as follows:

(3-r07)

(3-108)

(3-10e)

where (Am)i and (fm)i are the discrete values of mortar bedded area and

masonry allowable conpressive stress for the ith grouting condition (A

complete derivation of these values is.shosn in Appendix A).
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3.3.3 Inter-relationships Among l0-1) Variables

The following subset of constraints describes the interrelation-

ships among zero-one variables. These relationships are developed in

such a way that the total number of constraints is reduced t¡ith a

corresponding significant reduction in the number of zero-one vari-

ables. As a result, the number of branches in the branch-and-bound

process, and the total computation tirne, is decreased. The actual rela-

tionships are expressed rqathematically as follows:

IT
I (x). : 1.0

i:l r

KT

I (K)T : (x).
I!Ic:I

IT
I <rlï : <q)*

i:1 !

rrrl : or(except for subcase 1, where
KT

I
k:1

(3-r10)

(3-1r1)

(3-112)

(3-113)

(3-r14)

PT

I (R)TP :
p:1 r

KT

I (R)Tp :
k:l r

vk&i

Vp&i

ì-(K)i''1

(R)ï

Constraints 3-111 through 3-

but in subcase 1 they collapse

appears in their place:

where

(3-11s)

are effective in subcases 2 and 3,

zero and the following relationship

(except for subcase 1

IT
I <n)f : <n)Pr

1:I

KT

Ik:l
(R)lp: o)

LL4

to
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PT

I (R)9
P-:r r

The following

shear:

and

Relations

diagran i

: (x)i

relationships are

:(x)i vi

(except in case when no shear violation exists,

aI so (s)iq : (r")e Vq

also necessary for

(3-116)

the inclusion of

(3-lr7)

(3-118)

Ve (3-r1e)

be represented in the flow

other hand, simply describe the

the wall, namely, blocksr grout,

ET QT

L (s):q
e:l q:l r

ET QT
rhen I I (s);q:o)

e:l q:l

IT ETII
i:l e:l

IT QTII
i:l q:l

hips 3-

n Figure

(s)iq : (su)

110 through 3-119 car¡

3-5.

3.3.4 The Objective Function

The three constraint subsets presented above represenl, in a gener-

al form, Lhe necessary constraints for the problem of the optirnum

design of masonry single shear wa1l, regardless of the governing load

case(s) or the assumed values of different masonry structural com-

ponents.

The objective function, on the

Êotal cost of the main components in

vertical and horizontal steel.
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The objective function is mathenatically expressed as fo11or¡s:

Minimize TC : CB + CG + CVS + CLS (3-120)

r¡here TC : Total Cost ($)

CB : Cost of block (constant in this study) ($)

CG : Cost of grouting

: UCG :i' TNG (3-L2L)

where UCG : Cost of grouting one core for the total

height of the wall ($/core)

TNG : Total number of grouted cores

and CVS : Cost of vertical reinforcernent

UCVS .* TSA (3.T22)

where UCVS : Unit cost of vertical reinforcement's

cross-sectional area for the total height

of the wall (Ç/r 2)

and TSA : Total vertical steel cross-sectional area (m2)

CLS : Cost of lateral (shear) reinforcement

UCLS à" Asl (3-123)

where UCLS : Unit cost of lateral reínforcement's cross-

sectional area for the total length of the

wal1 ($/r*t2)

and As,¿ : Total lateral steel eross-sectional area (m2)

3.4 STUDY CASES

The following study cases are sel-ected to demonstrate the capabi-

lities of the model and the efficiency of the formulation. Emphasis

is placed on the effect of changing the governing load cases on the
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optiÐal design results and the number of branches and pivots required

as well as the execution time. Therefore, a wide xarrge of load cases

and a variety of stress and resisting capacities violaLions are

investigated in these study cases.

The r¿al1 shol¡n in Figure 3-6 is an individual shear wa11 of a

masonry high-rise building. The configuration of the wall and the

masonry block compressive strength (20 MPa) are assumed to be constant.

Typ. S mortar is used and axial gravity loads are assumed to be

applied. Tensile steel as well as horizontal shear steel are assumed

to have an allowable stress of 165 MPa while compressive steel has 160

MPa a11or¿able stress. Tables 3-1 through 3-5 present the assumed

discreEe values of the main masonry structural components used in the

model namely, the grouting condition i, the vertical side steel k, the

vertical inside steel p, the horizontal shear steel q and the spacing

of the horizontal steel e.

The models for each case are produced using a conputer program

(Appendíx C) which steres the generated model in data sets which in

turn interact with LINDO( 
23 ) for the optimr.rm sol-ution process . The

computer facility used is A-mdahl 5870 at the University of Manitoba.
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wal1 subjected to shear
and applied axial load
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Table 3-1. The assumed grouting conditions

234567

Grouting Ungrouted 6th 5rh 4th. 3rd 2nd Fully
Condition core core core core core Grouted

Table 3-2. The assumed vertical end steel options

kL234s67891011L2
Vertlcal
side LllLs Lli20 2lfLs Ilfzs 2lf2o 3lfLs 4llr5 31120 21f25 4J120 31f25 4lf2s
Steel

Tabl-e 3-3. The assr.rmed vertical
inside steel options

L23

Vertical
Inside LllLs Llfzo Llf25
SteeI

Table 3-4. The assurned horizontal shear
steel options

L23

Horizontal
Shear 2(4.1 rnn) LlnL0 Ul15
SteeI
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Table 3-5. The assumed spacings for
horizontal shear steel
options

Spacing for
lateral steel 200
(mn)

600
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Case 1: Dead load : 2000 kN Live 1oad : 1000 kN

In-plane bending - 2000 kN-n Shear force - 2OO kN

The stress relationship due to (DL + i^IL) for rr:7 grouting condi-

tions and the violated cases due to (DL + !lL), (DL + LL) or shear are

presented in Table 3-6.

rn Table 3-6, a compression violation occurs due to (DL + I'JL) in
all seven grouting conditions, which means that vertical end steel is
required to provlde the additional sËrength for the compressive resist-
itg capacity. lwelve vertical end steel combinatlons are considered,

of which one, some or all w111 satisfy Relationship 3-43 (xA + yA < zA

+ AN). Each steel conbination creates two segments, namely the inside

and outside segnents, with different axial resisting capacity. As

shown in Table 3.6, the resisÈing capacity of the outside part always

exceeds the applied (DL + LL), rshile for the first six grouÈing

conditions and for all end steel conbinations, Èhe internal resisting
eapacity is less than the applied (DL + LL). This situaÈion suggesÈs

providing inside vertical steel and additional grouted cores. Three

choices are considered for each outside steel cornbination, from l¡hich

one, some or all will satisfy Relationship 3-47, (Rcs + RcrA > DLr +

DLIA). The inside resisting capacity of the seventh case is greater

than the applied load which indÍcates that there is no axial compres-

sion violation and there is no need for providing inside steel. On the

other hand, no tension or shear violation exists in the wa1l. Figures

3-7 and 3-8 present the optinal results in terns of the optinal tree

and optlmal cross-sectlon of the warl, respectively. Table 3-7 pre-

sents Èhe opËinu-m cost, the optimurn execution tine, the L. p. (con-
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tinuous) optimum cost and the number of branches and pivots required to

complete the enumeration.
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Table 3-6 stress relationships and violation cases for IT 7
grouting conditions for case study 1.

coropression due compresslon due Tension due shea¡ stress Remarks
toDL+WL ¿oDL+LL ÈoDL+WL

RCS1 > DLS1

XA1 + YAt > ¿4t RCI1 < DLI1 X.Al > YA1 va1 < vt,1
(for all values -l{o ?enslon Vlolgtion
of k)

RCSZ > DLSZ -Coopression vlolatlon
N.AZ + yAZ > ZAZ RCIZ < DLI2 N.AZ > yAZ vø2 < eLZ due to (DL + WL)

(fo! all values
of k)

RCS3 > DLS3 -Coopression vlolation
XAt + YAt > ¿¡t RCI3 < DLI' Xå3 > YAg va3 < v03 due Èo (DL + LL)

(for all values
of k)

RCS4 > DLS4 -No Shea¡ St,less
1lA4 + yA' > ZA,4 RCI. < DLI4 XA4 > yA4 va4 < v€.4 violation

(for all values
of k)

RCS5 > DLSs
XA5 + yA5 > ZA5 RCI' < D!I5 XA5 > YA5 va5 < v¿5

(fo¡ all values
of k)

RCS6 > DLS6

XA6 + yA6 > 2A6 RCI6 < DL16 XA6 > yA6 va6 < vt6
(for alI valuss
of k)

RCST > DLST -No Tension violatlon
N'47 + yA'7 > zA7 RcrT > DLST xA7 > YA7 va7 < vL7 -compresslon violatlon

(fo¡ all values
of k)

due to DL + WL

-No compresslon vlola-
tlon due to DL + LL

-No ghea¡ violaÈio¡
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A*;A = 1.9.6 mm?

RtS = RtSr= 0999(1Of

î9
oLs=oLs=0.72f.(10f

t
Auu = Ao" = 400 mm?

Su, = Slo = 200 mm2

AN = ANr

OLl = ¡¡¡t

t
= Al.,l7

I
= DLlz

t
l=RClr =RClr

0 685 MPa

29.f.f.(101 N

32 o3(1ol N

XA =Y4t
YA =YAz

ZA =ZAt

RIM =R[F'îr

ADL =ADLr

= 12gg

= 0.807

= 2.072

= 33.6(1

= 30.88(

va

vl

srr

sl

var = 0.185 MPa

Vn = 0.536 MPa

Sstu =Ssrur =26 /n mmz

Sru = Sruz =600 mm

Asrz = 116.3 mmzsl

Note: The arrows in the optinal tree point
have been chosen due to the selection of a
(inside the circle).

Figure 3-7. The optinal tree for Case 1.
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FLILLY cROUTEO wÂLL

REINFORCE,

Figure 3-8. The optimal cross-section of the wall for Case 1.

Table 3-7. The optinal sorution related lnforrnation for case l.

LP**
(continuous )
Optinum êosÈ

$

IP
(discrete )
Optiuun
Cost, $

Central Processing Time*
(sec)

Generating Solving
No. of No. of

Branches Pivots

1368.03 1375.61 0.53 48.63 2027

* The executlon tfune is almost 2/3 of the central processing tirne** LP continuous solution is the solution just before starting branch-
and-bound process
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Case 2: Dead load : 1350 kN, Live load : 1000 kN

In-plane bending : 1350 kN-m, Shear force : 200 kN

Table 3-8 Shows the stress relationship due to (DL + WL) for

grouting conditions, IT-7 , and the violated cases due to (DL + WL), (DL

+ LL) or shear.

As shown in Table 3-8, no tension or shear violation exists in this

case. However, the compression violation due to (DL + WL) occurs for

the first five grouting conditions. A1so, the compression violation

due to (DL + LL) occurs only for the first five grouting cases.

Figures 3-9 and 3-10 present the optiroal tree and the opÈinal cross-

section of the wall while Table 3-9 presents information related to the

optimurn solution.
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Table 3-8. Stress relaEionships and violated cases with grouting
condition IT - 7 for Case 2.

Compression due Compression due Tenslon due Shea¡ St¡ess Reoarks
toDL+WL ¿oDL+LL toDl+WL

RCS1 > DLS1
XAL + YAL > ZAL RCll < DLI' XAl > YA1 va1 < v21

(for all values
of k) -No Tenslon Violation

RCSZ > DLS2 -CoopreesloD Violatlon
N.Az + YAZ > ZA,Z RCIZ < DLIZ XAZ > YÃ2 va. < vLZ due to DL + ttl

(fo¡ atl valuee
of k) Compresslon Violation

due to DL + LL
RCS3 > DLSS

xA3 + YA3 > zA3 RcI3 < DLI3 xA3 > yA3 va3 < vÊ3 -No Shear Strass
(fo¡ all values ViolaÈion
of k)

RCS4 > DLSA

XA4 + YA'l > ZA4 RCI4 < DLI4 XA4 > YA4 va4 < vL|
(for all values
of k)

RCS5 > DLSs
XA5 + YA5 > ZA5 RCI' < DLI5 XA5 > YA5 va5 < v€,5

(for all values
of k)

XA6 + YA6 < ZA6 RCM6 > ADL6 XA6 > YA6 va6 < v€6

-No lenslon Vlolatlon

-No Compreseion Vlola-
tion due to DL + WL

-No Compression Vio!a-
XA7 + yA7 > ZA7 RCMT > ADLT XA7 > yA,7 va7 < vL7 tion du€ Èo DL + LL

-Ho Shea¡ Violabion
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S.i mml= ?00

RcrAl=1.79(1of N

DLIA;= oSf 101 ¡{

A*s =1f.8 9

il
N[s= 3

,t
-5

I
l6s

¡i5

CORES

CORES

mm?

ncslo sgçlroi N

orsle s7{tol N

a!=r"s.e 2
mm

A]o=â00 mmz

Sf,=ZOo mnl

arul=t oos mea

ourl=zz.rertol ncrl=zr.cciloi ¡,¡

XA5 =1 56 MPa

YA5 =1 05 MPa

ZAs =7.tr9 MPa

---V ug

vrs

S,us

sl5

0.33 MPa

0.6¿- MPa

26.L mmz

600 mmz

116.3 mnl

RCMs=22.5(1of N

ADLs= 2L 11lLoi ¡q

Figure 3-9. The optimal tree for Case 2.

ONG5 =15
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EVERY 3.d IORE IS GROUTED fI # 15 EVERY II CORESI

Figure 3-10. The optimal cross-section of the wall for Case 2

Table 3-9. The optiroal solution related information for Case 2.

LP
( continuous )
Optimurn cost

$

Central Processing Time
(sec)

Generating Solving
No. of No. of

Branches PivoËs

IP
(discrete )
Optimun
Cost, $

1301. 2 1301_.2 0.5 17 .77 627
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Case 3. Effect of changing (reducing) live load

Dead load : 1350 kN Live load : 200 kN

fn-plane bending - 1350 kN-I0 Shear force : 200 kN

Table 3-10 shows the stress relationship due to (DL + i4rl,) for

grouting conditions, I1:7, and the violated cases due to (DL + LL), (DL

+ LL) or shear

fn thls case, the compression violation due to (DL + LL) occurs

only in the first grouting condition (ungrouted rcall), while the stress

distribution for other cases is Èhe same as in case 2. Figures 3-11

and 3-L2 present the optimal tree and the optinal cross-section of the

wall, respectively, for this case. Table 3-1-1 presents information

related to the optimum solution.
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Table 3. L0. Stress relationships and vlolated cases with grouting
condition IT : 7 for case 3.

Conpresslon due Coopression due Tension due

tóDL+WL toDL+LL toDL+WL
Shear Stress Rema¡k s

xAL+ yAL> za,!
RCS1 > DLS1

RCrl < DLI1
(fo¡ all values
of k)

xAl > YAl va1 < v81

-l{o Tension Violation
-Coop!eBsion Vlolation

due to DL + WL

-Coopr€sslon VioIaÈion
due to DL + LL

-No Shea¡ Vfolatlo!

x|z+yA2>zA2

xA3+yA3>za3

xa.,+yA,>2a,,{9q

xA5+YA5>ZA5

RCSz > DLSz

F'Cfl > DLÍz
(fo¡ al1 values
of k)

RCS3 > DLSS

RCIS > DLr3
(fo¡ aII values
of k )

RCS4 > DLS4

RCr4 > DLr4
(for all values
of k)

RCSs > DLS5

RCr5 > DLrs
(for all values
of k)

x^2 > YAz va? < v22

xA3 > YA3 va3 < v€,3

xA4 > YA4 va4 < v14

xA5 > YA5 va5 < v€5

-No Tension Vlolation

-Cotrp!€ssf on Vlolation
due to DL + WL

-Ho Conpression Vlola-
tion due to DL + LL

-No Shea¡ Vlolatlon

x.A6+YA6<2A6 RCM6 > ADL6 xA6 > YA6 v ^ < VÀ-AD ¿O

xA7+yA7<zA7 RCET > ADLT NA7 > yA7 va7 < v27

-No lenslon Violatlon
-Ho Corcpresslon Vlola-

tton duê t'o DL + WL

-Ho Coopresslon Viola-
tion due to DL + LL

-Ho Shear Violablon
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= 49.6 mmz

RtSr= 0.999f10f

DLSt= 0.384110f

1727 MPa

1 165 MPa

2338 MPa

20 7(101 N

s| = zoo

mnf

rnÍ

ANI = MPa

N

f'{

olt;=

R0l=

va6 =

vl4 =

stb4 -

0.129

15.32 r.(10i

19 719(10)

0 36I

0.7 02

?6 t-

XA.

YA.

ZAt,

RtM4

A0Le

Srua = 600

slå = 116.1

MPa

MPa

mnl

mm2

mm216 07(10) N

0NGa = 11

Flgure 3-11. The optinal tree for case 3.
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EVERY GROUTEO

I # IS ÂI TA(H EÀÐ (ORE LATERAT JONT REINFORCE.

Figure 3-I2. The optimal cross-section for case 3

Table 3-11. The optimal solutlon related infornation for Case 3.

TORE

NDDBDDNffi

LP
( continuous )
Optinum cost

$

Central Processing Tirne
(sec)

Generating Solving
No. of No. of

Branches Pivots

IP
(discrete )
Optimun
CosË, $

L2s9.96 L266.34 0.4s 34. 38 1351
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Case 4 Effect of shear violation on the optirnum design of case 2.

Dead load : 1350 kN Live load : 1000 kN

In-plane bending : 1350 kN-m Shear force : 450 kN

Table 3-L2 shows Ëhe stress relationship due to (DL + WL) for

grouting conditions, TT:7, and tshe violated cases due to (DL + I47L), (DL

+ LL) or shear.

This case reflects the effect of shear violation on the optimuro

solution of case study 2. Figures 3-13 and 3-14 present the optinal

tree and Èhe opÈinal cross section of the wa1l, while Table 3-13 shows

the optimal solut,ion related information.
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Table 3-L2. Stress relationships
condiÈionIT-7for

and violated cases
case 4.

with grouting

CoEprosslon du6
ÈoDL+WL

Coupresslon due
t,o DL + LL

lenslon due
toDL*WL

Shea¡ St¡ees Reea!k s

x.å1 +YAl >ZA1

N.4.2+ YAz> ZA2

xA3+YA3>ZA3

Y.AO+YAo>7¡o

XAs+YA5>ZA5

RCS1 > DLS1

RCI1 < DLrl
(fo¡ all valueg
of k)

RCSz > DLSz
RCrz < DLr2
(fo¡ all values
of k)

RCS3 > DLS3

RCr3 < DLr3
(fo¡ all values
of k)

RCS4 > DLS4

RCr4 < DLr4
(fo¡ all values
of k)

RCSs > DLSs

RC15 < DLrs
(fo¡ all values
of k)

xA1 > YA1 val > v21 -Ho Teusion Vlolat,lon

xlz > !A2 vaz > v22 -Coroprassion Violatlon
due t,o DL + WL

xA3 > YA3 va3 > v23 -Conpression Vlolation
due ¿o DL + LL

xA4 > YA4 va4 > v24 -Shea¡ Vlolation

xA5 > YA5 vas > v05

xA6+YA6<2A6 RCM6 > ADL6 xA6 > YA6 va6 > v46
-Ho Tension Vlola¿lo¡

-No C@pres6ion Vlo1a-
ÈioD due to DL + l.¡L

-1lo Coopreseion Viola-
Èion due to DL + LL

-Shear Violatlon

N,A7+YA7<ZA7 RCET > A¡L7 xA7 > YA7 v - > vô-at Ll

-No Tenslon Vfolatlon
-No Coopreselon Vlola-

tlon duE to DL + l,¡L

-No Coopresslon Viola-
tion due Èo DL + LL

-}{o Shea¡ Vlolation
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Figure 3-13. The optimal tree for case 4.

xl= rsit= r
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Figure 3-I4. The optirual cross-section for case 4.

Table 3-13. The optimar sorution related information for case 4.

Central Processing Time
(sec)LP

( conÈinuous )
Optirnurn cost

$

IP
(discrete )
Optinurn
Cost, $

Generating Solving
No. of No. of

Branches Pivots

13s8.8 L372.3 0.48 8.93 L6 299s
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case 5 Effect of simple cases (fewer or no violated cases) on the

optimality of the computation process.

Dead load : 1000 kN Live load : 1000 kN

In-plane bending : 1000 kN-m Shear force : 200 kN

Table 3-L4 shows the stress relationship due to (DL + WL) for
grouting condítions, IT:7 , and Ehe violated cases due to (DL + WL), (DL

+ LL) or shear.

The applied loads in this case study are selected so that violaËed

cases are fer¡er than in previous cases. The intent is to test the

rnodel partitioning effect on the computation time. Figures 3-L5 and 3-

1-6 present the optimal tree and the optimal cross-section of the wall

respectively. Table 3-15 presents the information related to Èhe

optimum solution.
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Table 3-L4. Stress relationships and violated cases for grouting
conditions IT : 7 f.ot case 5

Compression due Compression due lension due Shea¡ St¡ess Rema¡ks
toDL+WL t,oDL+LL toDL+WL

RCS1 > DLS1 -No Tension Vtolation
XA1 + YA1 > ZA1 RCI' < DLI' XA1 > YA1 va1 < vI1 -Compression Violatlon

(for all values due ùo DL + WL

of k) -Compression Vlolation
due to DL + LL

-No Shear Violation

-¡lo lension Violatlon
XAz + yAZ < ZAZ RCM2 < ADLZ XAZ > yAZ va. < vL2

(fo¡ all values -No Compression Viola-
of k) tlon due to DL + Wl

-No Compresslon Viola-
XAA + YA3 < ZA3 RCM3 < ADL3 XA3 > YA3 va3 < v43 toon due to DL + LL

(fo¡ alI values
of k) -No Shear Violation

XA4 + yA4 < ZA'h RcM4 > ADL4 XA'4 > YAh va4 < vp.4 -No Tensíon VlolaÈion
(for all values
of k)

-No Coopression Vlo1a-
XAs + yA5 < zA5 RcM5 > ADL5 xA5 > YA5 va5 < v{5 tíon due ¿o DL + t.ll

(f,o¡ all vaLues
of k)

-No Conpression Viola-
XA6 + yA6 < 2A6 RcM6 > ADL6 xA6 > YA6 va6 > v{,6 tion due to DL + LL

(fo¡ all values -No Sbea¡ Violat,loD
of k)

1(.A,7 + YA7 < ZA,7 RCMT > ADLT NA7 > yA7 va7 < vL7
(for all values
of k)
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Y A¿ = 0.863 MPa

ZA¿=2 538 MPa

RtM4 =zo.6tolto)s N

ADLa =20.6r*(10)s N

A"u&=2{Srua)=/*00

Flgure 3-l-5.

XAa=1297 MPa

0NGa=11

optimurn Eree for case 5.

v¿¿=0.368 MPa

v r¿=0.619 MPa

Asrr, = 116.3 mmz

stbr, =26.1o

Sruq = 600

mm

mm2

Xr_ =1
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190mm IHICK WALL WITH
EVERY f.Ih CORE IS GROUTEO

Figure 3-16. The optinurn cross-section of the vrall for case 5.

Table 3-15. The optimal solutlon related information for Case 5.

Central Processing Time
(sec)LP

(contlnuous )
Optimun cosÈ

$

IP
(discrete )
Optimun
Cost, $

GeneraÈing Solving
t{o. of No. of

Branches Pivots

LAÏERA¡. .{ÞIT R€h#ffiCE
l?x6.føal AT 600mm.

L266.34 L266.34 0.42 6.8 2L2
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Case 6 Tension Violation*

Dead Load : 500 kN

In-plane bending : 1500 kN-m

load : 1000 kN

force : 200 kN

due to (DL + IJL) for

Live

Shear

Table 3-16 presents the stress relationship

grouting conditions IT:7 for this case study.

The applied loads in Èhis case lead to substantial tension viola-

tion in all grouting conditions. As assumed previously, the steel

selected for tension(both sides of the wall) takes care of any compres-

sion violation due to (DL + ItrL) that might occur. Figures 3-17 and 3-

18 shor¡ the opÈinurn tree and the optimal cross-section of the wa11,

respectively. Table 3-L7 presents the related information to the

optimal solution.

It is assumed that whenever tension violation occurs, the compres-

sion due to DL * !ÍL is disregarded unless the tension is negligable

as will be in case study 7.
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Table 3-16. The stress relationships and violated cases for grouting
IT : 7 for case 6.

Conpression due Compression due Tension due Shea¡ St¡ess Rema¡k s

¿o DL_+ WL to DL + !L___ üo DL + WL--

RCS' > DLS. -T€nsion ViolaÈion
XAl + YA1 > ZA1 RCI' < DLI' XA1 < YA1 val > vl1 -Compression Violatlon

(fo¡ all values due to DL + HL
of k) -Compression Violation

due to DL + LL

-Shea¡ Violation

RCS2 > DLS2

xlz + lAz < ztz RcI2 > DLf z xê.z < yLz vaz < vp,z -Tenslon violation
(for all values
of k)

RCS3 > DLS3

XAa + Yet < ¿gt Rc13 > DLr3 XA3 < YA3 va3 < vt3 -No Coropression Vlola-
(fo¡ all values tion due to DL + til
of k)

RCS  > DLS4

XAh + yA.4 < ZAh RCI4 > DLIA XA4 < yA4 va4 < vL4 -No Corpresslon Viola-
(fo¡ all values tlon due to DL + LL

of k)

RCS5 > DLS5

xAs + YA5 < zA5 RcI5 > ÐLI5 xAs < YA5 va5 < vZ5 -No Shea¡ violat,ion
(fo¡ all values
of k)

RCS6 > DLS6

XA6 + YA6 < 2A6 RcI6 > DLI6 XA6 < YA6 va6 < v{,6
( f or al-l values
of k)

RCST > DLST

XA, + !A, < 26, RCIT > DLIT XA7 < Y.A7 va7 < vL7
(fo¡ all values
of k)
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ncsl o.ssçnof

Ot-Sr = o.¡ZZttOf

oLrl = i4.83(1oi

Rol = 18.6r-(1ol

XA¡

YA¡

7At

RIM3

ADL3

Figure 3-L7. The optimun tree for case 6.

/.00

S]" = 200

= 0.7J MPa

= 1.385 MPa

= 2.569 MPa

= 1e 56{10f N

= 15 56(101 N

1

f *a¡ = 2.t09 MPa

t
f 'r.¡ = 39'87 MPa

fl.¡ = 28.25 MPa

Va3 = 0.39/-

V 13 = 0./-05

Ssru¡= 26'4

Sru = 600

Asr3 = 116 3

MPa

MPa

mm2

mm

mm2
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I JÉ I5 AT EACH EHO coRE

Figure 3-18. The optimurn cross-section for the wall in case 6.

Table 3-Ll - The optimal solution related information for Case 6.

Central Processing Time
(sec)LP

(continuous )
Optimurn cost

$

IP
(discrete )
Optimum
Cost, $

Generating Solving
No. of No. of

Branches Pivots

L2s6.9 1259.5 L.02 23.67 636
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Case 7 Negligible rension exists

Dead load : 1000 kN Live load : 2500 kN

In-plane bending : 1510 kN-m Shear force : 200 kN

Table 3-18 presents rhe srress relationship due to (DL + i.IL) for
grouting conditions, IT:7 , for case 7.

rn this case study, tension violation exists. However, the

tension is very snall, and almost negligible, therefore the design for
tension is disregarded and the design process is directed toward

checking atress on the other end of the wa1l

Figures 3-19 and 3-20 show the optimurn tree and the optinum cross-

section for the wall under study, while Table 3-19 presents the optimum

solution related information.
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Table 3-18. fhe stress
condition

relationships and violaËed cases with grouting
IT : 7 for case 7.

Compression due

toDL+WL
Coropression due

toDL+LL
Tension due Sbea¡ Stress Rena¡k s

toDL+WL

XAr+YAr>¿4,
RCS1 > DLS1

RCI1 < DLI1
(fo¡ all volumes
of k)

xAl < YAl val < v¿1

-Tension Violation
-Cmpression ViolaÈlon

due ùo DL + WL

-Compressf on Violation
due to DL + LL

-No Shea¡ VlolâLlon

x[z+ yAZ> zA2

xA3+YA3>ZA3

XA,+YA,>ZA,c+q

RCSz > DLSz
RCrz > DLrz
(fo¡ aII val-ues
of k)

RCSS > DLS3

RCr3 > DLr3
(fo¡ alI values
of k)

RCS4 > DLS4

RCI4 > DLI4
(fo¡ all values
of k)

x|z < YAz vaz < vLz

xA3 < YA3 va3 < v23

xA4 < YA4 va| < vL4

-lension ViolaÈfon

-Coúpresslon VloLatlon
due to DL + WL

-No Coopression Vlola-
tion due to DL + LL

-No Shear Violation

xa5+YA5<zA5 RCM5 > ADLs xA5 < YA5 vâ5 < v¿5

-Tension Violation
-No Coo¡rresslon Viola-

tlon duê ¿o DL + 9¡L

-No Coopression Viola-
tlon due to DL + LL

-No Shear Vlolatton

xA^+Y,ê,^<ZA^oôb RCM. > A.DL^oo

XAr+YAr<26, RCMT > ADIT

xA6 > YA6 va6 < v46

xA7 > YA7 va7 < v27

-No Tenslon Vlolation
-No Cøpression Vfola-

¿1on due to DL + WL

-No Coropression Viola-
tion due Èo DL + LL

-No Shear Vlolatlon
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t 9.6 mmz

(RCS)r= o.999nof

lDLStr= 0.37t10f

1 f-5 MPa

1 t.6 MPa

759 MPa

1s só(101 N

18 7e(101 N

(A,ol' 
= ,"00 mm?

(S""i = 200 mm2

ANI

Rcrl

DLrl

= 0.ó55 MPa

= 17 91(10f

= 1/..g15(101 N

XAz

YAz

ZAz

ADL2

RIM2

Va2

vrz

AstZ

S slbZ

0.411- MPa

0.6t-2 MPa

116 3/- mmz

26.1- mmz

600 mmS,uz

Figure 3-19. The optimal tree for case 7.

K'r=l
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EVERY 6Ih CORE IS GROUTEO

t // s * EAcH ENo coRE LATERT JOINT REINFORCE

Figure 3-20. The optimuÐ cross-section of the wall for case 7

Table 3-I9. The optimal solution related information for Case 7

LP
(conËinuous )
Optimum cosÈ

$

IP
(discrete )
Optiuuro
Cost, $

Central Processing Time
(sec)

Generating Solvlng
No. of No. of

Branches Pl-vots

12s1. 3 L256.L 0.48 2L.62 945
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3.4.I Analvsis of results of the studv cases

Study cases I through 7 were selected so that they covered a broad

range of stress and load cases. This selection demonstrates the

ability of the approach to develop a variety of models that correspond

to different loading conditions. These cases also support claims for

the efficiency of the formulation discussed in the conclusion. The

following irnportant issues are made evident in the results of the study

cases:

1-. The cost of adding steel is higher than the cost of grouting more

cores. At the same time, it is evident that grouting nore cores

increases the compressive resisting capacity of the wall, regard-

less of whether the conditions causing the cornpression are due to

(DL + IIIL) or (DL + LL) . Therefore, and as evident in the optinum

results, the option of adding steel is always secondary to the

option of grouting more cores.

2. The efficiencies of the "model generator" computer program and the

model itself are evident from noticing their corresponding central

processing Ëime. However, although there is an obvious relation-

ship between the time of generating the model and its size, the

solution time for the model is much more complicated to ana1-yze

because of the many contributing factors affecting this time. One

noticeable factor is the closeness of the LP solution to the final

IP solution as shorr¡n in the two extreme cases , cases 2 and 5, where

the LP solution is exactly the IP solution.

A number of other factors affecting the computation time such as,

total number of constraints, the size of individual constraints,
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the nurnber of discrete variables entering the nodel and the number

of branches and pivots required to conplete the enumeration.

Perhaps the most inportant factor, however, is Lhe number of zero-

one variables. Because of the nature of the interrelationships

among zero-one variables, the nodel produces a constant nunber of

zero-one variables for each case and condition. This factor does

not, therefore, count when discussing the relative time differences

among different cåses.

3. The limitations (or the boundaries) of the discrete values of

masonry structural components, and in turn the application of the

model, ate not discussed herein. However, these discrete values,

e.9., the grouting conditions, steel options, etc. , can be easily

determined by fixing one condition at a tirne and varying others to

the extreme bounds.

3.5. SI]MMARY AND CONCLUSTONS

A model for the optimun design of a masonry single shear wall is
developed in this chapter. The suggested formulaLion of the model can

be considered an efficient and practical approach to the optimrrm dsslg¡

of such walls. the several advantages can be summarized as follows:

1. The generated nodel is based on a realistic and practical approach

to Ëhe design of individual nasonry single shear walls.

2. The process does not need an lnitial solution. However, the

assuned discrete values of the different structural variables must

be selected on a rational basis.

3. The nature of the nathernatical formulation, i.e., enbedding the
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discrete solution into a region of continuous solution, is effi-
cient for such types of problems, as the pure discrete formulation

would yield infeasible solutions in some cases unless arr initial
feasible solution is suggested.

4. Partitioning the problem and subsequently the model , in the !.ray

described through the development of the constraints, serves a

number of purposes. First, it minimizes the computation tine of

generating the model. Second, it produces a nodel that can be

easily interpreted and understood by unfamillar users. ftrfr¿, it
reduces the size of each indívidual constraint significantly, which

could in many cases affect or nore specificall-y reduce the

execution time. Fourth, it reduces the number of constraints in

many cases, and subsequently the number of discrete variables

entering Lhe model which, again, affeets the coroputation time.

However, this partitioning in sone cases, ê.8., when compression

violation occurs for all i's grouting conditions, produces a large

ntrnber of constrainËs. As long as this number is within the

tolerance limiL of the available solving system, the problem will
only be limited by the execution time.

The case studies presented demonstrate the efficiency and

flexibility of the model through a wide variety of applied loads and

resulting stress violation cases.
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CHAPTER IV

SIMIII-ATION OF THE STRUCTI.]RAL REIATIONSHIPS FOR THE

DISCRETE MODELLII\G OF THE

MASONRY MULTISTOREY SHEAR I^]ALL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

4.I INTRODUCTION

Discrete nodelling, using zero-orre variables, for the optimun

design of shear r.,¡al1s in multistorey masonry buildings requires more

discussion and analysis than that required for single storey shear walls.

Although the original basic design relationships used in both models are

the same, more adaptations for these relationships are required for

multistory shear waII problems. Since these adaptations are in some cases

beyond símp1e roathenatical roanipulation, they are rather based on

developing simulated functions, and the process of adaptations can be

looked at as a "simulation" process.

The following sections contain:

4.2 The reason for simulation

4.3 The simulation process

4.3.I Defining the origínal problem

4.3.2 The simulated functions

4.3.3 Comparisons between the sirnulated and original functions

4.4 Summary and conclusions

4.2 THE REASONS FOR SIMUi-ATION

Throughout the models developed in this work, discrete variabl-es can

generally be classified under tr,r'o categories. First are those discrete

variables which are directly obtainable from tables containing specifica-
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tions and standard sizes, such as bfock sizes, steel sizes and grouting

conditions. Second are discrete variables that aÍe determined with

respecL to the first type of variables, such as: mortar bedded area,

allowable masonry compressive stress, actual steel tensile stress and

axial load resisting capacity. For the single storey shear wal1

problems, both the grouting condition and allowable masonry compressive

stress, fo:.. example, can be easily connected Lhrough the use of the saue

zero-one variables set. For example, when the U.E. is used for an

unreinforced wall, it can be expressed as follows:

xA + YA < ZA (4_1)

IT
r¡here XA : I (XA). * (X) .

i:l - i (4-2)

IT
YA: I (YA), * (x).

i:l - i (4-3)

]T
zA : .ï.- (zA) i ''. (x) i G-4)i:1

where (XA)i

(yA) i

and (ZA) i

A
m

P..cl
-\ A ,k L/i

m

,M,
slr /i

: (cs o f*)i

(4- 5)

(4- 6)

(4-7 )

(4-8 )

(4-e)

Also

and

where all

IT
I. (Ar) i1:I

IT

variables are as

f, : .r. (fr)i
t-:I

* (x)i

* (x)i

defined previously.
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As can be seen, (P¿), and (Ar)i are corobined together to produce the

discrete varues of (xA)i. While the above adaptation for the u.E. is
adequate for the single storey shear wa1l problems, it is inadequate and

nearly computationally impossible for uultistorey problems for the

following reasons. For the top and subsequent floors in a multistorey

building, the U.E. can be expressed as follows:

(xA)i + (yA)i

(xA) j-1 + (ve¡ j-r

where

for storey j

for sËorey J-l

. IT1
(xA)i : -t- ,xn)ir " rx)ir

.:1_1II_I

. IT1
(ve)J : -I rve)ir o cx)ir

il-:1

. IT1
QÐJ:..I- rze)ir o <x)ir

il_-1

TT2
(xA)i-t -. ^i: (xA)i;1 " (")i;1i2:L

TT2
(YA)i-t :,"i" c*lf;t o r*li;t

LZ:L

TT2(zA)i ^i- rro>;;t " r*>i;t
í2:L

(4-10)

(4-rL)

(4-L2)

(4-L3)

(4-L/+)

(4- l_s )

(4-16)

(4-r7 )

where

j is the top storey

il- : 1-,2,.. ,ITl-: Nurnber of grouting conditions for storey j

i2 : 1,2,.. ,I1,2: Number of grouting options for storey J-l
The number of zero-one variables for the top storey is IT1 t¡hi1e the

number of zero-one variables required for the subsequent storey is
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TT2 : (ITl)2oltt. The reason for rhis large

zero-one variables lies in the combination

represented by (XA)jil, and which upon

the following maËhematical expression:

(rd)i;1

increase in the number of
(Pd)i;r + <ru)j1

-Gfr.t !¡nrcnls

further sirnplification amounts to

( Pd) í1(xA)i;1 (4- 18 ){e,ljil * ¡ (e,lfii * r.

The first term in the right-hand side of Equation 4-1-8 represents a

conbination of (Pdli;l and (o*)i;l for sËorey j-l and produces a number

of discrete values equal to IT2 ITl. The second term in the same

eguation represenËs the combination of (P¿)if, that is, the axial dead

load corresponding to grouting condition il 1n the 3'th "tor"y, and
i-1(Ar)iZ-, the mortar bedded area corresponding to grouting condition i2

for (j-1)th storey. This conbínation is diagrammatically, presented in

Figure 4-1-.

As can be seen, this particular combination resulÈs in an excessive

number of the discrete variables derived from the increased number of

stories in a building.

Not only does the size of the problem, as related to the number of

discreLe variables and consequently zero-one variables, require refor-

rnulating the relationship enployed in Ëhe model, but the computation

process that precedes solving the ¡uodel also requires nore rnodifications.

This conplication in the computation process is more noticeable when the

T.S.A. nethod is required to determine the steel area for ¡rralls subject
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Conditions for J-lThStoreY
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Figure 4-1-. The possible grouting conditions for two subsequent
stories in a high-rise masonry shear wall.
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to tension violation. For a limited number of combinations, as in the

case of single storey problems, the resulting third order equation in

the unknor!'n ó , as discussed in the previous chapter. can be solved

outside the computer program used to generate the optimization model

itself. The values of the unknovrns yielded from the solutíon (ö and

subsequently fma, ir. and frr) are then incorporated into the correspond-

ing relationships that enter the rnodel. With the resulting excessive

number of combinations, the process of solving this cubic equation

becomes time consuming and costly, contradicting the objective of

optimization.

The above tr¿o reasons are the ûost obvious and important that

require development of a "simulated" model that is closely representative

of the oríginal model. A summary of the "needs" for simulating func-

tions is as follows:

1. The need to include all stress and load combinations and límitations

resulting from applying different load cases in a single model.

2. The need to reduce the size of the nodel as üuch as possible so that

it can be handled by any readily available solving technique (or

package).

3. The need to express the axial compressive dead 1oad, Pd, which is

the only variable representing the connection betr.¡een subsequent

stories in a perfect linear discrete forru and without association

with any other discrete variables. This particular point can be

viewed as a requirement for what can be cal1ed an "acceptable

discrete form" for the relationships in the model developed for the

optimua design of multistory shear wa11s.
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4.3 THE S]MUIATION PROCESS

As noted previously, all possible stress and load conditions

resulting from applying different load cases must be considered in a

single roodel. Two dístinct load cases are considered in this study,

naroely, (Dead load + lJind load) and (Dead load + Live load). The U.E.

(Unity Equation) is used to define stress conditíons resul"ting from the

(DL + !L) case, while the C.M. (Coefficient Method) is used to describe

the axial compressive resisting capacity of the l¡al1 due to (DL + LL)

case. I{hile simple mathematical manipulation is sufficient to nodify

some of Lhe resulting relationships, simulated functions are necessary to

substitute others. Since most of the simulated functions are for

(DL + hT,) case, due to the complexity ín expressing their original

functions in "acceptable discrete forms", only thís case is investigated

herein. The process of simulation is carried out as indicated in Figure

4-2.

4.3.I Defining the Original Problem

To define the original problem, the U.E. is used to identify the

stress possibilities for each assuroed grouting condition. Therefore, if

seven grouting conditions, namely, ungrouted, every sixth, fifth, fourth,

third and second cores are grouted and, fina1ly, fully grouted, condi-

tions, ate assumed, general interaction diagrams can be presented as in

Figures 4-3 through 4-9.

Figures 4-3 through 4-9 present Pe/YI linitations for possible

stress situations using different assumed grouting conditions-, Focussing
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ORIGINAL FORMULATION OF THE

FUNITION

VALID OUTPUT

ERFORM SIMULATION

OUTPUT OF THE SIMULATE

FUNTTION
MAKE THANGES IN

PÂRAl\,1ETERS

IO¡4PARISONS BETWEEN THE

ORIGINAL & SIMULATEO FUNTTION

ARE DIFFERENTES WITHIN

Figure 4-2 Flow diagrau illustrating the sinulation process.
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on each zorte, five regions can be recognized in each of these figures.

In region A, any PdA\ combination will yield a normal distribution, as

discussed above. In region B, any Pd/I{ conbination will yield

compression violation on the compression side while tension is not

wiolated on the tension side. Any Pd/lq conbination in region C wí1l

yield both compression and tension violation, with compression governing

the design. In region D, any PaÆ combination v¡ill yield stress

violation on both sides. However, since the tension violation is more

severe, tension governs the design. Finally, in region E, any combina-

tion yields tension violation while the compression stress on the

conpression side is within the allowable limits.

Figures 4-3 through 4-9 define clearly the boundaries at each zone

for each grouting condition. These boundaries , as l,¡il1 be seen later ,

are essential in developing the sirnulated functions.

For zones A, B and C, only simple mathematical manipulation, as l¡ill

be discussed in Chapter 5, is necessary to convert the design relation-

ships into their "acceptable discrete form". For zones, D and E, where

tension governs rhe design and where the original design relationships,

using T.S.4. method, cannot be described in "acceptable discrete forrn",

simulated functions are developed to substitute such original functions.

Ho¡vever, for the purpose of illustration, the sinul-ated functions in

zone D are studied in detail in this chapter, while Chapter 5 briefly

discusses the development of the simulated functions for zone E, which

essentially follows the same process.

4-3.2 The Sinulated Functions

Zone D is characterízed by the following stress relationships:
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Cï¡¡' (o*iT M
I-'SM

where all variables are as defined before.

For any assumed grouting condition, whenever the POÆ combination

satisfies the above three constraints, tension governs the desígn. The

Transformed Section Analysis (T.S.A.) method is then applied to determine

the required amount of steel and the actual stresses in the masonry, and

in conpressive and tensile stee1. In solving the T.S.A. relationships it

is evident that the masonry is fully utilized whenever the rninimum amount

of reinforcement is selected. Note that the compressive steel is the

saüe as the tensile steel. FuIl utilization of masonry neans that its

actual compressive stress is approaching its al-losable compressive

stress. This important fact suggests the following assumption: !trhenever

Relationships 4-I9, 4-20 and 4-2I are satisfied, the actual masonry

compressive stress is to be taken as the allowable masonry compressive

stress, C"o fr, and the depth to the neutral axis ís taken from the

original stress distribution resulting from applying the Unity Equation

(U.8.), as shown in Chapter 5. The above assuroption results in the

following relationships :

^-1,1 ^Imssm

TL2

(4-22)
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fss:n*Csofro 

4"D

ârM.^-ffi
(4-23)

(4-24)

and

(4-2s)

where the subscript s, in for example the fr" term, refers to the

simulated value of Èhe variable, and other variables are as defined

before.

fn developing the siruulated funcÈion thaÈ describes the relaÈionship

beÈween the axial applied load and compressive resisting capacity, the

following relationship ís used:

P¿

where PU is the actual applied compressive load (N)

and P_- is the compre'ssive resisÈing capacity (N)
!

Using the assumed variables in Relationships 4-22 through 4-25, the

following ¡nathematical expressions can be used to define Pr:

Pr-CM+CS-T (4-27)

where CM - Masonry conpressive resisting capacity (N)

CS : Compressive steel resisting capacity (N)

T : Tensile sÈeel resisÈing capacity (N)

where
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cM: 0.5 * C *
c

P¿ 6000 M

Ir,'Ar.*L-A*"11',',--t@q;A**L'

t-L

EI 1000
IrïA

m

P.
L(d

A *L
n

2D' 6000 M

A oL2
m

(4-28)

| ,o-,n,

| 
,o-,0,

and

CS:Aso*n*."*rr{

T:Aso*n*."*r*{

p

A *L A *L¿ A *L¿mmm

r q-J4- + þqoo M .
A,*L a"rz)

6000 M--------)
A *L¿

m

6000 M.

^ 
+ TZ

r 1--È- +
Am*r

ït should be noted that the equivalent thickness of- the wa1l, t, is

replaced bV A_/L000 while the section modulus, SM, ís replaced bynr
)

ù^ *L'/6000 (for recËangular sections). Substituting Equati-ons 4-28,

4-29 and 4-30 into Relationship 4-26, results in the following relation-

ship:

L

L2C *f *Asmm24M
P. ( 

- 

_oL
c *f *A *LsmEt

1000

36C *f *A *Msmm +(
1000

)<M(
1000

48n*A *C *f *Msosm

)+

L44 r42

L2

(4-31)

M
(-) (
P.*L

Cl

There are tlro problems associated with Relationship 4-31. The first
is that the term M/(P.*L) cannot be expressed in an ilacceptable discrete

formn, particularly when it is associated with other discrete combina-
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tions, ê .8. , 36*Cs*fm*Am*1"71000. The second problem is noticed in the

tern (48*-n*-Aro*Cs*fm*M/L) . This term includes tr¡o dífferent types of

discrete combinations, (n*fr) and (A"o). The first combination corres-

ponds to the grouting conditions ¡vhile the second corresponds to steel

options. This second problem can be solved exactly by considering all

steel options with each grouting condition separately. Ho¡vever, this

exact solution requires an excessive number of discrete values and

accordíngly an excessive nunber of zeyo-or,e variables. Therefore, an

approxinate solution, as discussed later, is used instead of the exact

solution -

To solve the first problem, an important assurnption is made; that

is, Relationship 4-31 is developed to be applied to each storey whenever

the conditions in Relations 4-19, 4-20 and 4-2I are met. At any storey,

the in-plane bending moment, M, ís considered constant while the axial

compressive load, Pd, varies according to 1eve1s of groutíng in the

stories above and according to the grouting options at this particular

storey. Based on this assumption, the relationship between (M/PU*L¡ 
"tt¿

PO at each storey can be analyzed ín an attempt to replace (M/PO*L) by a

linear term in PU. In developing such a relationship, a wide range of

reasonable values of PU and M are used in an extensive analysis to study

the effects of variation in PU on (M/P'xl-¡ and vice versa. Figure 4-10

shows graphically the general resulting functions. fn the figure , &L,

^2, "3 and ^4 represent schematically the ranges over which the axial

load varies for four consecutive floors. The values of the in-p1ane

bending monent, M, on the other hand are constant for each level.

Hor¡ever, these values of M are increasing froro one level to the next.
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A-lso, in the figure,bl,b2,and b, represent three different values of

M, (increasing from bottom to top of the figure), applied to the sane

storey at which PU varies in the range al. As mentioned before, because

of the infinite nurnber of cases that could be presented, Figure 4-I0

shor+s the general shape of the function f(E) or f ltu7e.-*l-), rarher Lhan

the specific function. However, the intent of chis general illustration

is to show the smalf curvature representing these functions, even with

severe cases. Ttris small curvature suggests linearizing these functions

by considering the end points as grid points. The end points at these

functions represent the lower and upper bounds of the applied axial load,

Pd. The 1o¡,¡er bound represents the case of ungrouted sections for the

Ievel under consideration as rvell as all of the levels above. The upper

bound, on the other hand, represents the case of fully grouted sections

for the level under consideration and all levels above. These two end

points can be represented by (EL, rul) and {uU, tuu), where E:M/(P.*L):

the eccentricity ratio. The linearized refationship betr^reen E and P¿,

can then be expressed mathematically as follows:

E:(E)L-

where " 
: (PO)L

and b : (E)L

and all other variables as

Substituting Equation 4-32

mathenatical expression :

(b/a)x (tu)t + (b/a)* (Pu) (4-32>

T'I_ (p¿)

(E)U

defined before.

in Relationship 4-31 results in the following
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'a={

.{

{

ZA '" Ã^ 'v M (.012+.036( E)L-.036(Pd ¡L xlbla))

(24M/L)- .001 ZA * Am (L- 36M (b/a))

48*n:kA )<ZA¿rIq.
SO

(24t4/L) - .001 ZA * Am (L- 36YI (b/a))

t++ (tP /r2 )
(4- 33 )

(241t/L) - .001 h o A, (L- 36M (b/a))

where ZA: C, o fr.

To solve the second problem mentioned earlier, namely the

association of A.o with the combination (n*ZA), a sensitivity analysis is

perf ormed Èo study the changes in the function containing the t\,Jo

combinations, that is f(n ,ZA) and Aro, due to changing both combina-

tions. From this analysis it is concluded that, compared to its

sensitivity towards changes in the steel options, the sensitivity of the

function towards change in the grouting condition is negligible. Accor-

dingly, it is assumed that only values of n and ZA t},at correspond to

fully grouted sections are used in all cases of steel options but only in

the term shor¡n above, i.e., [48*n*A"o*Zéixl'[]/l(4814/L)-0.00f ZA'kAm(L-

36lq(b/a))1. The reason for selecting the values of the fully grouted

condition is that they yield, relatively, and in most cases, the lowest

val-ues of the function which in turn decreases the value of the resisting

capacity Pr. This decrease in Pr, or the right hand side of Relationship

4-33, although insignificant, is considered a conservative assumption.

Relationship 4-33 is further rearranged, as v¡i11 be discussed in
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Chapter 5, so that it can be expressed in an "acceptable discrete form"

that can be included in the discrete optimization model.

4.3.3 Comparison Between the Simulated and Ëhe Original Function

Having developed the simulated funcLion, Relationship 4-33, does not

necessarily mean that it is representative of the original function.

The simulated variables, and output of the sinulaÈed functions Eust be

compared with the original results to ensure reliability of the func-

tion. Before performing any tesÈs, iÈ should be recalled that in

multistorey problems the in-plane bending moment is assumed to be

constant at each level while the applied axial load is varying.

Therefore, in performing these tests an assumed value of M along with

different asstrmed values of P¿ are considered for each set of tests. For

purposes of illustration, one test is perforned below for a particular

grouting condition in a particular storey. Figures 4-3 through 4-9 are

used to select the assurned values of P¿ and M and define the linitations

of both variables bounded within zone D. The tests are first performed

on the assurned variables (e.g. fr", fÉs and f"", ..., etc.), and then on

the resisting capacity, Pr, resulting from the simulated Function 4-33-

The first set of tests is for a fully grouÈed wa1l. Referring to

Figure 4-9, the assumed values of M and P¿ are within Ehe range shown.

Figures 4-1-1 through 4-L3 illustrate graphically the differences

between the variables fr", d" and fi" as cal-culated fron Equations 4-22

through 4-24 respectlvely and the actual values, i.ê., fma, / and fi.,

as calculaÈed from the T.S.A. nethod.
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In Figure 4-II, the relationship between A"o ^rd both of the actual

and assumed masonry compressive stresses, frr.rd frr, for a particular

assr¡.med value of the in-plane bending, M, and diff erent coropressive

Ioads, Pd, is shown. Three regions can be tecognized on the graph. fn

the first region, the area of steel is not sufficient to yield an actual

masonry compressive stress that is lower than or equal to its allowable

limit. As a result the actual nasonry compressive stress exceeds this

limit, which means that a larger amount of steel is needed. In the third

region, the area of steel is more than enough, which results in placing

Èhe whole section of the wall under compression. As a result of this

stress redistribution, the value of (d*D), the depth of the neutral

axis, is found to exceed D, which in turn results in infeasible values

(negative values) of f-^, f.'^- and f-^. In Ëhe second region, the steel' ma' sa sa

area is adequate to resist any stress violation that could exist in the

wall. The resulting values of fr", due to applying the T.S.A. neÈhod are

feasible and less than the allowable values. As can be noticed from the

figure, for any level of PO, the minimu¡o amount of steel that is adequate

for the section yields an actual masonry compressive stress, fr", that

approaches the allowable value of fr. Therefore, by being close to these

minimum values of steel, the assuned values of fr,fr", which egual the

allor¡able value as described by relationship 4-22, actually contribute

to the optimization process.

Figures 4-L2 and 4-L3, respectively, show the comparisons between {

and /", and fj, ana fj", with respect to A"o and for different values of

D', the distance from the centroid of the steel area Ëo the nearest end

of the wall. The discrete values of / and f^^ show an agreenent with the,SA
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discrete values of fr", in Figure 4-tr, with respect to the Lhree

regions defined before. They are also in agreement with Ehe fact that

the minimum adequate steel area that yields a feasible solution is close

to the assumed values of either /^ or fl-. However, as can be seen from's ss

Figures 4-II and 4-13, the values of fr. and fi", as well as f"" which

is not shown, are slightly lower than the assumed values,fm" and fj".

On the oLher hand, as shom in Figure 4-I2, the actual values of ,/ are

slightly higher than the assumed values, ós. To srudy the effect of

changes in these variables on the resulting assumed reslsting capacity,

Pr, and the actual resisting capacity (taken the same as Pd), the

relationship betv¡een the tvüo values, P, and Pd,in terrns of different

discrete values of A"o and using both actual and assumed parameters lras

exauined (the second set of tests).

Figure 4-I4 shows this relationship graphically. In this figure,

seven levels of compressive loads are shown, along ¡^¡ith the corresponding

seven levels of the resisting capacity Pr. The first leve1 of Po, which

is in fact the actual resisting capacity, lies entirely under the assumed

value of Pr, for all values of steel. Notice in the figure that the

lower the steel amount is, the narrower the difference between the actual

and assuroed values (PO and P, respectively). The second horizontal line,

corresponding to the actual resisting capacity of the second leve1 of PU,

intersects the line corresponding to the assr¡med value of Pr, for the

same applied 1oad, at point d. Point d, as shown, lies on the right hand

side of 200 mrn2 steel atea. This intersection at point d yields a value

of P, at 2OO *r2 steel aÍea that is lo¡,¡er Ëhan the actual value of PU

v¡hich violates Constraint 4-26. As a result of this violation,
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Constraint 4-26 does not tecognLze the 200 nm2 steel value and proceeds

to the next steel discrete value which is 300 n¡n2. At 300 .r2 sÈeel- area

va1ue, the actual resisting capacity lies below the assumed value which

satisfies Constrainx 4-26. A1so, all subsequent values of steel yield

assumed resisting capacities that are higher than the actual values.

Referring to Figures 4-11 through 4-I3, the first actual discrete values

of fma, ö and t"r, due to 2OO m2 steel area, lie in the insufficient

steel area region, region L, while Ehe rest of the discrete values

(except the last value corresponding to 2000 nn2) are within the feasible

region, region 2. Therefore an assured agreement of validity for the

assumed values, fms, ó and t"", and the resulting resisting capacity,

Pr, can be concluded.

For further interpretation of the closeness of assumed values to

acËuaI values, reconsider point 0, in Figure 4-L4, at which the steel

area is insufficient. At this point, all calculated actual variables,

from application of the T.S.A., are higher than the assu¡ned corresponding

values. If the value of fr", the only value that violates the allol¡able

requirernent, is reduced to fr", the values of other variables, ê.g.,
,

f.", are reduced subsequently, which in turn results in reducing the

assumed value of Pr. Proceeding with the increase in the applied axial

load Pd, it appears that there is always an agreement regarding the

choice of the minimum amounË of steel that satisfies Relationship 4-26,

between the actual and the assumed values of the resisting capacity till

PU reached P¿S. At this level, and as indicated on Figures 4-11 through

¿+-L3, the first three discrete values of steel are insufficient for

resisting Ëhe applied loads. Figure 4-L4, on the other hand, shoss that
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the fourth value of steel also yields an actual resisting capacity that

exceeds the assumed one. Therefore, to satisfy Relationship 4-26, the

fifth value of steel is selected rather than the fourth value, which

¡¡ould actually be more than sufficient to resist the applied loads. This

underestimate of the assumed resisting capacity comes as a result of

higher differences between the assumed value d" and the actual value rf at

this higher level of loading, and is clearly shown in Figure 4-12. This

underestimate of P, results, however, in selecting a higher level of

steel, which is a relatively uneconomic but safe solution.

Although the high steel regions in Figures 4-LI through contain

unrealistic values of frr, ó and t"", respectively, the corresponding

steel areas can still be applied. Although they represent uneconomic

solutions, these high areas of steel do not inpair the safety of the

walI. Therefore, Figure 4-L4 can be applied for such high levels of

steel where the assurned resisting capacities exceed the actual resisting

capacities.

4.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Sinulated functions are developed to replace the original design

relationships. These functions are developed because of the difficulty

of expressing the original design relationships in "acceptable discrete

forns". The T.S.A. nethod is the basis for the original design relation-

ships where different steel areas axe tried until the actual resisting

capacity becomes equal to or greater than the applied loads and, at the

sane time, the actual masonry and steel stresses are c¡ithin their

allowable limits. The simulated function is based on the reverse
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anaÌogy, i.e. , masonr)¡ and steel stresses âre assumecl first and \,Jith the

trial of different steel areas, a resisl-ing capacitv, Pr,is deterrnined

v¡hich must- exceed the actual (original) resisting capacity (or the

applied load, P¿). The assumed r.ariables are based on extensive and

rational analysis r,¡hich is evident in the cornparisons betp¡een their

assumed and actual values. Not only are these assumed variables close

to their corresponding actual values, but they also contribute to the

optimization process by being close to the minimum values of steel areas

that are required to resist the applied 1oads. For the range of

reinforcement examined, the assumed resisting capacities, Pr, are found

to be in close agreement v¡ith the actual values.
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CHAPTER V

PSEUDO-DISCRETE MODELLING FOR THE OPTIMUM DESIGN OF

MULTISTOREY MASONRY SHEAR I,JALLS

5.1 INTRODUCTTON

In Chapter 3, a model lJas developed for the optimum design of

single, one storey masonry shear walls. Thac model was basically the

result of a couputational process that tested the stress distribution for

each grouting condition at each end of the wall, determined the governing

sLress and provided the necessary relationships for the rnodel. The

computational process vras performed using a computer program that was

capable of testing a limited number of cases, i.e., the grouting condi-

tions, with great efficiency in a very short time. The main constraints

usecl in the model r4rere derived f rom and represent the Unity Equation

(U.E. ), Transformed Section Analysis (T.S.A. ), and the Coefficient

Methods (C.M.), in the manner described in Chapter 3.

As the design proceeds to include more stories, however, the problem

becomes more difficult, if not impossible, to handle in the same manner

as that for a single storey. Although briefly discussed in Chapter 4,

this difficulty is re-examined in detail before developing the model for

the multistorey optinization problem.

A number of simplifying assumptions are made to enable solving the

problem. Some of these assumptions include sinulating expressions to

substitute the original functions, as discussed in Chapter 4. General

simplifying assunptions are discussed in the next section, while specific

simplifying assunptions are introduced throughout the development of the

model
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The model itself consists of a linear objective function and three

different sets of linear constraints, the first set describing the

different stress and loading Iimitations, the second set defining the

different discrete values of the different variables used and the final

set consísting of constraints organizing the relationship arnong zero-one

variables. The first set of constraints are strr.rctural constraints

developed for thís model and represent a suggested simplifying rnethod

for designing such walls. The constraints in this set are in the form of

inequalities and, as such, they create the initial (continuous) feasible

region of solution. The second set of constraints consists of two groups

of relationships. The first includes those equaËions that either define

the discrete values of the variables included in the first set of

eonstraints, or define those structural variables given as input to the

model v¡hich are essential to complete the solution. The second group

includes Ëhose constraints that describe the relaÈionships arnong the so

called "Transfer Variables". Thls second set of constraints is embedded

r,¡iÈhin the continuous feasíble regíon. As noted earlier, the final set

of constraints includes the equations that define the relationships among

zero-one variables. Although the technique used in nodelling the problen

is the same as that for single storey shear walls, i.€., pseudo-discrete

modelling with the use of zero-one variables, the zero-one constraints,

as will be discussed later, are constructed differently than in the

previous model.

A conputer prograrn (f1ow chart is given in Appendix D) is developed

to formulate the model. Once the model is conplete, the solutíon process

proceeds using the solving packag" lruoo(24) through its integer capabi-
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tity. The nodel is flexibl-e in terms of accornmodating any number of

stories, grouting conditions and steel options. Hovrever, there are a

fer¡ l-iroitations regarding the sj-ze of the problem and the computation

time that may require the restriction of the numbers of options rEithin

reasonable linits.

The following sections include:

5.2 THE GENERAL NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

5.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

5.3.1 The Continuous Constraints

5.3.2 The Defining ConstrainEs

5 - 3.3 Zero-One Constraints

5.3.4 The Objective Function

5.3.5 The Model-ling Problerns

5.4 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

5.5 SLIMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.2 THE GENERAL NATT]RE OF THE PROBLEM

The problem can be schematically represented as a nultistage

problem as shown in Figure 5-1.

The columns in Figure 5-1 represent the stories while the rows

represent the grouting conditions. The figure illustrates the possible

paths for any particular grouÈing condition from one storey to the next-

knolring that the level of grouting increases dor.¡nward ( the lov¡est and

highest levels are 1 and IT, respectively) while j represents the top

floor and 1 the ground floor. Figure 5-1 shows that a particular

grouting level in a top floor moves only to the same or higher grouÈing
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level in a subsequent 1ov¡er fl-oor. Not only is this assumption

structurally logical, but it also reduces the number of combinations to

be checked. The total number of combinations, accordíng to Figure 5-1,

is too Large to be tested and accommodated in one model. If the

forrnulation adapted in Chapter 3 is employed for this problem, the nurober

of constraints as well as the number of variables will be beyond the

capacity of any existing solr'ing package. Not only will the size of the

problem increase drastically, but also the computational process

preceding developing the model will require an immense number of

iterations and consequently time, v¡hích contradicts the objective of

optimization. The difficulties suruarized above require sirnplifying the

problen as v¡ell as developing another approach for modelling.

The following are general assumptions which help ín reducing the

size of the problem.

The first general assumption ís based on the facL that a stiff

diaphragm causes all shear walls to deflect almost Lhe same anou.,t(44).

Therefore, horizontal forces are distributed according to the relative

stiffnesses of the walls.

Secondly, the wal1 is designed f or the f ollowing t\,/o loading

conditions:

(a) Dead foad + I.Iind load (DL + WL)

(b) Dead load + Live load (DL + LL)

The shear load case is eliminated in this model for the following

reasons:

As is evident from the single storey shear wall problen, the
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al1or.¡able shear stress, with reasonable lateral reinforcement, Ís

rarely violated, even with high shear forces.

2. In view of the first reason, the addition of more constraints

increases the size of the problem, and, for purposes of accuracy of

results and computational time, is not recommended.

Hovever, ir is assumed that joint reinforcement (4,L mn diameter), is

placed in each course.

Thirdly, the model considers one configuration of v¡alls, namely a

straight wa1l r,¡ith no openings.

Finally, only the cost of material is considered for optimization,

which means that the final decision as to the practicality of results is

left to the practicing engfneer. However, in devetoping Èhe model, a

parallel effort is made to enforce the practicality of the model in the

same $/ay as the theoretical basis is maintained.

Although the optimization model developed for this problem is based

on the same concept adapted for the single storey optimization problem,

i.e., pseudo-discrete modeling, the model itself is developed in a

different pattern because of the J-atge size of the problem. This pattern

is described in the following sections.

5.3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

The nodel developed for the optimum design of multi-storey shear

v¡alls consists of a linear objective function and three different sets of

constraints.

The following sections describe the development of each type of

constraint and the objective function. An illustrative example then
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describes Ëhe application of the mode1. Finally, an important part of

the modelling, namely discussing problems associated v¡ith such Large

rnodels and making suggestions for overcoming some of them, is presented.

5.3.1 THE CONTINUOUS CONSTRAINTS

Two subsets of constraints are included in Èhis set, the first in-

cludes those relationships that describe stresses and loading limitations

r,Jhile the second subset includes the constraints that otganize the

choices of particular variables, ê.g., reinforcement. These two subsets

are developed as folLows:

5.3.la SLresses and Loadins Limitation Constraints

Tr^'o load câses are considered in this study, namely, Dead load +

Live load, (DL + LL), and Dead load + I^lind load, (DL + WL). As was the

case for a single storey shear waII, the (DL + I^fL) constraints are

developed first follov¡ed by the consÈraints describing (DL + LL) case.

(DL + !JL) Case Relationships. Again, the U.E. and T.S.A. methods

are used as the basis for developing the relationships for this case.

The problem of not having an nIF" statement in any mathematical

programming modef, v¡hich in turn rnakes the "Either-Or" situations a

difficult option to be implemented in the model, requires the knovrledge

of all- possible conditions before developing the modef. These possible

conditions, or situations, in this particular design problem, can be

investigated by studying the U.E. The U.E., as roatheroatically expressed

below, is used to check the stress condition at each end of the wall,

r¡hich leads to defining the possible governing case. It should be noted

that subcases one, tv¡o and three described in Chapter 3 have been
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further subdivided in this

sinplify modelling the problem

chapter, ês díscussed in ChapLer

of multistorey shear wal1s.

to4,

P-
d

^r*
and

*k"" *f for the conpression side

for the tension side

(s-1)

(s-2)
P.

CI

Ar*l' ' 5fr = o.o

where PU : the axial compressive dead load (N)

A : the Eortar bedded utu^ ç^ 2¡^¡
m

L : the total ì-ength of the wall (m)

M : the in-plane bending nonent (N-run)

SlvI : the section modulus (r*3)

C, : the slenderness coefficient

f : the allowable compressive stress of masonry (l¡,/tt2 )
m

Five different possibilities (subcases) can be recognized from

checking the stress situations at each end of the wall, which leads to

the developroent of four different types of constraints that accomuodate

all these possibilities chat rnay exist in the wall. These five

possíbilities are as presented in Table 5-1 and shown graphically in

Figures 5-2(a) through (e).

It should be noted that the possibilities, or subcases, illustrated

in Table 5-1 correspond to the five regions, A through E, discussed in

Chapter 4 (Figures 4-3 through 4-9). It should also be noted that

subcases 1 and 2 ate accommodated in one subset, as is explained below.

The four subsets of constraints are developed as follows:
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Tabl-e 5-1 The five stress possibilities on each side of a shear v¡aIl due
to Ehe (DL + l,il) case

Subcase Corûpression End Tension End Remark s

No corapression violation, No tensÍon violation,
PPdMdM1.e.. 

-+-<C-f- 
i.e.. ->0A.oL SM s u Ar*L SM

2 Coûpression violation, No Lensi.on violatlon,
PPdMdMi.e.. 

- 
+ - > C-f- i.e.. 

- 
- - > 0AroL SM 5 u¡ AroL SM

PdM3 Coropression violation, Tension vlolation, and (l--l + :- - C-f*)At"L sM s u
PPPdMdMdMi.e. 

- 
+ - > C f i.e-. 

-
*'"'' Ar*L SM 

- "s'm ''='' Orot SM 
- - AroL SÉ.f

toM
4 Compression violation, Tension violation, ana tÇã + - - Csfm)

PPPdMdMdMi.".,ffi*ilta"t, i...,or"r--<0 < (Ar"L-sM)

5 No complession violation, lenslon vlolation,
?PdMdM

i.e.. 

-+-<Cf 

i.e.. -<0A,*L SM S M A,NL SM

SUBSET 1: This subset of constraints represents two possible stress

conditions that have one common limitation, that is, no tension violation

in the rralI (subcases 1 e 2). In a single storey shear lra1l , the U.E. is

applied to represent this case in the following form:

zo rJ i
+o@osc"*(fr)i
(ar) J*r ( sM) J

(xA)j+(YA)jslze¡j

(s-3)

(s-4)

r.rthere
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?

=lã

Figure 5-2-a Stress distribution
for a wa1l subjected to (DL+I,IL)
according to U.E. where no stress
violation exists in the wall

Figure 5-2-b Stress distribution for
a wall subjected to (DL+trJL) ac-
cording to U.E. where eomPression
violation exists in the compression
end of the wall

lJÞl xô-lEl<
I

Figure 5-2-c Stress distribution
for a wall subjected to (DL+i{L)
according to U.E. ¡,¡here both com-
pression and tension violation
exist and where tension ís more

?

=lã

Figure 5-2-d Stress distribution for
a wall subjected to (DL+IÌL) ac-
cording to U.E. where both con-
pression and tension violation
exist and v¡here tension is more

I

IJ
-l x

"- liI

o

=þ
I

Figure 5-2-e Stress distribution for a wa11
subjeeted to (DL+WL) according to U.E' rrhere
only tension violation exists in the tension
end of the wall

IJ

o--ld1
__t_

I

q;
.J

di
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(P.)j rr P.
(xA)j :,ffi: 

,1, 
( Ç;nt)i o <"ri (s-s)

(ve)i :,# : 
,1, r¡ffri 

* (x)i rs-or

and

IT(zÐi-c"*(rr)i: t (c"*rrllo<x>l (s-7)
i:1

where i : t IT - m¡mber of the grouting condition

j : 1,'- -,J : number of storeY

(X)i : zero-one variable associated with ith gro,rtirrg

condition .rrd jth storey and other variables are as

defined before.

The problen, so far, seens tolerable, since expressing

(Pd)i,/(An)j*1, (lÐi/(sM)j, and cs*(fm)j ¡y discrete values, sây (xA)i,

{Ve¡f arrd (ZA)j wifi result in a limited number of variables (essentially

zero-one variables) representing the grouting conditions for a particular
.rhJ sEorey.

Assuming the ¡th storey to be Èhe top one, then noving downward to

the (j-1)th "tor"y requires nriting Relationship 3 as follows:

i i-l(P¿)'+(Pu)J- (M)i-l i_l

öl-\î-. Ë;jt 
s c" * (f')' - (s-8)

or

i ,o',j-l(--9: n 4-L-, * .,"''i,i s c" * (r,¡j-l (s-e)
(Ar)J -* L (Ar)J -* t (S¡,t)', -
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If Relationship 5-9 is expressed in the same manner as Relationship 5-4,

the resulting discrete val-ues as well as the required number of zeto-

one variabfes will be so large that the increase in the size of the

problen is beyond any existing solving technique capacity.

Relationship 5-3 must therefore be rearranged so thaË the number of

discrete values and subsequently zero-one variables caused by adding nore

stories, is kept Lrithin a tolerable leve1.

The problem, âs becomes obvious, lies in the axial dead load

represented by P¿. Since this variable, called the "Transfer" variable,

is the only one that connects stories to each other (e.g., (P¿)j-l i" "
function of (P¿)j 

"rd 
(p¿)j-2 i" a function of both (p¿)j and (P¿)j-l tr,¿

so on), the re-arrangement of Relationship 5-3 Eust therefore consider

the following inportant point. (P¿)j *,r"t not be associated with any

other variables representing the grouting condition i. It should be

noted that all other variables in Relationship 5-3 are confined to

individual stories. This important point represents the basís for

developing all relationships for all possible stress condiEions.

Expressing Relationship 5-3 in the same general form as Èhat shovm

in Chapter 3 (Relationships 3-34) gives:

(xA)j + (YA) j < .zt)j + (eN)j

i-)
where (AN) J is the discrete value of stress in N/mrn- that

difference between t(xe)j + (YA)jl and (ZA)i in case a

violation exists in the wall.

Since (SM)J can be expressed as follows:

(s-10)

makes up the

compressive

11+0



6000 for rectangular section

Relationship 5-10 can be rewritten as follows, with respect to the

of XA, YA and ZA:

ì((p¿)J * L) + 6(M)J < 1(c" o t2) x (A* *'f*)j +

e_z x (AN * An) j)

On the other hand, the variable (AN)i introduced in Chapter 3

expressed as follows:

(sM)j :

(AN) J :

1
where IAN)I- : C''-''ik -s

(o"o )i
f

S

(r)i

(e lJ 'r 12'm'

IT KT

I I (AN)],.
rÁ1:I K:I
,

3.2 * fs *

* <x) ir.

,¡#ri o (A=o)t

(s-11)

values

(5 -L2)

cân be

(s-13)

(s-14)

v¡here

L* (r)i * f (4þ.rff)i - (cs*.rm)il

the kth side steel for the jth

the allowable conpressive steel

the equivalent thickness of the
a

(Am) i/looo

and (X)ik zero-one variable associated with
. .rh .rhcondition, k"" steel area and j"" storey, and other

defined before.

I,liËhout loss of accuracy, the following assumption can be made:

(AN)ik - ',çft, 
o ,#)i - (c" * r,)il

Relationship 5-14 can now be rewritten as follows:

i 1 I tn.2 *. Mj o c" o ri n re"oli
ts¡-rir. : -- 

.1

storey in (rr2)

stress (¡¡,ztt2 )

wa1l in mm

.rhr- grout]-ng

variables are as

(s-1s)

I/+7

(s-16)



. (Ar) i
i)where fAN)ik is in N,/mu-

Substituting Equation 5-L6 into Relationship 5-1-2 results in the

following general relationship for the jth storey.

L + (P¿)j + 6(M)j < 1v2 * (c" * fm * Arn)j)

+ 4.4.1 I o c" o f, * (M*Aso)j (5-17)

where L is in nm

(P.)j is in N' cl'

(M) 
j is in N-mm

(f-)i is in w/^2'm'
(A-)i is in (m2lrooo)'m'
f'- is in u,/r*2

S

(A li is in *2'so'
As can be noticed from Relationship 5-L7, the tern including (P¿)J

is independent of any other variable in the relationship. A1so, the term

including the effect of the end steel, (A^^.,j, becomes independent of' so)

the grouting conditions, i, which has the advantage of reducing the size

of the model-.

In a general forn, Relationship 5-L7 can be expressed as follows:

(xB)j + (Yc)j = 1xo¡i + (xc)j (s-18)

where (XB)j:L*(Pd)j
(YC)j:6*(M)j
(xD)j :L2 * cs(fm*Aü)j

(xD) j : 4.4

and (Pd)j : L * h * ((ut¡)j-l + (ut,l)j)
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where h : Height of one storey (mrn)

(UI,j) j The unit weight of nasonry wall for jth storey

(ll,/*r2 )

As Relationshíp 5-18 represents the stress conditlon at the

compression end of the wall, and as it must hold only within its subcase,

(subcase I or 2), another constraint must be added to restrict its

application to these subcases alone (when tension does noL exist). This

constraint is mathematically expressed as follows:

(P¿) j 1¡1¡ 
j

T_ > (5-19)
(Aro)J * I (SM)J

or

(Pu)J 6000 (M)J

(Ar)J* L (Ar) ,v L¿

(s-20)

(s -22)

from which the following relationship results

6(M)j
(P)j '-: " 

(5-2T)
(h * L')

or

(P)J > (xL)J

where (XL)j- 6(M)i

h*L2

and (P)i: (irw)i+l + (uli)j

fn summary, Subset 1 is represented by boËh RelatÍonships 5-18 and 5-22.
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SUBSET 2: This subset represents subcase (3), shown in Figure 5-2(e).

In this subcase, although tension exists on the tension side of the

wall, the conpression violation is nore serious than the tension

violation. Therefore, the design for compression must govern. As a

result of this assumption, Relationship 5-18 must also be applied in this

subcase. However, as there nust be a coroplete separaLion between the two

subsets, the relationship associated with this case written as follows:

(xB2)J + (YCZ)J < (XD2)J + (XC2)J (s - 23)

For purpose of organizing the nodel, the numbers Èo the right hand side

of the variables in Relationship 5-23 that appear in more than one

subset indicate the subset nunber at which this particular variable is

applied. Therefore Relationships 5-18 and 5-22, for subset 1, are

rewritten as:

(xBl)j + lvcr¡j. lxlt¡j + lxcr¡j

(P1)i > (xl.l)j

(s-24)

and

(5-25)

As nentioned above, tension exists in this subcase, i.ê., subcase 3.

However, since compression violation is more serious than tension

violation, a guiding constraint must be added as a "key" constraint to

Relationship 5-23. This "key" constraint is presented as:

t,g'+-lx)-j) - (cs,k(rn)il ì= (-,,,J- (p¿)i,) 
(s-26)

t L'r(Ar)J (sM)J , (st't).: L*(AE)J
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2(Pd)j

(L * (Am) j)

r,¡hich leads to:

(r)j>c"rt

or

à C" x" (fr)i

(fr * AùJ/2h

(5 -27 )

(5 -28)

ez)i > ()a(2)i ö-2e)

rrhere (i0(2)i : t" * (fm*Am)i/2h

In snmmary, subset 2 is represented by Relationships 5-23 and 5-29.

SUBSET 3: This subset represents subcase 4, shown in Figure 5-2(d).

In this subcase, tension violation becomes more serious than the

compression violation. Therefore, design for tension rather than

compression must be considered. Norma11y, the design for tension is done

using the Transformed Section Analysis (T.S.A.), where the resulting

relationships cannot be expressed in "acceptable discrete forms".

Therefore simulated functions are developed, as discussed in Chapter 4,

for this particular subcase, to substitute for the original functions.

The simulation process discussed in Chapter 4 is based on rational

assumptions where the main variables, considered as unknown variables in

the T.S.A. , were replaced by corresponding assumed variables, (fms,

t"", f"" and d"). These assurned variables and the final simulated

function, Relationship 4-33, were conpared to the original variables as

well as to the results yielded by the original function. The close

agreenent of resulÈs in most cases approves the use of Relationship
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4-33 in the model for subcase 3. Relationship 4-33 can

an nacceptable discrete form" as follows:

(xu¡j + (xN)j' lxo¡j + lrt¡j
where

(xlr)j-(AA-BB\i
(CC)J

()o{)j-(AB)j
(cB)j

and (xo)j - (BA + BC\i
(CC)J

where

(AA)j : ((12C"*(fr*ar>r¡4¡j) o (1 + (3ECCi))/rOO0

(BB)j:j*(D¿)*(ECE)i

(cc)j : (EcD + ECE)j * 1n * l¡

(AB)j: (48 o c" o ((n)u o A"o * fm*M)j¡7fooo*'r

(cB)j : (ECD + (ECE)u)j * (h*L)

(BA)j : 144*4uj¡2712

and

(BC)i:j*(Dt)*(ECD)j

where

(ECC)j : ¡((E)L * (EC))j - (pd)Lj )/i.rc)i
(Ec)i : ((pd)L - (pd)u) i/ ((r)" - (Blu)i

(ECE)j: -.001- * cs * (fm*Am)j * (L + (36 >t (M/Ec)j))

(EcD) j: z+*çv¡j¡r

and

(scr)ui: -.001 o c" * (f**An)uj * (L + (36*(M/EC)j)) (s-4s)

be expressed in

(s-30)

(s-31)

(s-32)

(s-33)

(s-34)

(s-3s)

(s-36)

(s-37)

(s-38)

(s-3e)

(s-40)

(s-41)

(s-42)

(s-43)

(s-44)
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and

(Ar)Uj : the upper bound of the mortar bedded area for

storey j (*o2/^)

and all other variables are as defined before.

It should be mentioned that the lower and upper bounds of the

variables defined above are with respect to the lov¡er and upper bounds of

the grouting condiÈions.

Not only does Relationship 5-30 consider the case when tension

exists in the wall, but also when the tension violation is more serious

than the compression violation. Therefore, "key" constrainËs nust be

associated ¡uith Relationship 5-30 so that its application is restricted

to this subcase, i.e. subcase 3 alone. These constraints are mathema-

tically expressed as follows:

where (rr)Uj

(fr)uj

h

L

D.p,

(r¿¡Lj

(P¿)uj

(E)LJ

(E)UJ

(xL3)i > (P3)J

(>a(3)j > (rs)i

the upper bound of the modular ratio

the upper bound of the allov¡able Easonry compres-

sive stress (MPa)

the height of storey (mn)

total length of the walI (m¡n)

the dead load of the roof for one storey (N)

the lower bound of the axial load for storey j (N)

the upper bound of the axial load for storey j (N)

the lower bound of eccentricity ratio for storey j

the upper bound of eccentricity ratio for storey j

(5-46)

and

't /,'l

(s-47 )



where (XL3)j, ()f<3)j 
"rrd 

(P3)j are as defíned before except that they are

associated with subset 3.

Relationships 5 -46 and 5-47 correspond to the cases when

and

, (M)-] - 
(tu)',

*(sl"t)J - qAr¡J*L/

{(((A--iH. é#lj- (cs * (rm)j)) < ( é# #ä,,
SUBSET 4:

This subset represenÈs the situation where tension exists at the

tension end, while the stress at the compression end fa1ls wíthin its

allowable limit (subcase 5). The actual stress distribution according

to the U.E. is as shown in Figure 5-3-a.

If the problem is solved using T. S.A. , the resulting stress

distribution is that shown in Figure 5-3-b. Figure 5-3-c shows the

difference between the tr.¡o distributions. Again, as for subset 3, an

extensive study of the difference between the values of the variables

produced using U.E. and those determined using T.S.A. shows that the

latter are generally less than 3% higher than the former. This result

suggests the following important assumption: If tension exists in the

wa1l, i.e., M/SM > P¿/(A'*L), and if there is no compression violation,

i.e., (Pdl(Am*L)) + Ì'4/51,1

compressive stress and the depth Ëo the neutral axis can be taken as

((P¿,/(Aü*L)) + M/sM) and (,/"*D), respectively.

It can be concluded from the above ¿sstrmption and frorn Figures 5-3-

8,b, and c that the material stresses are underestinaÈed, which, subse-
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quently, causes an underestinate of the total resisting capacity of the

¡¡a11. Not only does this resulË in a conservative design, but it also

serves to simplify the modeling for this case, as will be discussed

later. In developing the main constraint for this case, Relationships 4-

26 anð 4-27 are used again and by subsÈituting values of f*s, t"" and

f"" as developed fron similar triangles in Figure 5-3-c, the following

relationship results:

(Am*L) + (4000n*A"o)
r¿ t¡fu> + ¡ (2L * Am) I + 1.5 E > 1.0 (s-48)

Using the piecewise linearlzaxion discussed in Chapter 4 for subset

3, to linearize the relationship between E and PU, and substituting the

equivalent value of E inÈo Relationship 5-48, the resulting general

mathematical expression, for storey j, is as follows:

(P4)j+(xF)j'(xn¡j (s -4e)

where

xFj : ( ( (Am) i*.1++000(n¡ j*1e"o 
¡ 
j¡ ¡ 12(An) i"t)) / ((h*L)

+ ((L/24(M¡j¡ + (1.s/(EC)j)) (s-s0)

and

xEj : {(((1.5*(ECC)i)

+ ( j*D¿) )/(h*L)

and other variables are as

The t'keyt' constraint

follows:

(xL4)J > (P4)J

- r.Ð/((L/24(t4)J) + (1.s/(EC)J)))

(s-s1)

defined before.

for this case is mathematically expressed as

(5 - s2)
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Figure 5-3-a The actual stress
wall subjected to

-r
distribution aecording to
(DL+I,IL)

the U. E. for a

Figure 5-3-b The
wall

actual stress
subjected to

distribution
(DL+WL)

according ot T.S.A. for a

Figure 5-3-c The combined
and T. S .4. f or

stress distribution
a wall subjected to

according to both U.E.
(DL+r"rL)
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Relationship 5-52 indicates the facL that tension exists in the

r^¡all . Hot¡ever, for complete separation between subset 3, l¡hich includes

a similar "key" constraint, and subset 4, another t'key" constraint must

be added. This constraint reflects the fact that in subset 3, in

addition to tension violation, there is compression violation i.e.,

(Pdl(Am*L)) + M/SM, ) Cs*f*, while in subset 4 the compression violarion

is eliminated, i.e., (Pe/@n-*L)) + lq/SM = C"*fm. Therefore, this "key"

constraint is mathematically expressed as folLows:

(P3)j+(xp3¡j>lxqs¡j

eÐi + (xp4)js (xq+)j

where

(xP3)j or (xP4lj: f rcrr/L)+(joD.¿))/(h*L)

and

(xQ3)J or (XQ4)J : (Cs*L*(fm,vAm)J)/(fOOOlor)

The continuous constraints subsets representing

limitaLions for the four cases within the (DL +

complete. These constraints can be sumsarized as:

Subset 1

for subset 3

for subset 4

(s-s3)

(s-s4)

(s-ss)

(s_s6)

loads and stress

WL) case are nolr

(rr¡J

(xBl)j * 1vc1¡j

Subset 2

()il(2 ) 
j

(Yc2)j <

(key constraint)

(key consËraint)

( s-57)

(s-s8)

(s-se)

(s-60)

e2)J

(Y'82 )j + (XD2)J + 1xc2¡J
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Subset 3

(xL3)J > (P3)J

(x(3)j ' (P3)j

(P3)j + (xP3)i

(xu)i + (>or)i '

(xa3 ) 
j

(xo)i + (p3)i

Subset 4

(xr+¡j ' (e+¡j

i(P4)J+(xr4)J < (xe4)J

(P4)i+(xF)i > (xE)i

The above constraints

result in any type of stress

(s-65)
(key constraints)

(s-66)

(s-67)

accommodate any conbination that could

the walI due to (DL + !lL) application.

(key constraints)

(s-61)

(5 - 62)

(s-63)

(s - 64)

can

ín

(DL + LL) CASE RELATIONSHTPS

Although the Coefficient Method is the basis for developing the rnain

relationship in the case of (DL + LL), the expression is slightly

different than that developed for a single storey because of simplífying

assumptions adapted in this case as discussed below.

The process of developing the relationship is as follov¡s:

Axial compressive resisting capacity of the wall > applied (DL + LL).

The applied (DL + LL) consists of the following tvlo components:

1. Original applied 1oad, OAD, : [j*(Dt + Ll + (h*L*I]i.i)]

Is2

(s-68)



2. Additional applied dead load due to grouting more cores (in case

compression steel is needed), ADDL, : ING [CI.I*h*(UW)U] (5-69)

nhere D.p. : Applied dead load (roof weight) for one storey (N)

L.p. : Applied live load for one storey (N)

j : Nuuber of stories

CW : Core width (mm)

(UW)U : The upper limit of the unit weight of grout in N/rnrn2

and

ING : The required number of additional inside grouted cores

and other variables are as defined before.

On the other hand, the axial compressive resisting capacity consísts

of tv¡o components, namely:

1. Original axial compressive resisting capacity,

ORC - C" * L * fm 'k An (5-70)

2. Additional axial compressive resisting capacity due to adding

compression steel and more grouted cores,

ADRC: ING * [C" * (((fr)L:r AC) + (0.8 * f",r.A"1))J (5-71)

where (f-)L The lower bound on the masonry allowable compressive-m'

stress, (i.e. for ful1y grouted wall) (MPa)

AC Cross sectional area of one core (m2)

A-, : The compression steel cross sectional 
"tu" 1tt2¡sl

and other variables are as defined before.

Combining Equations 5-68, 5-69 , 5-70 and 5-71, results in the

following relationship :

(c"*fr*Ar4r) + {rNG*[C"(((fr)L*ec) + (0. 8*fs*Asi))

- (cI,]*h*(u!I)L) l/(h*L)) > (j*(D¡+L¿) /(]rlluL)) + ull (s-72)
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So far, one assurnption has been nade, that is, both the applied load

and the axial compressive resisting capacity are independent of the

grouLing and steel cornbination which result at each end of the wall from

the (DL + WL) application. This assunption underestimates both the

applied load and the axial resisting capacity of the entire v¡a1l by

almost the same negligible percentage. However, Relationship 5-72 is now

applied only once at each storey insËead of KT times, corresponding to KT

end steel options, thereby reducing the size of the model.

A second assumption is that only one síze of steel is used for

compression steel which leaves the value of ING as the only continuous

value. Therefore a third sirnplifying assurnption is made, that is the

use of specific assumed values for ING. These assumed values, as in the

case of other discrete masonry components in the model, e.g. grouting

condition, side sÈeel, etc., are left to the designer.

After assurning these values for ING, Relationship 5-72 can be

expressed in a discrete linear form, for storey j, as follows:

(ORC)J + (ADD)J > (OAD)J + (P)J

where (oRC)j : tcs * (fm*Am)j)^

(ADD)j : rnc x' (cs(((f*)t*ec¡j + (0.8f"*a"t¡j¡

- ( ci^l*h*(ULI)Lj ) / þ*L)
(oAD) j : 3 * (DI. + Lfi/(h*L)

(P) j : (ui,r) j+l + (ut^r) j

(s -7 3)
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5.3.lb Continuous Organizing Constraints

Figure 5-1 shows the possible number of grouting combinations that

can exist in a multistorey wal1. trlithout controlling constraints, the

number of options to be checked at each storey is almost (It**¡¡, and the
J

total number for j stories is almost I (If*'tt¡) which represents a very
j:1

difficult problem with the increasing number of stories. Not only is it

extremely difficult to accommodaÈe such a computational process, but the

model can also lead to "impractical" design. For example, lf there is no

control on selecting the grouting conditions for subsequent floors, a top

floor may have a higher grouting level and lesser steel than the next

floor. Therefore, the following subset of constraints is essential to

control the choices of such variables, ê.g. original nurnber of grouted

cores and thereby produce a practical design. These constraints are

expressed mathenatically as :

(oNG)j'(otlc)j+l

(rss)j > 11ss¡j+l

(A"i)j ' {e"r)i+l
(TNG)j . ¡1pc¡j

where ONG : Original number of grouted cores

TSS - Total side steel area (tt2 )

Asi : Inside steel "t"t 1tt2¡

TNG : Total number of grouted cores

TNC : Total number of cores in Ëhe wall

j : SÈoreY number

The first three Constraints 5-74,5-75 and 5-76 ensure that both the

grouÈing condition and the steel a:rea, whether outside or inside, for

(5 -7 4)

(s -7 5)

(5 -7 6)

(s-77)
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storey j, are Eteater than or equal to those corresponding to storey j+l.

ConstrainL 5-77 liuits the total nu-mber of grouted cores to be within

the limits of the total number of cores in the wal1.

5.3.2 DEFINING CONSTRAINTS

The defining constraints consist of three tJæes of relationships.

The first defines the discrete values of those variables included in the

stress and load liuitation constraints (Relationships 5-57 through 5-

67). The second defines the discrete values of those variables selecLed

by the designer, and the third type defines values of the Transfer

Variables, e.g.(P)j.

The díscrete constraints for the first type of relationships are

expressed mathematically as follows :

A. Discrete Constraints Define Values of Variables fneluded in Subset l

(Relationships 5-57 and 5-58)

(xi,l)j:(xl,)j*4x¡j
(Ycl)j : (vc)j * 1x¡j

(s-78)

(5 -7 e)

(s-80)
IT

(xBl)j : i- <ru>l o txli
i=l 

'1 ' '1

and

where

and

(xcl)j: (xc)¿ * (xs)¿ (s-81)

(XLl)i, (Ycl)j, (XBl)J 
"nd 

(XCl)j .r" Ëhe variable names for

subseÈ I (DL + WL) for storey j

(XL)i, (YC)j, (XB)i and (Xc)¿ are respectively the coeffi-

cients, or the discrete values of the above variables.

KT

I
k:1
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and (X)j : Zero-one variable associated !¡ith the jth sÈorey for

subset 1

(X)i : Zero-one variable associated with the ith grouting''1

condition for 3th storey for subset I

and (XS)¿ : Zero-one variable associated ¡,rrith the kth side steel

for 3th storey for subset I

B. Discrete constraints defining values of variables included in

subset-2-(Relationshios 5-59 and 5-60) :

and

IT
()c(2)j : t- ()c()i * ØrL

i:1

(YC2)j: (vc)j 'v 1z¡j

]T
(xB2)j : .I (xB)i o (z)i

i:1

KT
(xc2)i : i- {xc¡i * (zs)*

k:1

(s-82)

(s-83)

(s-84)

(s-85)

where (K(2)i, (Yc2)j, (xB2)j "r,d (XC2)i "r" the variable names for

subset 2 for storey j

and ()0()i, (YC)J, (XB)i and (XC)¿ are respectively the discrete

values of the above variables
iand (Z)" : zero-one variable associated v¡ith th" ¡'th storey for

subset 2

@j : zero-one variable associated with the ith grouting. ,1
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and

condition for ¡'th storey for subset 2

{zs¡fl : zero-one variable associated with the kth side steel

and ¡'th storey for subset-2-

Discrete constraints defining values of variables included in

Srrbset 3 t'Re'l ¡ti on.qhi ns 5-6'l fhrorrsh 5-64) :

(xL3)J:(xL)J*(Y)J

C.

IT()a(3)j:.i-roli*rvli
i:1

(xP3)i:(xp)j*1v¡j
IT

(xQ3)j : i- r"qli * <tli
i:1

(s-86)

(s-87)

(s-88)

(s-8e)

(s-e0)

(s-e1)

(s -e2)

IT
(xu)j : t- (xM)j

i:l I

KT(xN)j: I (xN)J
t--1 ^Ã-t

IT
(xo)j : i (xo)i

i:1 I

o (y)i

" rvs)i

o (v)i

r,t¡here (xL3)i, ()il(3)i, (xp3)i, (xQ3)i, (xr{)i, (xN)i *rr¿ (xo)i are

variables names for subset 3 for storey j.

(xL)i, (i0()i, (xp)i, (xQ)i, (xM)i, (xN)¿ and (xo)i are,

respectively, the discrete values of the above variables.

and (Y)j : zexo-oÍLe variable associated with the 3th sÈorey for
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rY) J' ,l

subset 3

- zero-one variable

condition and jth

associaËed with the ith grouting

storey for subset 3

for kth side steel and 3th stor.y

(DL + WL).

D. Discrete constraints defining values of variables included in

Subset 4 (Relationships 5-65. 5-66 and 5-67):

(xl4)j:(xr)j*1w¡j

(xP4)j:(xp)j*qw¡j

(xQ4) J (xa)i o (w)i

and (YS)J : zero-one variable' 'R

for subset 3 and

IT KT
(xF)i - t. t- (xF)ik * rr¡s)ir.

i:l k:l

(xn)j:(xE)j*1w¡j

where (xL4)i, (xp4)i, (xQ4)j, (xr¡j and

for subset 4 for storey j.

and (xr)j, (xP)j, (xa)i, (xr)ir
discrete values of the above

and (I.i) J zero - one variable

(l^l)i zero-one variable. ,1

, .rhand j--' storey for

and (Xn¡J are respectively the

variables.

for the ¡'th "tor"y for subset 4

.rhfor the i-^. grouÈing condition

subset 4

ITï
L

i--1

(XE) J are

(s-e3)

(5 -e4)

(s-9s)

(s-e6)

(s -e7 )

variables names
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<i¿S)it : zero-one variable for the ith grouting condition,

kth side steel and jth storey for subset /+

On the other hand, the defining constraints for the (DL + LL)

relationship (Relationship 5-73) are as following:

IT
(oRC)j : i- (oRC)i " <*li

i:1

MT
(ADD)j : I" (ADD)J * (ns)j

m:I

(s-eB)

(s-9e)

and

(oAD)j : loat¡j (s-100)

where (ORC)j, (ADD)j 
"r,d (OAD)j "r" the variable nanes for (DL +

LL) case for storey j.

and (ORC)i, (ADD)J and (OAD)J, are respectively the discrete

values of the above variables.

an'd (N)l zero-one variable for the ith grouting condition' '1 

"r,a ¡th storey for (DL + LL) case.

and (NS)j zero-one variable for the rth number of inside' ,m

sËeel bars and 3th "tot"y for (DL + LL) case.

The second type of relationships define those variables given

directly as input to the problem by the designer, and can be expressed

nathemaÈically as follows :
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(TSS)J:2(Aro)J

ii(A )J : IA1 )J' so' - .so'
+(A2 lJ+' so' IA3 )J' sô' + {a4.o)i

(s-101)

(5-102)

(s-103)

(s-r04)

(s-10s)

(s-106)

(s-107)

v¡here

(A1so) J

(A2so ) 
J

KT

. I- (o.o)i
Ìc:l

KT

.I_ (o.o)i
t<:I

(xs )¿

(A3 ¡J'so

(zs)i

{vs ¡i

(A4so ) 
J

(o=o)i

KT

I(A
k:1

o tws )ir.

KT
I
L

k:1

IT
Ii:1 .o )iu

where (Also)i, (A2so)i, (A3so)i and (A4so)i are the end steel

areas associated with subsets 1, 2, 3 and 4, respec-

tively.

(Aro) J : optimum end steel cross-sectional area for

storey j (for one end of the wall)

and (TSS)j : optimum total end steel cross-sectional area

for storey j (for both ends of the v¡all)

The number of end grouted cores constraints are as follows:

(sNc)J : (SNGI)J + (SNG2)J + (sNc3)J + (SNG4)J

where
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(sNGl)J ( sNG)* * (xs)*

* (ZS)J' 't(

(s-108)

(s-109)

(s-110)

(5-111)

cores for

I.JL) case.

storey j.

KTïL
k:1

.KT
(sNG2)j: i, (sNc)¿

k:1

(sNG3)J (sNG)i * (YS)¿
KT
\'
L

k:1

IT KTIIi:l k:1

r,¡he re

Also,

( sNG4) 
j

i
(sNG1)J'

subsets
i(SNG)' :

(sNG)lu o twstju

. . ., (SNG4)J 
"t. the number of

I, through 4, respectively for

Optinum number of end grouted

end grouted

the (DL +

cores for

(A )j:'m-
IT

,lr to*'i o (x)i (5 -ILz)

(s-113)

(s-114)

(s-lls)

(oNG)J :

.MT(rnc)j: t, (rnc¡j * (NS)J
m:l

.MT
(A^-)J: I (A^.)J * (ns)j

ò! - ¡l- flì 'm
m:I

IT
I (oNG)l

I1:I
o rl¡)i

(rs¡j:(rss¡j+{arr)j

r62
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and

(TNG)j:1orr,c¡j + (sNc¡j + (rNG)i (5-Lrt)

where (4.)j, (oNG)i, (rNG)j, (Ari)i,(TS)i, (TNG)i "t. the

mortar bedded area, origína1 number of grouted cores, number of

inside g,routed cores, inside steel area, total steel area and total

mrmber of grouted cores respectively for storey j.

The final type of definíng constraints are those which link the

"Transfer" variables to each other according to their corresponding

l-evels. These constraints are expressed mathenatically as:

(n¡j:(P)i+l + Èti:1
(ulr)i o rx)i

IT
I (ui'i)i x G)l

1:l

(lrI,J)i * f v)i

(UW) i "' (Inr) i' '1 ' -1

(*)i o

IT
+ .f- (xB)i o (z)i

1:I

(x) i

(s-118)

(s-119)

(s-120)

(5 -t2r)

(5 -L22)

(s-123)

GÐi: (p)i+l +

(P3) J : (P) j+1 IT
rï

i:1

TT+I
i:1

¿p4¡i : (p) i*l

(xBl) j : (xn¡ j+r IT+I
i:1

and

(xB2)j: 1s¡j+l
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where all- variables

Hov,'ever, there

Relationships 5-118

Section 5.3.5.

KT

I (xs)¿
k:1

are as defined before.

is a problem associated rvith the formulation

through 5-L23. This problem is discussed

of

in

5.3.3 ZERO-ONE CONSTRAINTS:

The zero-orre constraints include those equations ¡vhich organíze

both direct and indirect relationships arnong zero-one variables so

that they lead the computational process toward the optimum

solution. These constraints are expressed mathematically for storey

j as follovrs:

(X)J : (x)iIT
L

i:1

(r^l ) j' '1

'1+ lIt)J v i' 't-

: 1.0

(s -L24)

(s-12s)

(5 -L26)

(5-r27 )

(s-128)

(s -Lze)

KT

I
k:1

(ZS )¿ Q)J
IT
T

i--1

.IT
(Y)J : I (Y)]

i:1 !

: (I^l)j

Øl

KT

I (YS)J
k:] ^

IT
Ii:1

(N)i

(x) j

(HS)ik
KT

I
k:1

IT
çLi:1

(x)i

G)j

Øl
(Y) J

(Y)i

(Lr) 
j

+

and
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MT

I (NS)l: 1.0. 'mm:I

5 .3 .4 THE OBJECTI\¡E FIINICTION:

The objective function is presented as follov¡s:

J
t{inimize t (co) j

j:1

(s-130)

(s-131)

where (co)i: suc * (TS¡j + cuc * (rNG)i + BUC "" (Ag)i (s-132)

cost of material for storey j ($)

steel cross-sectional area unit cost (Ç/^2)

gronted cores unit cost ($/grouted core)

block unit cost (in terms of gross cross

sectional area of the block) ($/gg)

wall gross cross-sectional area (*o2/^)

and (TS)i and (TNG)i utu as defined in Relationships 5-116

and 5 -II7 .

5.3.5 THE MODEL]NG PROBLEI'{S:

Having developed relationships for such large problems does not

necessarily mean that the resulting model is either "solvable" or a

"tight" model. A structurally infeasible solution could result from

a "bad" formulation and the computational process could vary in

terms of computation time, for example, according to dífferent

formulations for the same problem. It is therefore obvious that the

ability of solving a certain model and the efficiency of solution

depend on nany factors. There are two kínds of factors on which a

where (CO) J

SUC

GUC

BLJC

As"õ

!6s



"good" formulation depends general and specific factors. These

factors can be thought of as requirements for production of a

"good" formulation. The following sections summaríze the modelling

problems associated with developing "good" formulations together

r,¡ith those general and specif ic requirements.

5. 3. 5a. General Requirements :

It is known that in an int.eger programuring formulation, the

number of zero-one variables affect the solution time. As this

number increases, the solution time increases dramatically.

Therefore, efforts nust be made to reduce this number as much as

possible without harming the formulation. This particular require-

ment has been met in the model developed earlier. The interrela-

tionship among zero-ooe variables associated with the (DL + LL)

case, (N)j, and zero-one variables associated with the (DL + WL)''l

case, (X)i, (Dl, (Y)i and (I,l)i, as expressed in Equation 5-128

saved the model the addition of (3 *'MT) neür zero-one variables that

should have been associated with variables ADD, ING and Asi, for

each storey j.

Another important general requirement that must be considered is

the location of the decisive integer variables. Due to the use of

the Branch and Bound "ppto."h(22) in solving the model, (see Appen-

dix B for illustrative example), the placernent of these decisíve

integer variables, i.e. zero-one variables, as early as possible in

the constraint set for the model, helps in reducing the number of

branches required and subsequently the computation time. For a

particular problern examined, lrhen the zero-one constraints vere
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placed in a sequential order according to the order of stories, the

optimum solution required 130 branches , 23283 pivots and 8.09

minutes of computation (CPU) time. Llhen the saure problem l¡as solved

with the zero-one constraints for all stories located at the top of

the model, the optimum solution required only 48 branches , 9536

pivots and 2.9 minutes computation tine.

The problem of the optimum design of a multi-storey shear wall

is relatively lengthy. If IT: nunber of grouting conditions, KT:

number of end steel options and MT : number of inside steel options,

then the number of zero-one variables required for J stories are

¡:v(5IT + 4KT + M + l+) . The number of constraints, on the other

hand, is, approximately, 130*J, while the number of discrete

variables is. approximately, 60tvJ. As J increases, these numbers

increase until they reach the capacity of any solving method.

Not only must the size of the model be considered but also the

nature of the formr-rlation. As discussed before, the model is built

in such a wa1' that two kinds of ei-th.er/or situations are embedded

into it. The first decides upon the governing (DL + IfL) st¡bcase

(subsets 1 through 4), while the second helps in selecting the

discrete values that yield the optirrum solution. Because the

relationships in the model are solved simultaneously and not on an

iterative basis, ít is important to ensure that af1 relatíonships

in the model are feasible.
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Because of the above size and feasibility problems. and based

upon experience v¡ith the model, the follovring recommendations are

found to be very helpful, if not essential, in solving such kinds of

problems:

A. Recommendations regarding the feasibility of the model

As mentioned above, there is a problem associated with the way

the "Transfer" variables (Relationships 5-118 through 5-I23) are

formulated. This problem resul¡s from the fact that the variable

(P)j+1 and (xn¡j+f alvrays have positive val-ues, which force the

variable (P1)j through (P4)j, (XBl)j un¿ (x¡2)j to have positive

values, which in turn creates an infeasible region for some of the

cases presented before. At the meantime (P)j+l and (XB)j+l 
"t. .,ot

ro be directry associated r¡ith (Pl)j, (P2)i, (P3)i, (P4)i, (xBl)j

and (XB2 ¡ 
j b..a,r=e :

1. (P)i+l and (xn;j+r are already associated with zero-or,e

variables for the j*lth storey. Therefore, they cannot be as-

sociated with these zero-one variables for the jth storey at the

same time.

2. rf (p)i+l ir ro be linked ro (pl)j, i.e., developing a varue

of (Pl) j+l tt-,"t is linked only to (Pl) j, the intrinsically incorrect

assumption of imposing a conditional situation on (P)j*l is made.

In other words, if (P1)i hot¿", then (rf¡j+f must hold, v'hich should

not be the case. It is therefore necessary to develop another for-

mulation, which allows for the following situation. If (P1)j, for

example, should not hold, then (P)j+1 corresponding to it sust
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collapse to zero. The

condition is as follows:

formulation necessary to irnprove this

* (x)i. ,1 (s-133)(PT)J

(P2)j

(P3)J

(11)j*i

(r2 ) j*t

(P3)i+l' 'J

(14) j.*1

IT+I
i:1

IT+I
i:1

(uw) i' '1

rXB) J' '1

* (Y)J''1

x (r,t)j

o (x)i

(s-13s)

(5-136)

(5 -137 )

(s-139)

(s-140)

(s-141)

IT+ I (uT/) J
I

r-!

rUr.l) i. ,:l

(uI,J)i

" Q)l (s-134)

IT+I
i:1

and

r¿'here

and

(P4)J

(xB1) i :

(x¡z) j :

(P)j+l :

(xB) i+l :

(xBl ) i+l. ,J

rxB2 ) i+r. ,J

TT+I
i:1

IT+I
i:1

rXB) J. ,1 ,* (z) i (s-138)

(P1) j+1 + (P2, ri*t *
(p¡)i+l + (P4)j+l' '-l

(P)i: (Pl)i + (P2)i

(xB1) ,j*t * rxB2 ) j+l
' 'J

+ (P3)j + (P4)i
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(xB)J : (xBr)J + (x¡z)J (5-L4z)

rn the above formulation. if (XB) j*l hol¿r. then either (XB1)-'l+1.J

or (XB2)j*1 f,ot¿r, which in turn causes either (f:81)j or (XB2)j to' 'J

hold v¡hich tneans that either subset 1 or subset 2 must govern all

the time to avoid any infeasibility. To overcome this problem,
i(X33)J and (XB4)J constraints can be added to subsets 3 and 4 even

though they are not required in any relationships in either subset.

These tv¡o constraints are presented as fo11ov¡s:

(xB3)j: (xB3rrl*t * (xB)i o rv)i
IT
Ti:1

(xB4)j:
IT

(xB4)]*t * .I- (xB)i
-l i:l

o (w)i

(s-r43)

(5 -r44)

(5 -145)

(5 -146)

where Constraints 5-140 and 5-L42 can be rewritten as follows:

(xn¡j+r: (xBlrrl*t * (xsz)i+l + (xB3)j+1 + (xB4)j+1

(xB)j : (xBl)j + (xB2)i + (xs3)j + (xsa)J

This modified formulation for the "Transfer" variables allows

(tl)Ji*l , (pzrJ*t, (t3) j'*1 and/ot (to)Jint and (xBl)Ji+l, (xB2rri*t,

(Xu3) j*I and/or (*4) j*1 to have part of the full value of (p) j*r

and (XB)i+l, respectively, and to be jusr sufficient to overcome any

infeasible situation. To ensure that (tl)j'*1, (t2)j'*1, (P3rri*t,or

(ra)j+l and (xBl)j+l, (xB2)j+r, (xB3)j*t o. (xB4)i+l tu."h Èhe fu1l
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value of (P)j*l

ponding case holds

rPl)i+1' 'J

( P2) i+r. ,J

r'¿'l
tP3)J.',-' 'J

r P4 ) J:+1' 'J

(xBl) J:+1' 'J

(xB2 ) J:+l' 'J

txB3 ) J:+1' 'J

rxB4 ) J:+1' 'J

\^rhere ( P )Ui

(XB)UJ

and (Xn¡j+f , respectively

, the following additional

. whenever the corres

consÈraints are added:

(P)uj * (x)j (5 -L47 )

(5-148)

(5 -I4e)

(s-1s0)

(5-1s1)

(5 -L52)

(s-1s3)

(s-1s4)

(P)uj *

(P)uj *

(P)uj *

(xr;uj o

(x¡)ui *

(xn¡uj *

(x¡)ui -

upper

upper

Q)J

(Y) J

(Lr)j

(x) j

G)J

(Y) j

(I^') 
j

limit

limit

of

of

: rhe

: rhe

(P)J

(XB)J

It should be noted that both (P)Uj and (Xn)Uj are constants at
!L

- .LIIthe j-" storey, i.e., they are direct input data to the mode1. The

above formulation is nor.J adequate to define the "Transfer" vari-

ab1 es compJ-ete1y.

Another feasibility problem with this model that must be

considered is the negative value of some of the variables. It is

evident that sone loadings could yield negative values for some of

the variables included in the model, e.9., XL for top stories, with

certain loadings. Therefore, a value of zero should be assigned to
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these variables so that the non-negativity requirement of the model

is met. This particular modification is done outside the model and

does not change the formulation in any way.

B. Reconmendations regarding the size of the problern

To reduce the síze of the problem, the following suggestions

can be considered:

1. It is evident that in rnost multi-storey wall problems, tension

stress violation is unlikely to exist in the top storeys. There-

fore, a simple test could be done in the computer program which

develops the model, to identify these stories where tension does or

does not exist. This separation between upper and lower stories

greatly helps in reducing the size of the model. The reason for the

potential reduction is that for those top stories !/here no tension

exists, only subset l-, (DL + WL), as described before, governs the

design and consequently, only the relationships associated with it

¡'¡i11 appear in the model . The other three subsets will not appear

till tension starts in the lower storeys.

2. It is evident, by checking the values of (XF)i,- for subset 4 in.LR

Relationship 5-96 for different loadings, that the variation in the

discrete values due to variation in k is negligible. Therefore, it

can be concluded that the tension in this case can be resisted with

the ninimum amount of steel. Following this conclusion, Relation-

ships 5-96 and 5-106 can be rewritten as:

.ïT
(xF)J : .I" <xr)ir * (Id)l ror t:1

1-I

172

(s-15s)



and

(44'so (kr) 
j for k:l) 

j (oro)¿ u (s-rs6)

(s-1s7)

(s-1sB)

(s-1se)

Since only the minimum steef area is required, the minimurn

grouting condition can acconmodate this value. Therefore, Relation-

ship 5-111 is rernoved from the modef. This simplification

reduces the m¡mber of zeto-one variables by approximately (IT * KT)

for each storey j.

3. It l¡as mentioned prerriously that the inter-relationship between

the zero-one variables, (N)i, associated with (DL + LL) case and'!
the zero-one variables, (X)i , ØJi, (Y)i and (I{)i, associated with

(DL + I,iL) case as expressed in Equation 5-128, saved the model the

addition of (3 *- MT) new zero-one rrariables that should have been

associated with variables AÐD, SNG and Ar. for each storey. Further

savings can be achieved in this particular case by linking variables

'nd (A )J to the four subsets of (DL + I^rL). This is(oRC)J, (OriG)r a 
m.

done by rewriting Relationships 5-98, 5-LLZ and 5-113 as fo11or'rs:

.IT(oRCt)j t- (oRC)J
i:l 

'L

(oRC2 ) J

(oRC3 ) J (oRC) i

IT
I (oRc)J *

!
l-r

IT
Ii:1

(x)i

(z)

(Y) i

j
i
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Meanwhile, Relationship 5-12B can be

all i values.

The above modification reduces the

(s-160)

(s-161)

(5 -T62)

(s-163)

(5 -L64)

(s-16s)

(s-166)

(5 -167 )

(s-168)

removed from the model for

nunber of zero-one variable

(oRC4) j

( olicl ) i

(oNG2)j

(oNG3)J

(oNG4) J

(A1m) 
j

(A2n) i

IT
1) IORC) Y

.Ln 'l
a:1

IT
t roNG) J

I
I-I

IT
I (or{c) J

!a: _L

IT
I (oNG)l

!1:I

IT
t roNG) J

.un 
t '1

a:l

IT
I (An) j

I
I-I

o (x)i

f i^r) J' ,1

(") j

rkr) i''1

(nJ''1

.IT
(A3m) J -- I

j'l
I-I

:k (X) i

IT: I- (A,,)i " G)l
1:1

rAm)J * (Y)J' '1 '1

(A4m) J
IT
I (A').1

i:l r (w)i
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by (IT) at each storey, while only increasing the number of con-

straints and the discrete variables slightly.

The above general and specific requirements and recommendations

are considered helpful and may under certain circumstances be

essential- for solving the problem and for producing a "tight"

formulation.

It should finally be mentioned that if the model gets extremely

Large, for example if J > 15, a "trial-and-error" process along the

following lines could be used.

1. I{henever tension normally exists in the lower floors, remove

three of the four (DL + krl,) subsets presented earlier, from the

model and try solving the model v¡ith the fourth subset.

2. If this yieì.ds an infeasible solution, remove this fourth

subset completely from further consideration. If it yields an

optimun solution, remove the fottrth subset for the time being.

3. Add the other three cases, orìe at a time and repeat step 2.

4. Comparing the results for the four solutions and selecting the

least cost solution r+ill result in the optimum solution.

The above "trial-and-error" process can be thought of as a

"tedious" process. It is, however, not only essential in some

cases, but it may also reduce the computation tine in urany cases.

5.1+ ILLUSTRATIVE EXAI'ÍPLE:

The model deveì-oped in this chapter

shear wal1 in a residential builaing(8).

¡vere made in formulating the problem.

is applied to a ten-storey

The follor,iing assumptions
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2

aJ

Only rvind pressure is considered to develop the in-plane

bending.

190 mm block with compressive strength 20 YIPa is used.

Mortar bedded-area rather than net block atea is con-

sidered.

Whenever strength requirements are satisfied for art

ungrouted wall, the two end cores v¡ill each be grouted and

reinforced wirh I ll 15 bar.

input data for the problem is as follov¡s:The

D,¿ : floor vreight (64 mm concrete slab on 356 mm Hambro

composite steel joists) : 107.00 kN/f1oor

L1 : live load : 84.7 KN/floor

Relative stiffness : 0.047

The in-plane-bending moment, after being modified by the

relative stiffness is as shown in Table 5-2

Table 5-2 In-plane bending movement for the 10 storey shear wall

Floor IO{-m

84.924
23L.945
437 .613
697.762

1003 . 967
1347.866
L7 2T .O93
2rL5.235
2526.t56
2945.443

10
9
B

7
6
Ê
J

4
tJ

2
1
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The following data is assumed as direct input to the problen.

Table 5-3 presents the assumed values of the grouting ratio (r)

vhere (r) the ratio between gxowEed/ungrouted cores in 1.0 m

length, the unit weight (Uï) for each of the grouting conditions

and the modular ratio n, when n : En/Es and Em and Es are masonry

and steel modulus of elasticity respectively. The values used for

Ao' and f* are also shown in Table 5-3.

Table 5.3 Values of r, I-fU, n, A¡, f, as assumed.

0.0 t/6 L/5 r/4 L/3 L/2 1.0

UW(KN/m ) 2.11 2.47 2.47 2.56 2.7r 3.01 3.91

L5.4 L6.17 L6.32 16.55 16.9 r7.7 20.0

ââ
A (mm /m) 64(10) 8s(10) 89.2(10) 9s.5(10) 106(10) 727(10) 1s0(10)

m

f (MPa) 3.25 3.125 3.1 3.00 3.06 2.87 2.5
rn

Table 5-4 presents the assr¡ned values of end steel, A"o and the

assumed disËance frorn the cenÈroid of the end steel to the end of the

wa11.

Table 5-4 The assumed values of A and D'.so

t
A sìm 200 300 400 500 600 600 800 900 1000 1200 1500 2000

SO

D m 100 100 200 100 200 300 400 300 200 400 300 400
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It should be noted that díscrete values of n, A, and f

developed as shown in Appendix (A).

axe

Discussion of the Results:

The optimum design problem described for the example problem of a

lO-storey wall above is for¡nulated using the model developed in the

previous sections. The optimuln results are su$marized in Table 5-5 and

graphically presented in Figure 5-4. It should be noted Èhat the

values shown in TabIe 5-5 are for Lhose variables representing the

"binding" relationships or subsets. fn other words, these variables

are reflections of the governing stresses and of the specific discrete

values of masonry components associated r¡ith then. Other variables

that do not appear in the table are included in Ëhose relationships or

subsets that do not hold and subsequently their values collapse to

zeTo.

For example, in stories 6, 7,8, 9 and 10, the zero-one variables

named (X)j have been assigned 1.0 which means that the (DL + I{L) case

for subset L, as expressed before in Relationships 5-57 and 5-58, has

governed the design. A1so, in the same sÈories, (X)i (X)i 1.0

indicating that the lov¡er bounds of the grouting conditions have been

selected which, in turn, means that the ungrouted wall complies with

the stress requirements. The choice of {Xs¡f: (XS)i:1.0, for the

same stories, means that no end steel is required for Èhe moment

compressive resisting capacity. Therefore, only I ll 1-5 steel bar at

each end of the wal1 is added and this is from practical design view
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Table 5-5. Optinun design results for the lO-storey shear wall.

S¿o!€y

VarlèbI€

(x)'

,*rl

t*r,J
t

,rtj

tzt"
L

rrrj

,rra,I
L

rlao)i

.,,, , 
J

l^o, )J

arÐ 
j

(rrn,l

(o¡c)J

(tno)J

(r*n, J

1.0

10(X)1 -1.0

10(Xs)1 '1.0

1.0 1.0 1,0 1.0

9876(X). -I.0 (X). -I.0 (X). -1.0 (X). -¡..0

9816(XS) -1,0 (XS) -1.0 (XS) -Ì.0 (XS) -1.01111

10 I(NS)t -1.0 (NS)1-1.0

200 200

87(¡{S) -1.0 (FS) -1.011

200 200

1.0 1.0

54(Z). -1.0 (Z)- -1.0

54(ZS) -1.0 (ZS) -1.015

654(NS) -1.0 (lts) -1.0 (NS) -1.0111

200 500 500

400 1000 1000

400 1000

00

22

00

0

1000

0

I

0

I

1.0 r.0 1.0

321(zL-1.0 (z)5-1.0 (zà-1.0

(ZS) -1.0 (ZS) -1.0 (ZS) r1.6 10 11

321(NS) -1.0 (HS) -1.0 (flS) -1.0234
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# UNGROUTEO WALL

(a) 0ptimal Design for órh Slorey Up

(b) 0ptimal 0esign f or 5th Storey

6ROUTEO

2fl7.0 2#20

lb') Suggested Modified 0ptimal 0esign

2#20 2#20

(r') Suggesled Modified 0ptimal 0esign(c) 0ptimal Design

EVERY

(e) 0ptimal 0esign f or 2r'a

EVTRY 2.ú t0Rt

f f ) 0Ptimal Design f or 'lst

Figure 5-4 Optirnal
storey

for Lth Storey

'h coRt ts 6R0ulE0

Storey

IS GROUTED

Storey (f') Suggested l4odified 0plimal Design

cross-sections for the different stories in a l-0-
shear wal1

(d) 0ptimal Design for l¡ú Storey

IS 6ROUTED
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point. On the other hand the selection of (NS)j: <US)Ì: t'0 pointsto

the fact that the axial coupression resisting capacity exceeds the

applied dead + live load, i.e., there is no need to add compression

steel .

Moving down to the fifth floor, testing the wall for the DL + I{L

case has shown that subset 2 governs the design. This has been

indicated by assigning the value of 1.0 to the zero-one variable

designated by Q)5. Again, an ungrouted wall is found sufficient to

resist the applied bending moment plus axial load combination.

However, the selection of {zs¡l (zS); 1.0 indicates that the

compression violation begins to be a serious problem which requires end

steel to increase the resisting capacity. In the fourth floor, subset

2 agaLn governs the design and 1Z)4 |¡as been selected. However, the

grouting condition of the ruall has been increased, as required by the

stress limit, fron an ungrouted wall to a wall ¡{ith every sixth core

grouted. This condition is indicated in the choice of Ø?: @T:

1.0. Again end steel is found necessary to increase Ehe resisting

capacity. The optimum sÍde steel for both stories 5 and 4 is 1 /l 25 at

each end ((zs)?: ,rtlf : r.ol.
In the third storey, the optimum design yields a wall with every

fourth core grouted, which is reflected in the choice of (Z)54 : L.O,

ç,¡hile at the sane time end steel has been increased to 2 ll 20 at each

end. At this point a call for judgement is required by the practical

designer. If the continuity of steel bars with increasing sizes from

top to boËtom is preferred, then a modified design is required for
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stories five and four, so that 2 ll 20 steel bars replace 1 ll 25 at each

end, which is suggested in Figures 5-4(b) and 5-4(c).

This suggested modification could also be applied to the first

storey where the optimum design results in requirements of 4 ll 20 at

each end of the wa11 (as shown in Figure 5-4(f)), while, as shown in

Figure 5-4(e), 2 lf 25 at each end of the waIl are required for the

second storey. Therefore, the designer could replace the 4 ll 20 steel_

bars in the first storey by 3 lf 25 at each end as shown in Figure 5-

4(f ).

It should also be noted in Table 5-5 that Êhe value of (OAD)3

')
exceeds (ORC)' in the third floor which means that the original applied

(DL + LL) exceeds the original resisting capacity of the section which,

in turn, means that additional resisting capacity is required. This

requirement is satisfied by selecting only L ll L5 to be placed in the

inside part of the v¡all. For the second and first storey, the required

inside steel has been increased as reflected in the choices of (NS)3:
11.0 and (NS); : 1.0.

5.5 SUM},ÍARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, a model has been developed for the optimurn design

of multi-storey masonry shear walls. The nodel consists of a linear

objective function that ca1ls for minimizing the total cost of blocks,

grout and steel, and three types of linear constraint sets. The first

type of constraints contain those relationships that describe the

linitation of the loadings and stresses for two different load cases,

namely, (DL + I^IL) and (DL + LL). It also contains the constraints Èhat
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control the relatíonships among some of the variables in the problem.

The second type includes those constraints which define the discrete

values of all variables included in the mode1. It also defines the

relationships among the "Transfer" variables. The final type of

constraints organize the relationships among zero-one variables. The

relationships I,¡ere developed using a computer' program (described

Appendix D) which depends on two types of information. The first types

of data are input data to be selected by Èhe designer for some of the

basic nasonry structural variables in the model , ê.8. , selected

standard sizes of steel bars. The second types of data are caleulated

data that are produced as a result of applying stress and load

limitations relationships , e.g. (XD)i, (XB)i,...,etc.

The model, after being formulated, interacts with 'LJNDO'(24)

which starts the solution process using a Branch and Bound tech-

nique(22) 
^n¿ 

continues until the optimum solution is found.

The size of the model depends, mainly, on the number of stories

J, and as this number increases the size increases and, accordingly,

the solution time increases. The computation time is not the only

problem associated with the size of the model, but also the nature of

the formulation. A "goodt' or "tight" formulation increases the

efficiency of solution while a "bad" or "1oose" formulation decreases

such efficiency and nay yield infeasible solutions. A few recommenda-

tions and requirements that are helpful and in some cases rather

essential to produce an efficient model are presented in this chapter.

However, aoïe hrork is needed to produce improved nodels and subsequenÈ-
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Iy, irnproved solutions, as is discussed in the recommendations in the

next chapter.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6,L SUMMARY

The nodels described in this thesis are an important step toward

restoring masonry, âD "under-researched" material, to a competitive

position among other structural materials such as concrete and steel.

The primary objective of the study, namely, to develop a means whereby

optimurn masonry structural designs can be obtained, has been achieved.

Prior to the development of the masonry structural design

optimization models described herein, a few studies were conducted on

simple cases where different structural design methods, e.8., Trans-

formed Section Analysis (T.S.A.), the Coefficient Method (C.M.), the

Unity Equation (U.8.) and the Load-Deflection Method were evaluated on

the basis of practical applicability and economic efficiency. Those

studies also covered an evaluation of different optimization tech-

niques , ê.g. , Linear Programming (L.P. ), Non-linear Programming (N.P. ),

Goal Prog¡¿mming (G-P.) and Integer Programming (I.P.) on the basis of

their suitability for different masonry optimization problems. i.lell-

established guidelines derived from all Ëhose previous studies have

resulted, and they provide the basis for the masonry opËimization

models included in this thesis. This basis is Ëhe foundation for the

following aspects of masonry design, namely, the most important

component of masonry structure, the most reliable structural design

approaches, and Ëhe most appropriate optinization techniques for Èhe

problem of the masonry structural design optimization.

Since shear walls are an integral part of any masonry structure,
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being the elemenËs which provide both resistance to lateral forces,

particularly forces due to r,¡ind or earthquake, and also lateral

stability for the structure, they were selected for application of the

optimization models described in this study. However, these roodels can

be easily extended to accommodate other components such as beams or

colusns.

Analysis of different structural design approaches provided by

either the code or elasticity principles led to a number of important

observations. Although the coefficient Method yields the most

economical solution in the case of bearing walls subjected to out-of-

plane bending, its use is not recommended in the design of shear walls

(as explained in Section 3-2-a). The Load-Deflection Method, âs

described in the "odu(4), on the other hand, ignores the contribution

of conpression reinforcernent to the load resisting capacity and

consequently has limited application. Although the Uniry Equation

alternative always gives the most conservative solution among nethods

that recognize compression steel, it is more suitable to the design of

shear wal1s because of its conservative nature. This is particularly

the case for those cases with low eccentricities, for normal stress

cases, or for cases when compression governs Lhe design. On the other

hand, the Transformed Section Analysis approach gives the most

economical design for high eccentricities or for cases when tension

governs the design(39'40) .

Evaluation of different optimization techniques resulted in

recognition that linear Mixed Integer (Linear-DiscreËe) progr'..ing was

the most appropriate optimization technique for such types of problems.
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The reasons are: first, the closeness of the Llnearized relationships

to their original non-linear forms; second, the efficiency and

capabilities of linear optimization solving packages; and, third, the

discrete nature of masonry elements.

Two main models have been developed in this thesis. The first is

for the optinum design of an individual shear waIl and the second is

for the optimurn design of multi-storey shear walls. Due to the limited

number of grouting and steel combinations to be tested for different

stress cases in the first model the Transformed Sectlon Analysis, the

Unity Equation, and the Coefficient Method relationships were applied

as originally derived directly frorn the code requirement, and/or

elasticity principles after being manipulated mathematically to fit

v¡hat is termed as "Acceptable Discrete Forn".

Due to the difficulties of carrying out the tension analysis

(T.S.A.) for the resulting large number of steel and grouting combina-

tions, simulated functions vrere developed for the second ¡nodel to

replace the original tension relationships. The simulated variables

v/ere derived from the Unity Equation after extensive comparisons

between the simulated and original values deternined from the

Transformed Section Analysis approach.

A few difficulties were encountered in nodeling for the highrise

optimization problem, due mainly to the large size of Èhe model. A few

suggestions, modification, and recornmendations are presented to assist

in simplifying the problems for practical applications.

Pseudo-discrete optiraizatíon formulations were developed for both

problerns. The models are made up of four main parts: A linear
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function that describes the objective of the problem, namely, the

minimization of the total cost of materials, i.e., blocks, steel, and

grout; a set of continuous constraints in the form of inequalities that

describe the general boundaries for different stress and load poss-

ibilities; a set of discrete constraints that define the discrete

values of different variables contained in the continuous constraints.

These last constraints are in the form of equalities where the discrete

values of different variables are associated with different sets of

zero-one (0-1) variables which correspond to the different stress and

load possibilities. Finally, a set of constraints that expresses the

relationships among the (0-1) varíables is required. This last set of

constraints vras constructed in such a manner that the nu¡nber of (0-1)

variables is minimized.

fn both problems, the optimization model q¡as generated using

computer programs which depend on input data provided by the user, the

practicing engineer. The computation process that precedes the

solution of the model helps in filtering the different stress and load

possibilities, eliminates the unnecessary constraints, and provides the

model with the necessary relationships in their nAcceptable Discrete

Forn" and is organized in such a ï¡ay that it increases the effieiency

of the solution procedure.

The optimizatLon models ¡¡ere solved using a well-known commeTcial-

ly available optimization package, LINDO, while the compuËer facility

used was the Amdahl 5850 at the University of Manitoba.
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6.2 CONCLUSIONS

In addition to the obvious advantage that by optimizing Easonry

structural design, a percentage of the total cost of materials can be

saved (v¡hich can be significant in some larger buildings), a number of

more general conclusions have been reached. These are as follows:

1. The discrete optimization models developed al1ow the structural

design relationships to be solved simultaneously, which elirsinates

the time involved in the trial-and-error process used in tradi-

tional design.

2. The confusing problem of designing a wall subjected to very srnall

tension, a problem that has previously been solved either in

incorrect or impractical ways can now be solved in a ratíonal

manner. Analysis, instead of design, of a section subjected to

tensile stresses can be perforrned by applying different amounts of

tensile steel and checking the resulting actual stresses against

their allowable values. If analysis of the section, at the

tension end of the waIl, with the minimurq amount of reinforce-

!ûent, reveals a value of (d)f that is greater than one, Ehe

section is then considered safe for tension and sEresses at the

conpression end of the wa1l are tested instead.

3. In designing a waII for axial apptied (dead + live) loads, the

axial resisting capacity re-distribution discussed in Chapter 3

achieved a two-fold purpose. First, it ensures that Èhe design

for (dead + wind) l-oads is maintained during the design for (dead

+ live) loads. Second, it conLributes to the optimization process

by considering the exËra weight of reinforced grouted cores, a
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4.

situation which is normally ignored in traditional design.

From the study cases analyzed throughout this l/ork, it appears

that shear stress does not impose a serious problem in most

normal masonry structures. However, horizontal joint reinforce-

ment is always recommended.

It is evident that the use of the Unlty Equation approach can be

extended to cover cases where tension exists. The simulation

analysis conducted in Chapters 4 and 5 show that in cases of

tension, the U.E. can be used to determine variables needed to

apply the Transformed Section Analysis approach, which permits

fsrrsulating the resulting relationships in the discrete form. In

the first case where both tension and compression violation exist

in the wall and where tension is the more severe violation, it is

concluded that with ninimuu steel requirement, the masonry is

fully utilized and the stress distribution resulting from T.S.A.

is almost identical to the U.E. stress distribution where fma:

Crofoo. In the second case, where the section is subjected to

tension on1y, the resulting stress distribution from applying

T.S.A., again with the minimum required reinforcement, is found to

be almost identical to the U.E. sÈress distribution where fma:

lP¿,2(A'*L) + M//SMI .

Ir should be noted that the necessity for the slmulation

process arose from the fact that the direct application of T.S.A.

is almost inpossible, especially for highrise problems.

5
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6.3 RECO},T,IENDATIONS

The research conducted in this thesis is the first of its kind in

the area of masonry structures. As a nev¡ approach, the research opens

doors for further ¡¡ork that should be directed toward investigaËing

different aspects and problems that could assist in upgradíng the

understanding of this building material and subsequently strengthening

its position among other building materials. The recommended further

rüork can be sunmarized as follows:

First - fn the area of the optiwum rnasonÐr structural design:

More investigation shoul¿ be directed to the optimuü design of

different masonry structural elernents other than shear walls, €.8.,

columns and beams. A1so, the integration of these different elements

into coroplete systen design is essential.

Secord - In the area of optinization techniques adapted:

Although the general scheme of the optinization technigue used in

this work has been applied in the past to relatively few different

optimization problems, the overall optimization process including the

computational procedure prior to model development together with the

inter-relationships anong zero-one variables addressed in this study

have not been introduced before. The large sLze of the models

developed in this thesis necessitates the development of such inter

relationshíps to minimize the number of constraints, zero-one variables

and the conputation tine. Although a significant time savings has

been achieved in solving most of the cases tested in this work, there

remains a need and potential for developing more efficient opLirnization

techniques. The reason for this need can be summarized as follows.
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The general formulaÈion of the pseudo-discrete model, as presented

in Chapter III, can be graphically represented for two discrete vari-

ables as sho¡^¡n in Figure 6.1.

It should be noted that the discrete points shown on the figure

present values of BSt and þ52, only when ei ana of takes the value of

1.0. lIhen the problem is solved using LINDO, a continuous linear pro-

granming solution representing the solution of the continuous con-

straints $" (psl, PSz) t É I 0, is found aL the ftrst step. The

Branch-and-Bound(B&B) technique is then applied to determine the

discrete values of BS1 and BS2. The branching process selects, on the

basis of closeness of the variable to its feasible values of 0 or 1.0,

the values of BSl and þ52 by sequentially setting the values of ci and

"f to 1. O. The process continues in a systematic manner until the
1

optimum discrete solution is found. Further research work is

recommended to develop a better search technique that selects values

for BSI and þ52 rather than oi 
"r,¿ 

ol such that BS1 and þ52 are close

to the vertices of the optinum feasible solution region.

Third - In the area of lnasorrrJr behaviour:

The effect of additives, such as fly ash, on the strength

characteristics and the cost of concrete block is an important

recommended research work. The nain objective of such ¡^¡ork is to find

the optimum fly ash/cernent mix that minimizes the cost of producing

concrete blocks while still meetíng the requirements of block strength.

The work should also investigate the effect of this combination on the

structural behaviour of different elements (e.g. flexural and shear).
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Fourth - In the area of Inasonr5r construction:

The overall nasonry construction problen should also be inves-

tigated. The problem should consider the availabilíty of different

resources (e.g.materials and labour) as well as the time spans during

which different construction stages (e.g. planning, designing the final

building construction) are implemented with the required leve1 of

satisfaction in Ëhe most optimun Periods of tíme.
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APPENDIX A A-1

Dertelopment of Am.--[r. U]+j and n values:

The Canadian Code, CAN3 - 5304 yIB4, defines the net bl-ock area

as being the net area at the mortar bed. Since, almost, one third

of a block at the mortar bed area is solid, Lhe code definition

Ieads to the following linear relationship:

A
m

where A
m

fm + 0.005981 Ao, : 3.63636

where f_: the alfowable masonry compressive
In

deternined frorn relationship A-1, according

(A- 1)

one meLre length of the

(A-2)

stress in MP and A isam
to the variation in the

: [0.34 + r(0.66)] As

: Mortar bedded area in
tr,¡all (mm-/m)

r : grouted/wngrouted cores ratio (varies between

0 and 1)

A : the gross cross-sectional area of a wa]1 pergo,,

metre (nn'/n)

For : 0. A - o min : 0.34 A, while for r : I. A : A t"x :'mmEnfrì

A The code has also defined two bounds for f associated with the
Em

tuo ultimate cases of grouted walls. namely, fully grouted and

ungrouted. Further a linear interpolation has been perrnited.

Therefore, if the tvro extreme bounds for f, are frmln and trt"*,

i,¡hich are associaLed with fully grouted and ungrouted situations

respectively, the linear interpolation between A* and f, can be

expressed as follows:



A-2

ratio r.

Similarily the relationships between U[^/, (the unit weight of a

masonry wall) ox, n (the modular ratio) and A,o can be linearly

interpolated and expressed mathematically in the same way as

relationship A-2.

If the ratio r takes seven different values (as for the rnodels

developed in this thesis), then the discrete values of A-, f-,U¡i

and n can be shown as in Table A-1.

Table A-1, Discrete Values of A*, f*, W and n due to linear
interpolation.

rA
m

t)

rwn /m

f Ui^l n
m

MP WT/ 2a 'm

1.0 190 *'103 2.5 3.91 20

L/2 L27 .3 *" 103 2.87 3.01 17 .4L

L/3 LO6 .4 * 103 3.0 2.7r 16.75

L/4 gs.gs * 103 3.06 2.56 L6.42

T/5 89.7 * 103 3.09 2.47 16.22

r/6 Bs.s*103 3.L2 2.4r 16.08

0 64 * 103 3.25 2.Lr L5.4



Outline of Branch

poration f zero-one

problems:

(N.8. The example

manual )

Maximize 75XL +6X

APPENDIX B

and Bound (B and B)

variable for solving

B-1

nethod v¡ith the incor-

discrete optimization

shown herein is derived from LrND o(23) user

2+3X3+33X4 (B-1)

(B-2)

(D-3)

subject to

774 X I + 76 X 2 + 22 X 3 + 42 X 4 < 875

67 Xl + 27 X 2 + 794 X 3 + 53 X l+ < 875

where X1, X2, X3 and X4 are restricted to 0.1

The search process that a computer might follow in finding an

integer optimun is illustrated in Figure B-1. First the problem is

soIvedaSanLPwiththeconstraintsx1,x2,X3,x4<

solution is su¡nrnarized in the box labeled 1. The solution has

fractional values fot X2 and X3 and is therefore unacceptable. At

this point X2 is arbitrarily selected and the following reasoning

is applied. At the integer optimurn X2 must equal either 0 or l-.

Therefore, replace the original problern by two ner,r subproblems, one

with X2 constrained to 1 (Box or node 2) and the other with X2

constrained to 0 (node B). If we solve both of these new IPs, then

the better solution must be the best solution to the original

problem. This reasoning is the motlvation for using the term

"branch. " Each subproblem created corresponds to a branch in an

enumeration Ëree.

The m¡rnbers to the upper left of each node indicate Èhe order



B-2

in which the nodes (or equivalently, subproblens) are examined.

The variable Z is the objective function value trlhen the subproblem

with X2 constrained to 1 (node 2) is solved as an LP, we find that

X1 and X3 take fractional values. Arguing as before but now with

variable Xl, two nev¡ subproblens are created: one with Xl con-

strained to 0 (node 7) and one v¡ith Xl constrained to 1 (node 3).

This process is repeated v¡ith X4 and X3 until node 5. At this point

an integer solution r,¡ith Z: Bi- is found. We do not know that this

is the optimum integer solution, however, because we musL still look

at subproblems 6 through 10.

Subproblem 6 need not be pursued further because there are no

feasible solutions having all of X2, Xl, and X4 equal to 1'

Subproblem 7 need not be pursued further because it has a Z of 42

which is worse than an integer solution already in hand.

At node 9 a new and better integer solution wixh Z : 108 is

found when X3 is set to O. Node 10 illustrates the source for the

"bound" part of "branch-and-bound." The solution is fractional;

however, it is not examined further because the Z-va}ue of 86.72 is

Iess than the 108 associated with an integer solution aLteady in

hand. The Z-value at any node is a bound on the Z-value at any

offspring node. This is true because an offspring node or sub-

problem is obtained by appending a constraint to the parent problem.

Appending a constrâint can only hurt. fnterpreted in another 1ight,

this mearis that the Z-values carinoL improve as one lnoves down the

tree.



B-3

A Branch-and-8ound Search Tree

Z : LIS.84o
Xl : 1.0
X?: .506
X5 = .954
X4 = 1.0

Z = II0.85
XI = 1.0
X3 = .95
X4 = 1.0

Z: LIS.L5
Xl : .9s
X5 = .92
X4 : l.o

X2 = 1.0
XI = t.O

Z = 42.Q
X3 = I.0
X4 = 1.0

Z = 100.64
X3= 0
X4 = .595Z - 86.72

XI : t.0
X4 = .264

)12 = 1.0
XI = I.0
X4 : 1.0

X2 = l.o
Xl = I.0
X4= 0

X2 = t.0
XI : 1.0
X4= 0
X3= 0Figure



The tree presented in

of hol¡ the tree might

for the same problem

freedom:

preceding fígure

searched. Other

playing viith the

a. Choice of next node to examine, and

b. Choice of branching variable when splitting a node.

For example, if nodes B and then 9 rvere examined immediately

after node 1 then the solution wíxi¡r Z : 108 v¡ould have been found

quickly. further, nocles 4,5, and 6 could then have been skipped

because tlne Z-vaLue at node 3 (f00.64) is rùorse than a known integer

solution (108) and therefore r¡o offspring of node 3 would neecl

examination.

In the example tree the first node is split by branching on the

possible values for X2. One could have just as well chosen X3 or

even Xl as the first branching variable.

The efficiency of the search is closely related to how wisely

the choices are made in (a ) and (b) above. fn (b) one \'rants to

choose variables which are "decisive. " In general, the computel

will make intelligent choices and the user need not be al¡are of the

details of the search process. The user should. however, keep the

general B & B process in mind when formulating a model. If the user

has a prior knowledge that an integer variable r is decisive, then

for the LINDO program it is useful to place x early in the formula-

tion to indicate its importance. This general understanding should

drive home the importance of a "tight" LP formulation. A tight LP

forrnulation is one r^¡hich, uhen solved, has an objective function

the

be

by

B-4

was only one illustratiorr

trees could be developed

follov,'ing traro degrees of



ö-J

value close to the IP optimum. The LP solutions at the subproblems

are used âs bonncls to curt-ail the search. If the bounds are poor,

many early nodes in the tree may be explicicly examined because

their bounds look gooci ev€n though in fact these nodes have no good

offspring.
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APPENDIX D D.I

Flowchart of the computation process for the multi-storey

masonry shear wal1 optimization problem:

START

READ INPUT DATA

J,L,H,M J,VlOL,LL.A,O,A'¡

MODEL OEVELOPER

t. n

Y

FOR ANY IOMBINATION

lS M'P u
NO
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